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PREFATORY.

The oldest nation on the globe sends her greeting to

her youngest sister. The "Setting Sim" has shed its last

rays on the Old World from Egypt's sunny land and
now appears on this western shore as a brilliant "Rising

Sun". In the metropolis of the Western Hemisphere one

of Egypt's grandest treasures meets our eyes and, though
silent, reminds us of her former greatness. Here stands

a monument of two of her greatest Pharaohs, lords and
conquerors, scourges of their people, and a terror to their

foes. It tells the story of serfs and teems with cringing

words and the praise of despots. Yet it was a glorious

time when this monument was erected and inscribed, a

time of power, pride, learning, greatness, conquest for

the lords, but for the people a time of abject subjection,

misery, and hardships. Pharaoh was master of all. But
the sun of his grandeur has set and vanished, and our ob-

elisk, that proud monument of Pharaonic times, now sees

a spectacle which the" greatest flight of fancy could not

have pictured to any man of those by-gone days.

Here in the western land the obsequious adoration of

one man is no more. Here the people are not under the

lash and miserable; they are, with all their cares and
labors, a happy and contented people. The realm is not,

as in those former days, the result of a despot's triumph-
ant march, but a grand, harmonious union of friends.



viii Prefatory.

On such a picture our obelisk looks down from its

lofty pedestal. Had it a tongue, it could tell us many a

tale of the past, when Thothmes III. erected it with

pomp and festivities, when Ramses II. engraved his

name upon it, and the law-giver Moses, the Israelite,

played and studied in its view, how it escaped the fury

of the demoniac ravager Cambyses, was transported by
the Romans to Alexandria, escaped Mohammedan fa-

naticism, and was at last conveyed as a precious prize

from its sunny home to our fitful climate. It seems odd-

ly out of place here, and its coat of paraffine will not

protect it wholly from bleak winds and rain, and win-

ter's ice and snow. It has lived its longest time on earth,

and at the advanced age of thirty-four centuries it must
decline, until it will totter and fall. Then having so long

symbolized the ''Rising Sun" in all its beaut}', and
having greeted its glorious advent with every dawu and

break of day, the "Setting Sun" will shroud it for the

last time in its light, but the new sun of morning will

seek its old friend in vain. It will fade away, but its

memory will last much longer than inscriptions on stone

which must perish sooner or later. Let us, however, the

children of a new era, learn from it the greatness of its

authors

!



CHAPTER I.

Obelisks — where found, and whex, axd by whox
ERECTED.

§1. Obelisks have been found in various localities of the

ancient Egyptian empire. Possibly almost every city

of some prominence will have boasted of some, no mat-

ter how small, especially such cities as became for a

time the residence of the Pharaoh. They would also be
placed in cities in which grand temples had been erected

for the worship of some prominent deity, and if we can
rely upon the reports of travelers, they are even found
in the adjacent Sinaitic Peninsula to serve as monuments
to the praise of some king's achievements. Unfortunate-

ly, however, for any deductions, most of the obelisks

which were certainly erected in various places are com-
pletely gone either through the violence of foes, the rav-

ages of a Cambyses, or else the internal dissensions of

the people and the subsequent ruin, and the ruthless

sand of the desert. Of the obelisks, which formerly must
have been counted by hundreds, we can scarcely find

fifty, and of these only a few are perfect or of purely

Egyptian origin.

As far as can be ascertained from the obelisks of the

present day, most of them point as the original place of

their erection to that city preeminently called the "City

of Obelisks" in Lower Egypt, the Heliopolis of the an-

rients, at present xjJ-l* Motarlyeli. near Cairo. They were
here placed around and in front of the temple of the sun,
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which was the principal sanctuary of the city. From this

fact Heliopolis received the name "house of the sun",

or vTEw* D? [beth shemeshj, as mentioned in the Bible.

These obelisks formed the leading attraction at that re-

mote time and undoubtedly remained such until the

city's utter destruction. Their fame spread far and wide,

for in Jeremiah xliii : 13 we find the prophet mentioning

the "upright stones" [fltoXfi mazzebhoth] of Heliopolis,

which were doomed to perish. Heliopolis, in the days
of its power, must have presented a glorious picture to

the observer, no less when Joseph wedded a daughter
of the high-priest, as when, some centuries later, the

law-giver Moses was a student at Egypt's foremost uni-

versity in this city.

Another city, however, claims our attention as on an
almost equal footing with Heliopolis as regards obelisks.

Thebes in Upper Egypt, tho famous city of one hundred
gates, as Homer calls it, the largest city of the ancient

world, had besides its many grand temples and palaces

a number of the largest obelisks extant. Four of them
still tower above the piles of ruins scattered on all sides,

while a still larger number must lie buried deep in the

ground. It was quite appropriate that here in the metrop-

olis of Upper Egypt, where Pharaoh passed much of his

time and where he was crowned with all the pomp and
magnificence of a victor, a number of obelisks should
proclaim his praise. They were made for the living to

gaze upon, and were therefore erected on the eastern

bank of the Xile where the city proper stood, while the

western bank was wholly surrendered to the dead. The
modern villages of Karnak (^Lijj) and Luxor ( .^1) now
mark the spot where Thebes was situated. However, if we
are to believe a traveler, Villiers Stuart, who found two
prostrate obelisks of an old dynasty in the necropolis

or cemetery on the western bank of the Nile, and take
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into account that Lepsius found his obelisk at Gizeh, the
necropolis of Memphis, also on the western bank of the
]N
T
ile, we must infer that the oldest obelisks were not al-

ways set up with a view to being admired by the living,

but simply served as head-stones for the dead.

Obelisk of Ramses IT. In Luxor (Thebes).

The majority of all extant obelisks was erected at He-

liopolis and Thebes. Others, however, have been discov-

ered in different places: some as far north as Sais and
Tunis, and as far south as the boundary of Egypt on the

island of Phila3, called Elephantine by the ancients. The
limit in the opposite directions seems to have been the

Fayoom on the west, and the Sinaitic Peninsula on the

east. Outside of Egypt and Africa other Egyptian and
some pseudo-Egyptian obelisks are to be found. They
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are the work of Roman emperors. These, jealous of the

great achievements of the Pharaohs and desirous of add-

ing to the many Pharaonic obelisks in Rome some of

their own making and inscribed with their own name,

had the stone quarried in Syene and transported to Rome.
Domitian and Hadrian erected such to their honor in the

"Eternal City".

§2. The obelisk is certainly a very early invention of the

Egyptians. As a matter of fact, it was at first of small

size and could hardly have been used as an ornament
of temples, which purpose it served in later times. We
find very little of the commonplace laudatory titles on
the earliest specimens of obelisks, and, as mentioned a-

bove, some of them were even found in the necropolis

or cemetery, apparently to serve as mementos or head-

stones. A passage on the monuments, mentioning that a

certain Merab ( '^^
>

"love-7ieart") was priest of Khufu's

obelisk, points to the fact, that as early as the fourth

dynasty ( about 3100 B. C. ) the form of the obelisk was
known. In the inscriptions of the fifth dynasty we meet

with the hieroglyphic sign of the obelisk L The xith dy-

nasty has bequeathed to us three obelisks. It was not,

however, until the xnth dynasty that the true beauty of

the obelisk was fully appreciated. Usertesen I. ( 2371 B.

C, according to Lepsius ) may be considered to have been
the first to erect obelisks of large dimensions, as is well

illustrated by the obelisk at present standing in Matari-

yeh near Cairo, though another of his obelisks at Bejij,

or the ancient Crocodilopolis, in the Fayoom has more of

the appearance of a stele with a rounded top.

From this time until the beginning of the xvrath dy-
nasty we possess no obelisks. A new era then began for

Egypt. It ushered in its golden age. Thothmes I. was
the first to claim for himself equal honor with Usertesen.
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He erected two magnificent obelisks in Karnak, where
they are still conspicuous. Here his daughter, queen Ha-
tasUj co-regent with her brothers Thothmes II. and III.,

also erected two obelisks.

It is true her name does

not appear on them, but
it is a well established

fact, that her great broth-

er Thothmes III., mighty
as he was. showed an

ignoble jealous}- of his

valiant sister and, on
coming to power, erased

her name from the mon-
uments and substituted

his own instead. As he

had. however, left the

feminine pronouns and
endings in the inscrip-

tions, his knavery was
readily discovered. Not-

withstanding this serious

defect in his character,

he celebrated his many
victories by the erection of obelisks of his own. To him
belongs the palm in this line of monumental structures.

Besides him, one other Pharaoh of this dynasty. Ame-
nophis II., seems to have erected one small obelisk.

After the death of Thothmes III. there was a compar-

ative quiet in the erection of obelisks, although one of

his obelisks was finished, inscribed, and then erected by
Thothmes IV. The great Pharaoh was praised for his im-

posing monuments, but none dared emulate him until

with a new dynasty a new line of rulers came to Egypt.

Of Seti I. two excellent obelisks have come down to us,

Queen Hatasu or Makara-
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both being at present in Rome. The name, however, most
frequently mentioned on the obelisks is that of Ramses
II. (1200 B. C. ). Although he erected comparatively few
obelisks, he inscribed his name and deeds on those of his

predecessors, thereby engaging in

no legitimate business. He consid-

ered himself the equal of Thoth-

mes III., and therefore chose the

obelisks of the latter, which had
but one— the central — column in-

scribed, and put two more columns ppl

on each side with vainglorious
j

praise of himself. With him the

erection of large obelisks seems to

have ceased for a time.

It was not until the reign of king
Psametik II. that we come across

another large obelisk of superior

workmanship. This is at present in

Rome. Ptolemy Euergetes II. and
Cleopatra II. have left us a fine ob-

elisk on the island of Philse, and
this represents the last of a long line of truly Egyptian
monoliths. The Roman emperors who erected obelisks of

their own were Hadrian and Domitian. Since their time

obelisks with hieroglyphic inscriptions have neither

been quarried nor erected.

§3. It fell to the lot of the greater number of Egyptian
obelisks to be transported from their native land and to

serve as objects of curiosity to the multitudes, which had
and still have no conception of what they represent. This

was due to foreigners; for there is no case on record where

the obelisk of one Pharaoh has been transported to a dif-

ferent place by another. Not until the Romans invaded

Egypt and carried or! its grain and gold, did it occur to

Ramses II. in his youth.
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man's mind to despoil it of some of its wonders. The first

to adorn Rome and Alexandria with them was the em-

peror Augustus, who carried off two to Rome and left

two in Alexandria, — the London and New York Obe-

lisks. Caligula (40 A. D. ) and Claudius (41-54 A. D.

)

folloAved his example, and about 90 A. D. Domitian re-

moved two to Rome and two to Benevento in Italy. Con-

stantine the Great

( 306 - 337 A. D. ),

after establishing

himself in Byzan-

tium [ Constanti-

nople], transport-

ed a large obelisk

to this city, but

left a second one,

which he had be-

gun to remove in

330, in Alexan-

dria, until Con-

stantius brought

it over to Con-

stantinople in 357.

During the Mid-

dle Ages and up
to the present

century the other

obelisks still re-

maining in Egypt
were left undisturbed. In 1832-1833 the French removed
the Luxor Obelisk to Paris, the English the prostrate

Alexandrian Obelisk in 1877-1878 to London, and the

Americans the erect Obelisk of Alexandria, commonly
called "Cleopatra's Needle" in 1880-1881 to New York.
§4. It would be quite impossible to give an absolutely

Head of the mummy of Ramses II. discovered In 1881.
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correct list of all obelisks existing at the present time,

since with regard to some of them we must take the word
of travelers, avIio were not acquainted with Egyptian
studies and would therefore easily have been imposed
upon, or else the books of reference describing them
are in some cases very much at variance. The following

list is as near correct as it can at present be made.

I. ERECT OBELISKS.

Where erected : By whom erected

:

Height:

In Egypt:

1. Karnak Thebes Thothmes I. 71 ft. 7 in.

2. Karnak Thebes Hatasu 97 „ 6 ??

3. Luxor Thebes Ramses II. 82 „
—

4. Heliopolis Heliopolis Usertesen I. 67 „
—

5. Pkihe [frag.] Philre Ptolemies 33 „
-

j >

6. 7. Karnak Thebes Thothmes III. 19 -

8. Sarbut-el- Sinaitic 9

Khedem [?] Peninsula
9. Drah-abul-

Xeggah
Thebes Antef [xi. dyn.] 11

5 ?

In Constantinople:

10. Atmeidan Heliopol. ? Thothmes III. 55 ,, 4

11. Prioli ? Xectanebol. ? 35 „ 9 ?

In Rome:

12. Lateran Thebes Th'th. III. IV. 105 6

13. Vatican not inscribed. 83 „ 1*

14. Flaminian Heliopolis Seti I. 78 „ 6

15. Campensis Heliopolis Psametik II. ? 71 5 5?

16. Pamphilian Rome Domitian 54 3

17. S?Maria Magg.Heliopol. ? not inscribed. 48 5
J >

18. Mt. Cavallo Heliopol. ? not inscribed. 45 „
19. Sallustian Rome Copy of Seti I. 43 „ 6

20. Barberini Rome Hadrian 30 „
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Where erected: By whom erected:

21. Mahutean Heliopolis Ramses II.

22. Piazza della Sais ? Psametik II. ?
Minerva

23. Villa Mattei ? Ramses II.

In other parts of Italy and Sicily:

24. Boboli Gar- Heliopolis Ramses II. ?
dens, Florence

25. Florence ? ?

20. Florence ? ?

27. 28. Benevento Benevento Domitian

29. Borgian, Naples ? Domitian ?

30. Catania Catania Roman copy?

In France:

31. Luxor,
[
Paris] Thebes Ramses II.

32. Aries Aries Constantine ?

In England:

33. Alexandrian Heliopolis Thothmes III.
|
in London]

34. Alnwick Castle ?

or Sion House ?

35. 36. Amyrtseus ?

British Mus.

37. Corfe Castle Philae

Height:

20ft. -in.

17 „ 7

16

1 >> it

5 „ 10 „

12 „ 4

74 „ 11

56

Amenophis II. 7 „

Amyrtseus [465] 19 „

9

3

9

Ptol. Euerg. II. 22 „ 1| „

In Germany:

38. Alba ni Munich ?

39. Lepsius Berlin Memphis

/// the United States:

Domitian ?

iv. or v. dyn. 1* „

40. Cleopatra's
Needle

Heliopolis Thothmes III. 69 „ 6

II. PROSTRATE OBELISKS.

1. Karnak Thebes Thothmes 1.
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2. Karnak
3. Bejij

4-7. San
8. Assuan

Where erected : By whom erected

:

Thebes Hatasu
Crocodilop. Usertesen I.

Tanis Ramses II.

still in the quarry.

Sinaitic 9

Peninsula

Height:

?

42 ft. 9 in.

9

95

9. Xahasb 7„ 11

10. 11. Drah-abul
JSTeggak

Thebes Antef [xi. dyn.] ?

Besides the above, we are told that there wherein Rome
in 1676 four fragments of obelisks, which have since dis-

appeared. Another obelisk is said to have been near the

Porta del Popolo in Rome, in the burial place of Nero,

which was only a Roman imitation, called the Esmeade
Obelisk. Zoega states that a fragment of an obelisk was
brought to TTanstead, England. It was 2i ft. high, and
comprised only a part of the pyramidion. Another frag-

ment of an obelisk is mentioned as having been at Cairo,

Egypt. Bonomi calls attention to one at Soughton Hall,

England. None of these, however, can now be traced.

Pharaoh with the double crown of Egypt bringing offerings to the gods.



CHAPTER II.

The quarrying, transporting, and raising of obe-

lisks.

§1. Egypt is undoubtedly in every respect a land of

wonders. At the most remote period of its history we ob-

serve that it was already in such an advanced state of civ-

ilization, as would appear to us to be wholly incompat-

ible with its venerable age. When Greece first began to

issue from its times of heroes and demi-gods and advance

on a path of civilization, Egypt had already for at least

twenty centuries possessed everything that enlightened

Greece could boast of. The first objects among the many
wonders that still remain in Egypt to catch the eye of a

traveler, are the grand monuments set up in honor of va-

rious divinities or as proud guide-posts for future gener-

ations. Among these obelisks and pyramids rank first.

We marvel at the enormous stones which our modern
steam-engines would lift with difficulty, yet which the

ancient Egyptians quarried, transported, and erected in

their proper places, not only setting them on the ground,

but even lifting them some hundred feet, as in the case

of the Pyramids. We look upon the greater number of

obelisks, each made of one unbroken piece of stone, and

are forced to admire the workmanship and engineering

skill which they exhibit. We may endeavor to grasp this

wonderful achievement, but must continually ask: how
was it done, and how was it possible to do so at that

time, when even now with all our many inventions and
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contrivances we should perhaps fail. Unfortunately we
receive no definite answer. It is so long ago since the Egyp-
tian stone-cntters plied their chisels and the engineers

bnilt their machines, and no papyrus or inscription tells

ns directly how the work was accomplished. A relic of

indomitable labor and uncompleted work still lies in the

quarry at Assuan. It is an obelisk of 95 feet still cleav-

ing on its fourth side to the native rock. This may throw
some light on the mystery.

We notice the nicety and precision with which the stone-

cutter went to work in hewing out and polishing the mon-
ument. His art was one that had been brought to the

highest state of perfection in Egypt; and no Avonder, for

in a country where timber was scarce and hardly one

tree was suitable for wood-work, men had to fall back
on their natural supply which the mountains rising on

both sides of the valley yielded. Stone was there in abun-

dance. Hence from the earliest times of Egyptian history

the stone-cutter receives a prominent place. The imple-

ments he employed must have had a wonderful degree

of hardness to chip and polish the tenacious rock of Syene.

With regard to the quarrying of the rock, that is, how,
after having selected a properly- sized piece of rock with-

out a flaw and having carefully marked it, the stone-cnt-

ters were able to detach 50-100 feet of it without a break
— that has given rise to many conjectures. Belzoni held,

that after a groove of about two inches had been cut along

the line, the blow of some machine must have separated

the pieces of rock, as glass when cut by a diamond. Oth-

ers believe that a saw was employed to sever the rock.

Sir J. F. Herschel prefers to accept the theory that the

separation of the rocks was caused by fire, a method still

employed in India. He calls attention to the fact, that

after the workmen there have cut a groove into the rock

they kindle a small fire on top of this line, and that aft-
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er the rock is thoroughly heated they suddenly pour cold

water on it, causing the rock to split with a clean fracture.

It is. however, more probable that the Egyptians made
use of wooden wedges to accomplish their purpose. We
frequently find not only grooves in the rock but also

wedge-holes inside these grooves. Wedges with their

slow and steady pressure would insure a good fracture.

Possibly, as Wilkinson surmises, the grooves themselves

may have carried water to the wooden wedges which, be-

ing kept continually moist and thereby expanding, would
have caused the rock to split. The saAv was undoubtedly
used for the last cutting to separate the piece from the

native rock.

The blocks having been quarried, the stone-cutters

cut them exactly to the re- p\ f\

quired shape and polished > "X/f
them almost as smooth as

glass with the chisel and in-

cessant rubbing. The accom-

panying pictures fully il-

lustrate and explain this.

Stone-cutters smoothing a block of granite.

In the accurate chiseling and
planing of the angles the Egyp-
tians have never been surpassed.

As for the material used in the

manufacture of the tools that

were to cut the hard Egyptian rock

JJL which bends even our iron and
stone-mt ter at work. steel tools of to-day and makes
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them useless, we must profess a deep iguorauce. Either the

Egyptians employed chemical compounds and emery,

Chiseling, planing, polishing, and inscribing statues.

or else they possessed a wonderful knowledge of tem-

pering bronze and iron tools which has been completely

lost. It still remains for our advanced civilization to re-

discover what the ancient Egyptians already knew.

§2. We know almost less about the transportation than

the quarrying of obelisks. We have only one picture on

the monuments, at Bersheh, to guide us. In this the

dragging of a colossus by workmen is represented in

vivid outlines. The accompanying picture shows the man
in charge of the work, the servant greasing the runners

of the sledge, and the multitude of toiling people, but it

Transportation of a colossus.
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tells us very little about the manner of transportation for

a distance of more than one thousand miles between Sy-

ene and Lower Egypt. That the removal of such mono-
liths from the quarry to the place of erection was a mat-

ter of some importance is fully brought out by many in-

scriptions, where this task is intrusted by Pharaoh to a

loyal subject, and where the latter expresses his gratifi-

cation that his mission was completed to the satisfac-

tion of his master, who rewarded him quite handsome-
ly. From some inscriptions it would appear that the

blocks, when ready for transportation, were rolled to

the river's edge, or perhaps placed on rollers and then

pushed or else dragged down on an inclined plane. The
Nile, ever ready to extend his welcome help to the chil-

dren of his soil, aided them again in their efforts. Large

barges or rather floats were built where the water of the

inundation would reach the blocks, and where they,

when once on the floats, would be carried on that great

Egyptian highway to any part of the vast empire. Ma-
ny monuments, however, were transported overland, in

which case the aid of the Nile must have been dispensed

with. The Colossi at Thebes, the two statues of Ameno-
phis III., and the statue of Ramses II. in the Memnoni-
iim at Thebes, which weighed as much as 1,800,000

pounds, are instances of this. Such masses of rock were

moved along on sledges by human hands, as shown in

the above picture. The inscription of Hammamat makes
mention of the men who died while handling such sledg-

es with their enormous loads. Possibly the Egyptians

already used besides rollers and levers also pulleys to

facilitate their work. At all events the transportation by
human hands of obelisks and other monoliths of enor-

mous size and weight without the most powerful appli-

ances of modern times is such a wonderful feat, that we
cannot at present fully comprehend it. All we know
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for certain is the fact that those men of old have suc-

ceeded, and therefore accomplished what we would
regard as almost impossible.

§3. The method employed by the Egyptians in the erec-

tion of obelisks has to this da}" remained a profound

mystery. Of course, just as with regard to the quarrying

and transporting them, many conjectures have been ad-

vanced which, however plausible they ma}" seem, give

us no definite solution of this problem. That the Egyp-
tians must have possessed some mechanical means, with

which to lift these colossi into their exact place, cannot

be disputed: otherwise the time consumed in setting

them up would have been equal to that of quarrying

them. They had undoubtedly some unknown facilities

for doing work of this kind, and being great mathemati-

cians, they may have constructed agents more powerful

than those of the present day.



CHAPTER III.

The form, name, dimensions, invention, material,

and use of obelisks.

§1. Obelisks are monoliths, that is, they are made of

one piece of rock only. Pieces set up in the form of an

obelisk are never considered one. The lofty shaft at

Washington, D. C, cannot, therefore, be styled an obe-

lisk. In addition to being composed of one piece only,

all obelisks are quadrangular, the sides sloping gradu-

ally and perceptibly but right-angled all the way to the

top. where they are surmounted by a miniature pyra-

mid or trapezium. They were, as far as we know, com-

monly erected in pairs at the entrance of the temples,

evidently serving there in the capacity of guardians,

The stone was polished to a high state of perfection, and

the inscriptions added in intaglio-relievo by skilled

stone-cutters under the direction of scribes. Whether the

figures of these inscriptions were filled out with copper

or gold, as some maintain, is extremely doubtful.

With the pyramidion it was different. While its usual

dedicatory inscriptions remained undoubtedly as they

were chiseled, the point or apex seems to have been sur-

mounted by gold or gilded bronze. The sun would natu-

rally in the early morning first touch with its rays this

point and bathe it in splendor. It would appear from ex-

tant obelisks that, in order to have the gold added, the
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stone apex was not brought out to a fine point, but left

rugged and incomplete. Yet this unevenness may also

have been the result of time and the abrasion caused by
the sand of the desert. AVe know of the Obelisk of Kar-

nak, erected by queen Hatasu, that the apex of its pyr-

amidion was covered with i 'pure gold", as the inscrip-

tion on the obelisk itself states. Others, again, were

covered with copper; for instance, the two obelisks of

Heliopolis, of which but one remains now, Avhich were

seen in this condition by St. Ephraim Syrus (308 A. D.),

Denys of Telmahre (840 A. D.), and a number of Ara-

bic writers.

It is a very interesting fact, that in the inscriptions of

the vth and vith dynasties in Memphis the obelisk has
a curious shape, being represented by a short and sin-

gularly unproportional shaft on a high and wide pedes-

tal, and crowned at the point of the pyramidion by a

large disk of the sun. This figure, in the first place, close-

ly resembles a pyramid or a combination of the pyra-

mid and the obelisk, almost forcing on us the assump-
tion that the obelisk grew out of the pyramid, and, in

the second place, the disk of the sun plainly refers to

the mystic sun-worship for which the obelisk primarily

served as an index finger.

The sides of the obelisk were always intended to be in-

scribed, for they were to record the deeds and praise of

a Pharaoh. That some obelisks have come down to our

days without inscriptions is due to the fact, that the

monarch who ordered them died, and his successor ei-

ther would not spend the money on the monument of a

predecessor to have it inscribed, or deemed it sacrile-

gious to put his own name on what did not belong to

him. AVe find filial piety displayed only by Thothmes
FT., who would not allow the monument of his great pre-

decessor, Thothmes III., to lie half-finished in the quar-
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ry, but erected it, not, however, without succumbing to

the sore temptation of adding his own name and using

two thirds of the space of the whole obelisk. This is at

present the Lateran Obelisk in Rome. Whether the obe-

lisks were inscribed before being erected, or vice versa,

cannot now be determined. From some uninscribed spec-

imens we should infer that they were inscribed when in

their proper position, while from the Lateran Obelisk

we could draw the conclusion that they were first com-

pleted in all details before they were erected.

The obelisks, as soon as they had been finished to the

satisfaction of Pharaoh, were placed in pairs on pedes-

tals in front of the pylons or lofty entrances of the tem-

A pair of obelisks, on pedestals, in front of trie pylon, or

entranre-sateway, of a temple.

pies. The pedestals were either, as in the case of the

New York Obelisk, composed of one solid block of stone,

or else of a foundation of closely fitting blocks or a lay-

er of stones.

One effect of the removal of the obelisks by the Ro-

mans was to break off the edges at the bottom, so that
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there was reason to fear that re-erection would not make
them safe. To obviate this danger, they placed bronze

crabs at each corner to fill out the gaps. Why they

should have hit upon the form of the crab or scorpion

is not very evident. Perhaps they chose the crab from a

religions point of view, in order to conform to the curi-

ous religions doctrines and superstitions notions enter-

tained by the Egyptians under the Ptolemies, and elu-

cidated by the inscriptions and papyri of that time.

§2. The word "obelisk" comes from the Greek signify-

ing a "pointed instrument", and is, in turn, derived from
another Greek word obelos "a spit". Afterwards this

name was applied to a "pointed pillar", on account of

the latter's resemblance to a spit. By the Egyptians the

obelisk was called ^ °
]
telchen. This word occurs quite

AA/WVAiL!)

frequently in inscriptions, especially on the obelisks

themselves, where the "determinative" ^ alone is given

without the literal complement, that is, the spelling.

The pyramidion of the obelisk, on the other hand, was
called benben by the Egyptians. The prominent part

played by it in the mysteries of sun-worship is attested

by the inscription of king Piankhi (about 700 B. C), for

in it is mentioned the y Jj Jj^ (ha-t benben-t), "the

temple of the pyramidion" in Heliopolis. The inscription

tells us in this connection the following story: "His maj-

esty entered tlie temple of Ra and Ms divine sanctum ?/

with profound veneration, The first high-priest offered

up a prayer to god in the star-chamber to ward off mis-

fortunefrom the king, placed on Ms brow the fillet, and
purified Mm withfrankincense and holy mater. Flowers

of the temple of the pyramid ion were brought to him and
blossoms were given to Mm. He ascended the stairs to the

grand niche to see the god ltd in the temple of the pyra-
midion. Suclt teas done by the Icing himself. His chief-
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tains stood apart, while he drew back the bolt, opened the

door, and saw Ms father Ra in the temple of th<j pyra-

midion resting in the Mddd-boat of ltd and the SeJctet-

boat of Tarn. He then closed the doors an d put on them

clay and sealed them with the king's own ring" The fre-

quent mention of the pyramiction and the evident impor-

tance attached by the king to his visit to this sanctuary

plainly show that there was a deep signification lying

hidden beneath the strange upper part of the obelisk.

In it the Rising Sun, Ra, and the Setting Sun, Turn, find

their mutual points of contact.

§3. The dimensions of the obelisks which have come down
to us vary very much. By consulting the list on pages 9-11

it will be seen that at present the height ranges between

2 to 105 feet. As has already been mentioned, the largest

obelisks date back to the time when Egypt entered upon,

or Avas already in, its golden age, that having been the

time when the Pharaohs could erect monuments worthy

of their reign. Before that time, when they served as

grave-stones, the obelisks were of a comparatively small

size. Still we find some very large specimens under lat-

er dynasties, as for instance that of Psametik II. on

the Monte Citorio in Rome, which is 71 feet high, while

that of the Ptolemies in Philse, which is only a frag-

ment, measures 33 feet. The Romans also erected large

monoliths, Domitian's obelisk on the Piazza Xavona in

Rome being 54 feet, and that of Hadrian on the Monte
Pincio 30 feet high. Constantine the Great erected the

large obelisk at Aries in France, measuring 56 feet,

which may have possibly been taken out of a French

quarry.

There must have been some fixed rule for determin-

ing the thickness of an obelisk when the length Avas

given. According to a measurement of all the obelisks

we may state, that the base was generally 1 (
.) to 1 11 of
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the entire length. Thus the Xew York Obelisk is 7 ft.

9^ in. by 7 ft. 8J in. at the base, which is about 1 9 of

the entire length ft.)- The obelisk of Hatasu is of a

somewhat different proportion, the thickness at the base

being only 1 13 of the total length. The obelisk with the

thickest base is that which is still in the quarry at As-

suan, the base measuring 11 ft. H in. by 11 ft. 1| in.

That monuments of such height and thickness weigh
a great deal is self-evident. Our Xew York Obelisk would
tip an adequate scale at the figure: 448,000 pounds. Eight

of the extant obelisks, however, weigh still more, the

heaviest being that of Assuan which, if it had ever been

erected, would weigh 1,540,000 pounds, having for a sec-

ond the Lateran Obelisk in Rome with 1,020,000 pounds.

§4. The material of which the obelisks are made is the

granite of Syene. It was preferred by the Egyptians on

account of its wonderful hardness, durability, lack of

flaws (the so-called maladie de granite), and its reddish

color. It is really the amphibole-granite, but is com-

monly called Syenite from the name of the place where

it is found. Although flaws in it are of rare occurrence,

they nevertheless sometimes appear in the obelisks.

Whenever they were discovered after the block was de-

tached from the native rock, they did not render the

stone by any means worthless, as the Luxor Obelisk in

Paris has proved. This had a crack in it at the base from

the day of its erection in Thebes, which, when pinned

by the Egyptians with a wooden plug at that early time,

has not since then interfered in the least with the strength

or stability of the obelisk.

The supply of this hard granite was and is still inex-

haustible, being massed up in immense mountains in

various parts of E^ypt. It is found in the eastern des-

ert near Thebes. Egyptian monuments also record the

quarrying of stone at Hammamat, on the road to Kosser.
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It is, however, found best in the vicinity of the First

Cataract and, as the name "Syenite" indicates, especial-

ly at Syene (Assuan). This city, of some importance un-
der the Pharaohs, was called Syene by the Romans, and

Pf!^© Sim-t by the Egyptians. It is situated opposite

island of Elephantine, called by the Egyptians

Abu-t
(

uthe ivory-city"), the most northerly is-

and in the First Cataract, forming the southern bound-
ary of ancient and modern Egypt. Where the chisel and
the tools of the stone-cutters were kept in constant use,

where men formerly battled with the stubborn rock,
and most of Egypt's monuments were cut and embel-
lished — no sound now greets the traveler. The place is

deserted, itself a monument of an ancient people's dili-

gence and perseverance.

§5. The question as to the invention of that wonderful,
simple, yet strange figure we call obelisk, can be an-

swered without hesitation. The invention belongs whol-
ly to the Egyptians. As has been pointed out before, the

people of the ivth and vth dynasties already made use
of this form of monument. Perhaps its first appearance
dates back even further, although no such old obelisks

exist to warrant this assumption.

The next question to be answered is: to what use were
the obelisks put? The ancient dynasties did not use

them for ornament's sake, as the tomb would hardly be
a suitable place for works of art that were to be ad-

mired. They originally served as memorial tablets and
tomb-stones. Afterwards their surpassing beauty as

monuments of art was perceived, and they were placed

in pairs in front of the gates and pylons of the temples

for ornament. They broke the monotony of the straight

and peculiar Egyptian style of building, and by their

apparently thin and column-like appearance set off to
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advantage the massive and ponderous structures round
about. A position in front of the temples was certainly

the very best which could be assigned to them, and it

can therefore be no matter of surprise, that the Pharaoh
sought to commemorate his victories and virtues on such
splendid tablets. We find the king in most cases use all

the available space on the obelisk, and whenever he
did not use all of it, another would be sure to add his

own glorious name and deeds to those of some predeces-

sor. We consequently find some obelisks that bear the

inscriptions of as many as three different rulers; for in-

stance, the Lateran, London, and New York Obelisks.

These inscriptions would effectually serve the purpose

of history, if they recorded events of vast political im-

portance, but, unfortunately, of obelisk-inscriptions still

extant, none are dated after the manner of other histor-

ical monuments.
The Romans immediately recognized the artistic mer-

its of the obelisks, though they were perhaps more struck

by their grandeur and elegance than anything else, and
carried off many of them as trophies to sunny Italy.

They adorned Rome with them, where, with all their

rents and fractures, and after all the injury by the hand
of man and havoc of the elements, the obelisks still baf-

fle the ravages of time in the "City of the Seven Hills".

As a "smart" people, however, the Romans tried to util-

ize them in some way: so they hit upon the idea to make
them serve as sun-dials. Augustus experimented to this

end with the obelisk now on the Monte Citorio in Rome,
but, as he was not successful, this project was entirely

abandoned.



CHAPTER IV.

The signification of the obelisk and the wokship
of the sun.

The most interesting point to be touched upon in onr

further investigation concerning obelisks is undoubted-

ly that with regard to their meaning and signification,

or, in other words, what the mind of the Egyptian priest

saw expressed under the figure of an obelisk. This leads

us into the religion and mythology of a nation that had
some very loft}^ conceptions of life, death, and eternity.

The objects which called forth such thoughts were pre-

eminently the obelisk and the pyramid, the former rep-

resenting life in the sunshine of glory, the latter death

in the darkness of passing night.

In the cosmogony of the Egyptians the Sun plays the

most important part. Its birth is thus aptly described

from the monuments by Prof. Dr. H. Brugsch: "In tlt<
j

beginning there was no heaven or earth. A boundless wa-

ter, shrouded in dense darkness, made top the universe.

Tli is held in its bosom the male and female germs or be-

ginnings of flic future world. The divine primeval spir-

it, inseparable from the matter of the primitive water,

felt a longing after creative power, and his word called

into being the world, whose figure and variegated form
had already manifested themselves to him. Its corporeal

outlines and colors corresponded, in consequence of their

derivation, to Truths that is, to the exact intention of
the divine spirit with reference to hisfuture work. The
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first act of creation consisted in theformalion out of the

primitive water of an egg, from which the light of day
(Bd 'the sun ')

proceeded, which animated everything in

the world. In this rising sun is embodied the almighty

divinity in its grandest manifestation".

This new-born deity was destined to become great-

er than its parent, and to receive adoration in all its

many phases. The path of the sun was frequently com-
pared to the life of a man from infancy to old age. Hence
the sim was called a boy in the morning, a youth in the

midday, and an old man in the evening
( ] Ichrud

"youth" l|^eff«a« '-old

man"). The most common names of the snn, however,

which constantlv recur on the innumerable Egyptian

T a the former rep-monnments are O Rd and

resenting the snn in all its glory in the morning and
at noon, the latter the sun when it has completed [turn]

its course and leaves the earth in darkness. Thus the

inscriptions frequently speak of
Jj^Q^

( em

ubenef) "Ra when he rises" [whence perhaps the royal

title in the stele of Abusimbel:^

glorious rising sun"] , and of

|
(uben) "the

(Turn em Iw-

tepef) ''Turn when he sets'

The obelisk was erected in hon-

or of the sun in all its phases,

both when rising and when about

to set. The pyramids, on the oth-

er hand, symbolizing the sun aft-

er it had set, were always built in

the region of darkness and death

on the western bank of the Xile,

and had only to do with Turn, the

setting sun. Here, in the domain

If

The sun -god Ra.
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of Turn, the bodies of the departed were to rest securely

until the light of an eternal

morning should wake them
again and endow them with

*\ the splendor of the rising sun,

which also

a J \ k! \ Twest, entered J

the lower re- ^

gions and
bowels of the

The sun-^od Tor. earth or Ha-
des (the

I AAAAAA

and again victorious-

Egyptian

A-menti),

ly left its dark dun-

geon to break forth in

its usual glory.

The various phases of the sun in

its passage over the heavens are even
represented by pict

Ra-Hor-Khuti, the morn-
ing-sun: vernal equinox.

Kheper, the night-sun:
winter solstice.

ures on the mon-
uments. The sun of

morning is pict-

ured as a hawk-
faced deity (Ho-

rns) crowned with

the snake - encir-

cled disk of the

sun, called Ra-
Tum, the evenin<r-sun:
autumnal equinox.

Horus, the noon-sun:
summer solstice.
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Hor-Khvti\ the sun of noon as the same deity wearing
the double crown of Egypt, called Hot or Hor-Rhuti-,
the sun of evening as a human-faced deity with the
double crown of Egypt, called Turn or Atum; and the
invisible sun of night as a human-faced deity with the
sacred scarab above it, called KJieper or Ptah-Sotor-
Osiris. These four deities also represented the beginning

of the four seasons of

the year: the vernal

equinox, the summer
solstice, the autumnal
equinox, and the win-

& Pter solstice. Some other
f VXl names ancL forms under

/ \
^y^hich Tlle sun was wor-

,51/ \ shiped are, besides the

above, Amen-Bd (in

Thebes), Sebeli-Rd (in

Ombos), and Khnum-
sebek-Ra. Rti (in Elephantine).

All this proves the vast and su-

preme importance attached to the

sun by the ancient Egyptians. But Kimum-Ra.

why should they have selected the sun as their princi-

pal deity? All the rnctures, in which the sun or the sun-

god is represented, give us the answer. On them it will

be noticed that each deity holds in one of its hands the

sign -|- (dnlch) meaning "life", and in a tomb at Tel-el-

Amarna we find the sun represented with rays termi-

nating in human hands and touching the lips of Ameiio-

phis IY. and his wife with the sign -p. As all nature re-

ceives its life from the light of the sun, so all human
beings obtain their life and their subsistence from the

same source. Therefore Pharaoh and his people would
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turn to the heav-

enly orb each day
with prayer and
adoration, asking

of it the blessing

and gift of life

here on earth, and

the life to come in

Amenti or Hades.

The sun is to them
the giver of life,

strength, health,

existence, and all

happiness. It is for

this reason, that

the finest produc-

tions of the Egyp-
tian scribes are

the grand hymns Ra bestowing "life" on Amenophis IV. and his wife.

addressed to the sun, the tutelary god of Egypt.
Having called attention to the belief of the ancient

Egyptians in the sun as their guiding and illuminating

deity, it will now be necessary to consider the place the

obelisk occupies with regard to it. The first thing that

greets our eyes on most obelisks is the figure of a bird

on the top of each column of hieroglyphs. This repre-

sents the god Horus in the form of a sparrow-hawk (^),
and gives him the usual insignia, namely the crown of

Upper and Lower Egypt; thus, Horus was a form or

hypostasis of Ra, the sun, in his midday power, and is

often found in the mysterious combination as Hor-Ra

and Ra-Hor-Khuti or Hor-em-khuti

Why did the Egyptians choose the hawk as the em-
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bodiment of their highest god? Perhaps on account of

the lofty flight of the bird, or else because of its keen
vision. In the 4 'victory-stele" of Thothmes III. the deity

says to t^king^l^^flj^^^
Ibv

<

^^-^^-
<=>^^ [Pronounced: du*a ma sen

hen-k em nebdema't thet em degag't'f er merer 'f ] "Ilet

them behold your majesty like tlie lord offlight (hawk),

grasping with his glance wJiatever he desires", thus com-

bining in one verse the two explanations

given above. The grandest sanctuary in

which Horus was worshiped was in Edfu,

he was called

Horus of Edfu.

where he was called v\ Hor-Hud't.

Horus and Ra were generally united into

one deity and then represented as a hawk-
faced man with the disk of the sun on his

head
(
Jj^j

In order to proclaim this

deity a ruler over the earth as well as the

heavens, the picture of the hawk frequent-

ly has the double crown of Egypt be-

ing the white crown — ^ hez — of Upper

Egypt and the red crown— ^ desher— of Lower Egypt)

added to it (|^), to signify that Horus is the lord of the

universe.

In common with the belief of all the ancient nations,

the king was considered by the Egyptians not only as a

mortal but also, by reason of his exalted rank, as a god
on earth. He was the essence of the divinity and styled

himself "the offspring of the gods"
([j^
^^mes nuter'u)

or more in particular "Ra's son" or "son of the sun"

(%^® sa Bo)- Being or pretending to be the sun's son, he

demanded and received the homage of his subjects as a
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god. His person was inviolable, Ms command was abso-

lute, his power was unlimited. His first act each day
was to offer up sacrifice and prayer to his father, tlie

sun, and impress this worship on his subjects.

The obelisk which was erected in honor of the sun
could therefore also be used by the sun's offspring, the

king, to promulgate his own worship. Inscriptions com-
memorat -

ing both

the deity

in heaven
and his

deputy on

earth con- r

tinnally

blend the The king offering up libation to himself in the form of a sphinx.

two, the god and the king, together into one person, that

we can easily find in the obelisk traces of a decided king-

worship. If the enlightened age of an Alexander the

Great or a Divus ('"divine") Caesar Augustus could tol-

erate such a thing, why should we feign surprise when
we find the same thing to have happened some thousand

years before their time in Egypt? It is just this one fact,

the barefaced king-worship represented by the obelisk,

that gives its translation such a repulsive sound to mod-
ern ears. !N"o wonder that otherwise well-read and intel-

ligent men turn about in amazement and ask: Can this

really be the correct translation of the obelisk, why,
this would turn those ancient kings of glorious renown
into mere "vainglorious fools"? This conclusion is per-

fectly true, and consequently it is to be regretted that

just such monuments as obelisks, which are a great

source of attraction for the multitude, should display
the poorest inscriptions that we meet with in the entire
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Egyptian literature. Under no circumstances must we
base our estimate of the Egyptian literature on the in-

scriptions of the obelisks; for, on looking over the writ-

ings of this wonderful people, we would not only find

ourselves most agreeably surprised, but would be con-

strained to admit that there is no ancient people which
can boast of an equally grand and sublime literature as

the Egyptian.

Summing up, we find the obelisks erected in honor of

the sun-god by his son, the king, and used by him to

further his own ambitious designs, glorify his own name,

and turn the worship of his subjects both to himself and

his sire above.

Note. Besides the frequent mention of the obelisk in

the countless Egyptian inscriptions on stone, wood,

leather, and papyrus, dating back to the earliest dynas-

ties, we find the picture of two obelisks in many copies

of the sacred writings of the Egyptians, the so-called

"Book of the Dead" or the Egyptian Ritual. It forms

part of the vignette of the first division of this book (1-

15 chap.), which has mostly to do with hymns, prayers,

and incantations addressed to the sun-god. No mention

is made of the obelisk in the text of the Ritual. On the

preceding page will be found the picture of the two ob-

elisks on a piece of mummy-cloth in the possession of the

author. The Hieratic words below the vignette form a

portion of the first chapter of the RituaL



CHAPTER V.

The histoey of the new yoek obelisk, axd its re-

moval FE03I ALEXANDRIA.

§1. The obelisk in Central Park antedates our Christian

era by more than fifteen centnries. The central columns
of the four sides, being the first that were inscribed, re-

cord as the anthor of this monument, Thothmes III.,

called the Great, the greatest sovereign of that period

(about 1600 B. C). A war-

rior of wonderful prowess

and a ruler of the highest

intelligence, he put aside at

an early date the leading-

strings of his famous sister

and co-regent, Hatasu, sur-

named Makara, and consti-

tuted himself sole regent

and law-giver. He heads
the list of the kings of the

xvnith dynasty. From the

beginning to the end of his

reign the inscriptions record

his victories over foreign

mug Tuothmes in. nations. He claims it as his

order from the god Amen to extend the boundaries of

Egypt. He subdues the prince of Kadesh in Upper Pal-
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estine at Megiddo, and overpowers the Kharu [Syrian]

Cartouche of Thotlimes III. ' The king of Upper and Lower
Egypt, Men-Kheper-Ra, the son of Ra, Thoth-Meses".

and Kheta [Hittite] tribes. The Rotennu [Syrians of Meso-

potamia] are conquered, Damascus falls, and Carkhe-

mish is taken. He reaches Nineveh, the Tigris, and the

Orontes, and is everywhere victorious. He claims as his

own and in vassalage all of the then known world. It is

he whom Pliny calls Mesphres, and of whom he says

that he erected a pair of obelisks, commemorating his

valiant deeds. These obelisks are at present in London
and New York.

The exact time of the erection of these two obelisks

cannot be determined, as they bear no date, but it must
have been in the earlier part of the reign of Thothmes
III., which extended from 1591 to 1565 B. C. (according

to Lepsius). He ordered them at the quarry in Syeneand
erected them in front of the temple of the sun in Heliop-

olis or the Egyptian An. The site of this once pros-

perous city is now at the village of Matariyeh near Cai-

ro, which has no antiquities to boast of, except one erect

obelisk of Usertesen I., the only vestige of the famous
"City of the Sun". Here the obelisks stood for many cen-

turies amid wonderful surroundings, guarding as it were
the entrance to the sanctuary of the deity, to whom they
were sacred.

They were not allowed to remain intact for a very long

time, for a century is an insignificant matter when we
deal with Egyptian history. Almost three centuries had
passed, when a new conqueror arose, who was emulous
of his great predecessor's deeds, and who envied him
his renown. This was Ramses II., surnamed "the Great",
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the "Pharaoh of the Oppression", who reigned from
1388 to 1322 B. C. (according to Lepsius). Xot only in his

Cartouche of Ramses II. "The king of Upper and Lower Egypt,

User-Ma-Ra-Sotep-en-Ra, the son of Ra, Amen-Mer-Ra-Meses-Su.'"

monuments but also in his deeds he carries off equal

honors with Thothmes the

Great. We find the wars

of former days fought

over again, and always
successfully, and we see

his exploits recorded not

only on impassive monu-
ments of stone but also in

the writings on fragile pa-

pyrus. A second Iliad by
the poet Pentaur recalls

some wonderful hymns
addressed amid the din

of battle to his guardian

deities, in particular to

Amen-Ra, and gives us

such a vivid picture of

war as to surpass in many
~'""r". respects even old Homer.

J Ramses' most stubborn
I
' opponents were the Kheta
(Hittites) with whom he

negotiated a most favor-

able treaty after many years of war. But with all his

good qualities he had one great fault, vainglory. Xot
satisfied with erecting obelisks, stele, and temples with

his name inscribed on them in large letters, and seeing

King Ramses n.
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his works recorded over all the known world, he even

appropriated the monuments of his predecessors and,

though not guilty of erasing their names and substi-

tuting his own instead, as Thothmes III. had done on

his sister's obelisk and monuments, yet he crowded his

name and the story of his deeds within all the available

space left uninscribed on these monuments. He had the

two outside columns on each side of our obelisk in-

scribed, leaving to Thothmes III. besides the pyramid-

ion only about one third of the obelisk's surface. This,

of course, gave him an advantage over his predecessors,

and he thereby saved the large expense and the time

that would have been required for quarrying and erect-

ing monuments of his own. He died at an advanced age

after having ruled over Egypt for 67 years. His mummy,
discovered in 1881, now rests in the Museum of Bulak
at Cairo.

The four sides of the obelisk were now filled, and it

would appear impossible for another king to have used

any other part of it for his own purpose. Such is. how-
ever, not the case. Osarkon I. had chiseled into the stone

^ \^ i V*V A/WWV J\ — V I
I t U \ <CZ> AAAAAA J\

Cart lie of Osarkon L '-The king of Upper and Lower Egypt, Klierp-

Kheper-Ra-Sotep-en-Ra, the son of Ra, Amen-Mer-Usarken.''

at the very edges of each side in diminutive characters

his own name. He was a Pharaoh of the xxnd dynasty,

who lived about 960 B. C, and represents the decline of

the ancient Egyptian empire.

Of the history of our obelisk since that time very little

would be known except for the inscriptions found on the

brass crabs at the base. From them we learn that the

obelisk was taken away from its position in front of the

temple of Heliopolis in the xvinth year of the reign of
#
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OHO s r^sfaaal
Cartouche of the emperor Augustus Caesar. --The divine lord of the world, AutQkrator,

the son of Ra, lord of the diadems, Ca?sar-Ankh-Zeta-Ptah-Ast-Mer.''

Augustus Caesar (12 B. C.) by Poutius duriug the pre-

fecture of Barbaras. It was tlieu transi3orted to Alexan-
dria and placed in front of the Csesareum, the temple of

the Caesars,

with the ob-

elisk at pres-

ent in Lon-

don. During
the trans-

portation a

largeportion

of the edges

at the base

was very

badly dam-
aged. Four
large bronze

crabs were
then placed

under the

obelisk to

keep it from

Cleopatra vi. (From an ancient coin.)

falling over.

Since this

time of their

A r
Cartouche of queeu Cleopatra VI.

• The queen and mistress of

the world, Cleopatra.*'

erection in Alexandria tradition has associated one of

them, the New York Obelisk, with the name of the mon-

ster-queen Cleopatra YI. She had, however, nothing
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whatever to do with

the removal of the

obelisks as she and
all her predecessors

of the same name
had been dead long

before these were
erected in Alexan-
dria. Here both re-

mained for many
centuries until one
— the present Lon-

don Obelisk — fell

prostrate and was
left to lie half-hid-

den in the ground.

Ifc was subsequent-

ly taken in 187? to

England, while the

other obelisk re-

mained standing in

Alexandria until

1880, when it was
lowered into the

steamer Dessoug,

brought over to our
country, and pre-

sented to New York
City through the Cleopatra VI. (From Egyptian monuments.)

munificence of the late Mr. William H. Vanderbilt.
§2.*) At the time of the opening of the Suez Canal in

1869 the Khedive Ishmael first suggested the removal of

*) For a full account of the removal of the obelisk and everything connected with ittne reader is referred to the admirable book of the late Commander Gorringe, entitled-Egyptian Obelisks. New York, 1882
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the standing obelisk at Alexandria to the United States.

This suggestion was soon spread abroad and it was esti-

mated that for 860,000 the obelisk could be removed. As
the late Mr. William H. Vanderbilt had agreed to fur-

nish this sum, negotiations were opened with the Egyp-
tian government in 1877 for the definite gift of the obelisk.

These proved successful. Bids were thon requested for

its removal and the bid of the late Commander Henry
H. Gorringe, U. S. X., was accepted. Mr. Gorringe went
to work immediately but clearly saw that he would not

be able to proceed in the same manner as others had
done before him in the removal of the Luxor Obelisk to

Paris or the Alexandrian to London. These were taken

in tow and in this manner reached their destination.

This plan could not be adopted for bringing the obelisk

across the ocean. When the work of transporting the

obelisk to the harbor of Alexandria was accomplished,

the steamer Dessoug was purchased from the Egyptian
government and in it the obelisk was carried to New York.

As soon as the news of the presentation by the Egyp-
tian government of Cleopatra's Xeedle to the United

States reached the ears of the foreign residents of Alex-

andria, a most disgraceful agitation was begun against

Commander Gorringe. Everything was tried and done
to embarrass him in his work, and all sorts of obstacles

were put in his way. But the man at the head of the un-

dertaking could not be intimidated. On October 27, 1879

work was begun by the removal of the earth that had
accumulated around the base of the obelisk. The latter

was next incased to protect its many inscriptions, and
on December 6th of the same year everything was ready

for turning the great monolith. This was successfully

effected. Another difficulty now presented itself, how to

get the obelisk to the harbor, this being on the other

side of the city. The foreign residents had forbidden the
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use of the paved streets, by which route the obelisk

would have beeu easily transported, and Commander
Gorringe was now obliged to undertake the difficult task

of bringing the obelisk around the whole city over the

shallow water and the sandbanks. This he accomplished

by means of a caisson. However, an unobstructed chan-

nel through the water to the dry-dock was first necessa-

ry. Divers were hired until March 1880 and employed
in removing about 170 tons of granite, being the debris

of former Alexandrian monumental structures. While
the obelisk was being lowered the spite of the Europe-

an residents was again painfully felt. Nevertheless, al-

though with vastly increased expenses, Commander
Gorringe here succeeded in his work. By this enforced

method of transportation he incurred an extra expense
of 821,000. When the Egyptian steamer Dessoug had been
purchased and, after many delays, brought into the
dry-dock, an aperture was made in its side, large enough
to admit of the incased obelisk being pushed into the

hold of the vessel. The side was then closed, the steam-
er was ready for its voyage, and the tedious work of the
brave and indefatigable Commander was at an end as
far as Egypt was concerned. On June 1, 1880 the vessel

steamed out of the harbor with the Stars and Stripes

floating in the breeze, carrying the obelisk, the pedestal,

and the stones for the foundation.

On July 19, 1880 the Dessoug arrived in New York.
The site where the obelisk was to stand, namely Gray-
wacke Knoll opposite the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in Central Park, had already been selected. The foun-
dation was completed on October 1Q. The large square
pedestal was carted from the North River and olst St.

to the Park, and then pushed on greased planks to the
place of erection. The disembarking of the obelisk, how-
ever, presented many difficulties, the most humiliating
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being the greed of certain rich men, who refused to place

their dry-docks at the disposal of the Commander for a

high price which he offered, and compelled him to try

Lawler's Marine Railway on Staten Island. His experi-

ment with this was quite successfully carried out on

August 21, 1880. On September 14th the obelisk was
once more afloat on pontoons. On September 16th the

steamer Manhattan towed the pontoons with the obelisk

to the North River and 96th St. Then the land-journey

began. The obelisk passed as far as the West Boulevard,

down to 86th St., then through the Transverse Road No.

3 in Central Park, issued from the Park at Fifth Avenue
and 85th St., and was then taken down to 82d St. Here

a trestle-work was built up to Graywacke Knoll, the fi-

nal resting-place of the obelisk. On December 22, 1880

the point of the obelisk was turned up this trestle-work,

and on January 22, 1881 everything was ready for plac-

ing it in position on the pedestal. The crabs had been

recast in the Brooklyn Navy Yard and perfectly fitted

to the uneven base of the obelisk. The latter easily

swung and revolved on the turning-structure, and at

noon of the same day it stood in the identical position

as at Alexandria. On February 22, 1881 the obelisk was
formally presented in behalf of the Khedive of Egypt,

through the liberality of Mr. William H. Vanderbilt, to

the city of New York.

The total cost of the removal of the obelisk was: for

material and labor $86,603 and for incidental expenses

$15,973, a sum total of $102,576. Mr. AY. H. Yanderbilt

paid the whole amount out of his own purse. The Con-

gress of the United States took due notice of the won-

derful feat of procuring for our country such a grand

specimen of Egyptian monuments, and fitting resolu-

tions were passed by both the Senate and the House of

Representatives. And certainly a sincere vote of thanks
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will be given for his munificent gift to our late illus-

trious fellow citizen, William H. Vanderbilt, by every-

one having at heart the honor and advancement of our

city and country.

Ruins of Tanis,



CHAPTER VI.

The inscriptions of the new york obelisk.

I. Inscriptions of Thotlimes III.

The inscriptions of Thothmes III. comprise the four

sides of the pyramidion and the central columns of the

four faces of the obelisk.

The Pyramidion.

The pictures of the four sides of the pyramidion here

given are reproduced from the squeezes taken under the

direction of Mr. Gorringe as published in his "Egyptian
Obelisks''. They are, however, given in their correct form,

as the squeezes seem to have been taken by an inexperi-

enced hand and a person unacquainted with Egyptolog-
ical subjects. The figures seated in the squares are the

gods R:\-Hor-Khuti and Turn, representing the rising

and the setting sun. The former is the hawk-faced god
seated on a throne, holding in his right hand the staff of

power
| ( us "power"), and handing it to the king with

the usual sign T (ankh "life"). Besides this the disk of

the sun O (r& "sun") reclines on his head. ThegodTum,
on the other hand, is represented in his human form,

bearded and wearing a king's head-dress and hold-

ing in his hands the identical symbols of "life
11 and

j

"power". In front of the gods we find in each case the

king represented as an androsphinx (Jg^s) in the act of

offering libation to the divinity. It must be noted that

this kind of sphinx being human-faced and bearded, is

always the representation of Pharaoh as the essence of

the godhead.
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East Face of the Pyramidion.

The three vertical columns to the left above and the two
below the sphinx refer to the sphinx-king, the remain-

der to the god Ra-Hor-khuti (i. e. "the sun, Horns in the

horizon-') and the libation in the hands of the sphinx.

The three columns above the sphinx are:

1 I - «. (jjjfc l
A f Si

nuter nefer neb taui Men-kheper-Ra du ankh zeta

The god • good • lord (of the) two countries * Thothmes EH. • giving • life • forever.

L e. This is Thotlimes III., the gracious god, the lord of

the two countries [Egypt], who gives eternal life.

Below the sphinx we read:
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qa nekht kha em Us sa Sa -Uxtn-kheper-Ka

The bull • powerful glorious iu • Thebes • son (of) • R 1 Thothmes III.

i. e. This is the powerful and glorious bull [king] in

Thebes, the Sun's offspring, Thcthmes III.

The term §il neb taui "lord of the two countries" is

the usual title of Pharaoh. The two countries referred to

are Upper and Lower Egypt, which are still and have

been from time immemorial the two provinces of Egypt.

The word seems, however, to imply still more. In the

pompous wording of the Pharaonic monuments it ex-

presses the grand title of the Roman emperors: lord of

the Universe. — The
[^fj£{

du ankh zeta "who gives

eternal life"' calls attention to the king's power over the

life and death of all his subjects. As he himself received

life from the gods, so he bestowed it on his people at

pleasure. — 71 qa nekht "the powerful bull" is

a truly Oriental expression for "the mighty hero", the

bull being a symbol of strength and power. The same
king is addressed by the deity in his victory-stele, al-

ready alluded to on pa«;e 31, in the following words:

du-a ma sen hen*k em qa renp men ab sput abui
nen han'tu-f "/ let them behold your majesty like a

young and stout-hearted bull whetting his horns; none

can escape him." —
'J

Us "Thebes" was the capital of

Upper Egypt and the seat of government at that time.

— sa Ra "the son of KV is the usual title of Pha-

raoh which has already been explained on page 31.

The four columns to the right above the god bear the

following legend:
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du ankh- f neb Ra-Hor-khuti nuter a neb taui (neb ta neb ta)

giving • life liim all Ra-Hor-Khuti the god great lord (of the) two countries.

i. e. This is Ra-Hor-Khuti, the great god, the lord of the

two countries [Egypt], mho gives him [the king] all life.

Between the god and the sphinx-king we read these

words referring to the libation brought by the king:

AJo i. e. As a gift (the king brings
er du-t arp an offering of) wine.
for ' a gift • wine.

Ra-Hor-khuti "the sun, the hawk of the horizon" is

the name of the snn-god when in his full power at noon
(see page 30). — The names of all kings are always writ-

ten in oval rings called cartouches, to distinguish them
more readily from other words and names in the in-

scriptions^ The usual "divine" title of Thothmes III. is

^Qfuuuu^ Men-kheper-Ra (the first sign being read

last), which means "the stable and creative sun". His

family name, in its simplest form, is^^^ T^Dehuti-

meses "child of Thoth". There are as many as 12 vari-

ants (or different readings) of this cartouche, prominent

and somewhat odd among them being the following:

Dehuti-meses-nefer-kheperu Dehuti-meses-heq-Us Dehuti-mes

Thoth's child, of beautiful form. Thoth's child, lord of Theb es. Thotli's child.

The most singular cartouche of Thothmes III., however,

is found on our New York Obelisk on the East Face

and central column (see page 56).
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South Pace of the Pyramidion.

The three columns above to the left refer to the sphinx-

king and are identical with those of the East pyramidi-

on (page 47) :

^ J

^

^ ^T|nuter nefer

neb taui Men-kheper-RaTdrTankh zeta "This is Thoth-

mes III., tlie gracious god, the lord of the two countries

[Egypt], who gives' eternal life".

The hieroglyphs below the sphinx-king are totally de-

stroyed, but must have been the same as those on the

East pyramidion (page 48):

qa nekht kha em Us sa Ra Men-kheper-Ra "This is

thepowerful and glorious bull [king] in Thebes, the Sun's

offspring, Thothmes IIP 1

.
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The four columns above to the right refer to the god
Turn, the setting sun, seated on a throne beneath. The
inscription is:

A *¥" = I 18
du ankh.' f neb 'ihim neb taui heq An

Giving • Ufa aim aU • Turn • lord (of • the) two countries • prince (of) • Heliopolis

1 i ^ OS
nuter a neb ha*t

the god • great lord (of
; the) temple.

i. e. This is Turn, the lord of the two countries [Egypt],

the prince of Heliopolis, the great god, the lord of his

temple, who gives him [the king] all life.

fj^ heq An "theprince of Heliopolis" signifies as much
as * "the tutelary divinity of Heliopolis". This famous
city was the capital of the xinth nome or province of

Lower (Xorthern) Egypt bearing the same name. The
name it received from the Greeks and Romans means
"City of the Sun". — ^ Turn "Turn" was the gx)d of

the setting sun. The word is derived from the Egyptian
verb ^= turn "to close, finish" . and when referring to

the sun "to set" (cf. page 27). A fuller form of the name
is Atum. — -f^ ankh neb literally "all life" is a very

concise expression for "all manner of life" and embraces
every visible act of life, such as breath, animation, mo-
tion, thought, speech, pleasure, &c. The hieroglyph

^37. always pronounced neb, has, as can be seen from

this sentence, two different meanings, "all" and "lord",

which result from the primitive idea of "possession".

The inscription between the god and the sphinx-king

is destroyed with the exception of the letter <=—> [r] at

the top. It must have been, however, the same as on the

East pyramidion, namely:
<=:>/^^"^ er du'tarp "As

a gift (the king brings an offering of) ici/a".
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West Face of the Pyramidion.

The four columns above to the right (the last one be-

ing destroyed) refer to the sphinx-king and read as fol-

lows:

i i t b m ^
nuter nefer heq An suten kaut? neb
The god • gracious • prince of • Heliopolis king of Upper and Lower Egypt • lord (of

taui Men-kheper-Ra du ankh zeta

the) two countries • Thothmes III. • giving • life • forever.

i. e. This is the gracious god, the prince of Heliopolis,

the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, tlie lord of the two

countries [Egypt], Thothmes III., who gives eternal life.
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} - suten-kaut (pronunciation doubtful!) "the king of

Upper and Lower Egypt" is the official title of the Egyp-
tian kings and conveys the same meaning as the §3;
neb taui "the lord of the two countries'' mentioned so

frequently above. Another name of the king, and one

that has been embodied into our language, is per a
"Pharaoh 1

\ which is, literally translated, "the great

house"; a title bearing the closest resemblance to the

modern "Sublime Porte" of the Turkish sultan.

Below the sphinx is the same inscription as on the East

qa nekhtpyramidion
: ^ ^ "^^^

k j : a em l s s a R a Men. kli &p & r -Ea "

. ETs is t>

ful and glorious bull [king] in Thebes, the Sun's off-

spring, Thothmes HF\
The three columns above to the left refer to the god

Turn, who is seated below, and read:

A f 1 I ^nr ^ IS (5

du ankh ded us Turn neb An nuter nefer

Giving- • life stability • strength • Tuin * lord of Heliopolis tlie god • gracious

Jn *" e ' *s Turn, the lord of

ha-t
Heliopolis, the gracious and

great • lord . of . tne temple. great
1

god, the lord ofhis temple,

who gives life, stability, and strength.

The inscription between the god and the sphinx-king

differs from that of the preceding pyramidions; it is:

<czr> A Ivawvaa -<2> kJ-^ A ~t*

er du*t qebeh ar ef du ankh
For • a gift libation • to make him give life.

i. e. The king pours out a libation of water in order to

receivefrom him [the god] life.
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North Pace of the Pyramidion.

The four columns above to the left refer to the sphinx-

king and read:

O
i

nuter nefer neb ar khet suten kaut? neb
Tlie god • gracious • lord • maker of tilings king of Upper and Lower Egypt lord (of •

Q t
—

1

J A 5a
taui Men-kheper-Ra du ankh zeta

the) two countries Thotlimes III. giving life • forever.

L e. This is the gracious god, the lord and maker of ev-

erything, the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, tlie lord

of the two countries [Egypt], Thotlimes III., wlio gives

eternal life.
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The inscription below the sphinx is identical with the

one on the East pyraniidion; namely, ^Q | G

^Qg^^ j

qa nekht kha em Us sa Ra Men-khe-

per-Ra "This is the powerful and glorious bull [king]

Thebes, the Sun's offspring, TTiothmes III".

The three columns above to the right refer to the sun-

god Ra seated below, and read:

i f— i s - -
du ankh. ef neb Ea-Hor- khuti neb taui

Giving • life liim all
1 R2-Horus in the horizon lord (of ' the) two countries.

i. e. This is Rd-Hor-Tchuti, the lord of the two countries

[Egypt], who gives him [the king] all life.

^S Ra-Hor-khuti "Ra-Horus in the horizon" is the

title of the morning-sun, to which attention has already

been called on page 30. The last sign is very frequently

written^ klm't, the cQ: showing the disk of the sun

between two mountains and in the act of rising, and the

n signifying "a house" or "a place". The whole group

means "the house of the rising sun" or "the source of

light", which is usually translated by the general term

'"horizon". The whole title, therefore, stands for the ris-

ing or eastern sun (cf. the picture on page 28).

The inscription between the god and the sphinx-king

is partially destroyed, leaving, however, enough traces

to show that it must have been identical with the one on

the West pyramidion: <^> A y AAAAAA A -f- er du-t
Uld I A AAAAAA LAJ I

qebeh ar-f du ankh "The king pours out a libation of

water in order to receivefrom him [the god] life".
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The Obelisk Proper.

On the obelisk proper the inscriptions of Thothmes III.

are contained in the central column of each face. At the

top of each column, immediately below the pyramidion,

we find the sign f=3
,
literally pet "heaven", which may

either be taken with the next sign ^ Hor "Horns" so as

to signify "the heavenly Horus", or else it may be re-

garded to express the wish of the Pharaoh, that heaven
would protect his obelisk and proclaim its inscriptions

as of heavenly origin.

East Face [central column].

Hor-pet qa nekht kha em Us neb mut or sheta
neb ara or mehemt

The heavenly Horus " bull powerful glorious in Tliebes lord of the Vulture di-
lord of the Uraeus-snake

I L I
0

uah suten ma Eh em pet

adem placed king like R3 in heaven
diadem

M 48
Turn neb-t en An
Turn • lord of Heliopolis

V>>1
meses sa

l^egotten son

en

of

kha-t

womb
ef meses
his • born

nef Dehuti
him • Thoth

qema ea
created l

y

J]

sen em hat-a em neferu hau sen rekh enti arf

them • in great-temple • in • beauty of limbs " their kuowing 1 what he should

o

sutenrt uah kher neheh suten-kaut? Men-kheper-Ra
do • kingdom placed for eternity king of Upper and Lower Egypt 1 Thothmes
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;l it! > - m A t
Turn nuter a hena pau*t nuteru* f meri du rnlrh

III. • Turn • god • great with circle (of) gods his beloved giving 1

life
*

ded us neb ma Ka zeta

Stability • strength all like La forever.

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is the heavenly Horus, thepow-

erful and glorloas bull [king] in Thebes*) He is the lord

of the Vulture and Urceus diadems t), and his kingdom
is established as firmly as the sun in the heavens. His

name is J): "He whom Turn, the lord of Heliopolis, has

begotten, and who is the son of his loins, whom Thoth has

broughtforth" §), who was created by them [the gods] in

the great temple of Heliopolis in the bea uty of their limbs,

and who Jcnew beforehand what he would, do to establish

for himself an eternal Kingdom. He is Thothmes III, the

Icing of Upper and Lower Egypt, beloved of thegreat god
Turn and his circle of gods, who gives all life, stabili-

ty, and strength now andforever]

*) This is the so-called "shield-name", the heraldic

motto or device of the Pharaoh, occurring in many vari-

ations on the obelisk.

+) The two diadems referred to are 1) the crown sur-

mounted by an Uraeus snake or cobra, symbolizing the

king's power over life and death, and 2) the crown with

the vulture — usually worn by goddesses and queens—
to proclaim him the "nourisher" or "protector" of his

people.

t) This is the longest of any Egyptian cartouche, and
is written in two vertical columns. It stands for the sec-

ond cartouche given on page 36.

§) The last hieroglyphs of the two columns of the car-

touche form the regal name: Thoth-mes.
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South Face [central column].

Almost the entire column on this side is in a very poor

condition, the hieroglyphs being hardly discernible. The
following, however, may prove to be a correct restoration

of the inscription.

5^
Hor-pet qa nekht Ra

Tlie heavenly Ilorus Dull powerful Ka
mer suten-kaut?

beloved king of Upper and Lower Egypt

jii 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

„ AAAAAA ^ /
000

Men-kheper-Ra
Thothmes III.

ar nef
made • by him

em mennu-
• for • monument

f en
his • for

tef neb
father lord of

I
o

If aaaaA

caused to erect

nef

by him
tekhenui

two obelisks

An
Heliopolis

O O O O

usem em sep tep sed-heb

gold-metal at time first (of) • the thirty-year-period

firm

large

benben-t em
the pyramidion of

illegible!

v fSEP ^8
w

AAAAAA

nen

ar nef saBa Dehuti-meses-nefer-kheperu Ka-Hor-khuti meri zeta

(as) done by him the son of Ra Thothmes III. Ea-Hor-Khuti 1 beloved forever.

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is the heavenly Hones, the pow-

erful bull, beloved of Bet. He is Thothmes III., the king

of Upper and Lower Egypt, who lias made this to be 7iis

monument in honor of hisfather Turn, the lord of Heli-

opolis. and who has set upfor him two*) large obelisks,

tiir pyramidion being covered with gold-metal,^) on the

first dayX) of the thirty-yearfestival $) II)

No one has ever done what he did, the Sun's offspring,
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Thothmes III., the beloved of Ra-Hor-Khuti, who lives

forever.

*) The custom of erecting obelisks in pairs in front of

the gates of temples has already been alluded to on page
20 (cf. the picture).

t) The gold-metal mentioned here may have been on-

ly an alloy of copper and gold. Some think that it was
the electrum of the ancients, which was an alloy of sil-

ver and gold.

X) This passage is supplied from the London Obelisk.

§) This was a festival celebrated every thirty years,

also called the festival of the trentenary cycle. The real

meaning of these highly important festivals is not yet

fully understood.

II) This passage is totally destroyed and indecipherable.

West Face [central column].

The abrasion caused by the sand of the Libyan desert

has effaced almost every hieroglyph on this side of the

obelisk. All that can be seen is given below.

Hor-pet qa nekht kha em Us suten-kaut?

The heavenly Horus hull powerful • glorious In Thebes • king of Upper and Lower

('ee=B ] PE* "t
3

~r IK
1

1

Men-kheper-Ra s-menkh per en meses am- f

Egypt • Thothmes m. causing to be adorned the house of birth • there his "
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Dehuti-meses-neter-kneperu Ra-Hor-khuti meri zeta

Thothmes III.
1 Ra-Hor-Khuti beloved • forever.

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is the heavenly Horus, thepoio-

erful and glorious bull [king] in Thebes. He is the king

of Upper and Lower Egypt Thothmes III., who has em-

bellished the house where he was born,

, the Sun's offspring, Thotlimes

III., the beloved of Rd-Hor-Khuti, who livesforever.

North Face [central column].

Hor-pet
Tiie heavenly Horus • the white crown

A
V A If

hez qa Ra mer
lifting • Ra • beloved

suten-kaut?

king of Upper and

J
ra

Lower Egypt

Men-kheper-Ra
Thothmes III.

Hor-nub
the golden Horus

O l

har
rejoicing in

nekht
strength

hu hequ

^ III

men-tu?

I I I

pehu su khatf utu nef

smiting the princes (of) the countries distant they because ' ordered for htm

tef Ra nekhtu er ta neb dem't ent khepesh em

father Ra victories over land all completeness of ' power • at the

a'll
ru dedur f er s-usekh tash'tu

end of • the two hands his in order to cause to be extended the boundaries of
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Qem't sa Ra Dehuti-meses-nefer-kheperu du ankh neb zeta
Egypt • the son of Ra Thothmes HL • giving life • all • forever.

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is the heavenly Horns, who
has crowned*) himself with the tchite crown f), beloved

of Ha. He is Thothmes III., the Tcing of Upper and Low-
er Egypt, the golden Horns £), rejoicing in his strength,

the vanquisher of the princes of the countries which are

distant. He did this because his father Ra had so com-

manded him, and had then given him victories over the

en tire world, and had placed an abundance of power on

his arm, so that he [the king] might enlarge the bounda-

ries of Egypt. This was done by the Sun's offspring,

Thothmes III, who gives all lifeforever.

*) a is an abbreviated form for
fl

"to lift up,

raise"-, therefore literally: "who has raised the crown".

t) The white crown was that of Upper Egypt, which

was then the most important part of the empire and the

seat of government (cf. page 31).

%) This term may also be translated according to Dii-

michen "Horns of the golden necklace". This necklace

^? was the usual mark of distinction for valor in battle,

and it was the king's prerogative to bestow it on his

chiefs. Horns, the avenger of his father Osiris, is the

Mars of Roman mythology. The whole expression, there-

fore, means "the valiant hero".
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II. Inscriptions of Ramses II.

The inscriptions of Ramses II. are found in the two

vertical columns to the right and left of the central col-

umn of each face and the two horizontal lines at the

base of each lice of the obelisk. The inscriptions are in

a much better condition than those of Thothmes III.,

and can be more readily deciphered. They were engraved

on the stone not quite three centuries a fter the pyramid-

ions and the central columns were inscribed. Even a

casual observer will notice that the hawk at the top of

each central column is larger than those to the right

and left of it, these being crowded into the remaining

space.

East Face [northern column].

Hor-pet qa nekht Ra mer suten-kaut?
The heavenly Horus bull powerful RA beloved king of Upper and Lower Egypt

fcO °l iff TT1 £
User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra Ra meses nuteru ger taui

Ramses II. ' the Sun born of • the gods possessing the two worlds

sa Ra Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su hun shepes meriti ma Aten
the son of Ra Ramses U. a child glorious beloved like Aten

pesed-

shines

O

f em kinrt neb taui User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra sa Ra
he • in • the horizon lord of the two countries Ramses II. son of Ra
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CmDV V I A f

i Behold Pliaraoh! Heis^e heavenly Horns, thepow-
erful bull, beloved of Ra. He is Ramses II.*), the king of
Upper and Lower Egypt, the Sun himself, and the child

of the gods. He is master of the two countries [Egypt],

the Sun's offspring, Ramses IIA) He is a youth glorious

and beloved like Aten X), when he shines in the horizon.

He is the lord of the two countries [Egypt], Ramses II.*),

the Sun's offspring, Ramses IIA), the glorious image of
Ra, who gives life.

*) User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra is the royal or divine

name of the "Pharaoh of the Oppression", which signi-

fies: the Sun, mighty in Truth, chosen of the Sun.

t) Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su is the family name of

the same Pharaoh, or his name as prince before he as-

cended the throne, and signifies: the beloved of Amen,
the Sun, who begets himself.

X) Aten is another name of the snn-god Ra. This dei-

ty was represented as the snn giving forth rays, each of

which terminated in a hand holding the sign ^ (ankh
"life"). The picture on page 30 will make this plain.

East Face [southern column].

Itt

Hor-pet qa nekht khepera sa suten-kaut?

The heavenly Bonis • bull - powerful Khepera's son king of Upper and Lower Egypt
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U33---/ia-Ra-sotep-en-Ra Hor-nub user renpe'tu a en

Ramses II.
1 the golden Horus abounding in years • great in

o
3

nekhtu sa Ea Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su per en ef em
victories the son of R§ ' Ramses II. going out by him from

D e/f o
0 i^XU iiiV i

kha't er shep khau en Ra meses su er neb ua
womb to • obtain diadems 1 of Ra begetting himself as • lord only

1

neb taui User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra sa Ra Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su
lord of • the two countries Ramses II. son of Rfi Ramses 11.

khu
the glory

V
en
of

O

Ra
Ra

ma Ra
to-day {literally: like Ra).

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is the heavenly Horus, the pow-
erful bull, the son of Khepera*). He is Ramses II., the

king of Upper and Lower Egypt, the golden Horns, w7io

abounds in years and is great in victories. He is the Sun's

offspring, Ramses II., ioho issuedfrom the Sun's loins to

receive the diadems of Ra. It is he who broughtforth him-

selfX) as sole ruler and lord of the two countries [Egypt],

Ramses II, the Sun's offspring, Ramses II, the glorious

image of Ra, now and forever.

*) Khepera, literally uthe Creator", is another name
of the sun-god and represents the invisible sun of night.

The beetle (§) or scarab was sacred to this deity, whose
picture is given on page 28.

t) i. e. like the ever-rising sun (cf . page 28).
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South Face [eastern column].

Hor-pet qa nekht Ma mer suten-kaut?
The heavenly Horus bull powerful Truth beloved king of Upper and Lower Egypt

User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra neb heb ma tef*

Ramses II. • lord of festival like father

411
o

0 n- I

f Ptah-tathunen sa Ra
his Ptah-tatunen the son of Ra

ra-

Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su nuter nuteri dua taui rekh hapu
Ramses II. god morning star of 1 the two countries knowing the laws

32. O o

shef-t

awe insphing

em
• in

ari-tu neb
• (his) works • the lord of

taui User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra sa Ra
the two countries Ramses II. son of Ra

can a f
Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su du ankh

Ramses II. giving life.

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is the heavenly Horus, thepow-
erful bull, beloved of Ma.*) He is Ramses II, the Mug of
Upper and Lower Egypt, the lord of festivals, who is

like hisfather Ptah of MemphisA) He is the Sun's off-

spring, Ramses II. , a god himself, the morning-star of the

tico countries, who is well versed in the laws and awe
inspiring in his worTcs. He is the lord of the tico countries

[Egypt], Ramses II, the Sun's offspring Ramses II, who
gives life.

*) Ma is the Egyptian goddess of Truth,

t) Ptah-tathunen is a name of Ptah as the chief deity

of Memphis in Lower Egypt. Cf. the Glossary.
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South Face [western colttxx].

Hor-pet qa nekht
The heavenly Horus bull powerful

Ra sa

Rii's • son

suten-kaut?

king of Upper and Lower Egypt

°1fe= J %
User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra neb mut or sheta neb ara or mehen-t

Ramses II.
1 lord of the Vulture diadem lord of the Uroeus-snake diadem

S in

0

mak Qem-t uaf men*tu? sa Ra Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su
protector of Egypt smiter of the countries the son of Ra • Ramses n.

suten menkh ma Ra neb taui User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra
king • kind like Ra illegible.'

1 lord of the two countries Ramses II.

o
I

sa Ra Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su ma Ra
the son of Ra Ramses II. to-day {literally, like Ra).

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is the heavenly Horus, tliepow-
erful bull, tlie son of Rc~. He is Ramses II. , tlie king of
Upper and Lower Egypt, the lord of the Vulture and
UrcEUS diadems, who protects Egypt and smites the for-

eign nations. He is the Surts offspring, Ramses II, a
Jcind ruler like Ra, the lord of the two coun-

tries [Egypt], Ramses II, the Sun's offspring, Ramses
II, now and forever.
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West Face [northern column].

5^ fi

Hor-pet qa nekht Ra mer suten-kaut?

The heavenly Horus bull powerful Ea beloved king of Upper and Lower Egypt

User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra Ra meses nuteru. ger taui

Eamses n. the Sun born of the gods 1 possessing tbe two countries

o CHi ] wmmmmmmmmmm
saRa Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su

the son of Ra Ramses II. .illegible!

ni
/WW
nen ar tef'ar- f em per tef- f neb taui

not • (was) done (what) did - be • in • tbe bouse of father his lord of • the two

User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra sa Ra Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su du ankh
countries Ramses II. son of Ra Ramses n. 1 giving 1

life.

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is the heavenly Horus, the pow-

erful bull, beloved of Bet. He is Ramses II, the king of

Upper and Lower Egypt, who is the Sun himself and

child of the gods. He is master of the two countries [Egypt],

the Sun's offspring, Ramses II. iVo

one has done what lie did in his father's [Turn's] house.

He is the lord of the two countries [Egypt], Ramses IL,

the Sun's offspring, Ramses II, who gives life.
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West Face [southern column],

I I %
Hor-pet qa nekht Ra sa

The heavenly Horus bull powerful Rfi's son

suten-kaut?

king- of Upper and Lower Egypt

1 f

User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra Hor-nub user renpe*tu a en nekhtu
Ramses EL

- the golden Horus • abounding in years great in victories

sa Ea Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su
sonofRfi • Ramses II.

'

illegible!

O

ji
%° rail i

neb taui User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra sa Ra Amen-nier-Ra-meses-su ma Ra
lord of the two countries Ramses II. son of RA Ramses II. to-day.

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is tlie heavenly Horns, t7iepow-

erful bull, the son of Ra. He is Ramses II, the king of

Upper and Lower Egypt, the golden Horus, who abou n ds

in years and is great in victories. He is the Sun's offspring,

Ramses II, He is the

lord of the two countries [Egypt], Ramses II, the Sun's

offspring, Ramses II, note and forever.

North Face [eastern column].

Hor-pet qa nekht Ma mer suten-kaut?

The heavenly Horus ' bull powerful Ma 1 beloved king of Upper and Lower Egypt

'
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u V
User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra neb hebu ma tef" f Ptah sa Ra

Ramses II. lord of festivals 1 like father 1

liis ' Ptah son of Ra

iff) (IP

o
J

0

Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su meses en Ra er s'heb An
Ramses II. ' begotten • by • Ra • in order to cause to be glad Heliopolis

ra
i i

er s* zef peru meses su neb taui

in order to r-ause to be filled the sanctuaries • begetting IiimseLf ' lord of the two

s-^zef

tuse to be fill

C°M1 v rami a
'ser-lUser-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra sa Ra Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su du

countries Ramses IL • the son of Ra Ramses II. giving •

10

I

ankh. neb ma Ra
life • all • to-day (literally: like Ra).

i. e. Behold Pharaoh! He is the heavenly Horns, tliepoic-

erfulbidl, beloved of Ma [Truth.]. He is Ramses II. the

king of Upper and Lower Egypt, the lord of thefestivals

lilce his father Ptah. He is the Sun's offspring, Ramses
II, whom Ra has begotten in order to gladden Heliopo-

lis and fill her sanctuaries with treasures. It is he wlio

broughtforth himself as lord of the two countries [Egypt],

Ramses II, the Sun's offspring, Ramses II, who gives

all life now and forever.

.
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North Face [western column].

Hor-pet qa nekht Ra sa suten-kaut?

Tlie heavenly Horus • bull • powerful Ra's son king of Upper ana Lower Egypt

C4B1 > t
User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra neb mut or sheta neb ara or mehen-t

Ramses II. ' lord of the Vulture diadem lord of the Urseus-snake diadem

mak Qem-t uaf men-tu? sa Ra Amen-mer-Ra-rneses-su
protector of 1 Egypt smiter of tlie countries son of Ra Ramses II.

suten qen ar em dedui* f khatf her ta neb
king • triumph • made at 1 the two hands his in the face of the land all

dem neb taui User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra sa Ra Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su
entire lord of the two countries Ramses II. son of Ra • Ramses II.

A f
du ankh neb ma Ra

giving • life
1

all to-day {literally: like Ra).

i.e. Behold Pharaoh! lie is tlie heavenly Horus, the pow-

erful bull, the son ofHa. He is Ramses II, the king of Up-

per and Lower Egypt, the lord of the Vulture and JJrwus

diadems, who protects Egypt and smites the foreign na-

tions. He is tlie Sun's offspring, Ramses II, a king whose
hands have done warlike deeds in full view of the entire

world. He is the lord of the two countries
|

Egypt], Ramses
II, the Sun's offspring, Ramses II, who gives all life

now and forever.
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The Base [east, south, west, north].

At the bottom of each, of the four faces of the obelisk

are two horizontal lines of almost totally destroyed hi-

eroglyphs. They bear the cartouches of Ramses II., and

are so written as to read from the centre each way. The
inscription is

G5ED if"* i i Ckjffl
<

—

mm—>

ankh
Ra-en-sotep-Ra-Ma-User nefer nuter nuter nefer Amen-mer-Ea-meses-su

ankh
Ra-en-sotep-Ra-Ma-User nefer nuter nuter nefer Amen-mer-Ea-meses-su

• life
•

Ramses n. gracious god god gracious • Ramses II.

• life
•

Ramses II. gracious • god god gracious Ramses n.

L e. Long life to tlie gracious god, Ramses II./

Long life to the gracious god, Ramses II!
Long life to the gracious god, Ramses II!
Long life to the gracious god, Ramses II!

Ill Inscriptions of Osarlcon I

Besides the three columns of hieroglyphs on each face

of our obelisk, all chiseled in large and bold charac-

ters, we find at the lower end of each face near each edge

inscriptions by a later king. The hieroglyphs of these

inscriptions are so minute and so mutilated as to be

scarcely legible. They seem to have started at the first

of the lower cartouches and to have extended to the two
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horizontal lines at the bottom of the obelisk. As each
face has two of these columns, there are eight of these

inscriptions on the obelisk. The last half of the inscrip-

tions is destroyed in each case and may have been dif-

ferent on every column. The eastern column on the south
face is the most legible one and presumably reads thus

suten-kaut? kherp-kheper-Ra-sotep-en-Ra sa Ba
The king of Upper and Lower Egypt • Osarkon I. the son of Ra

1 ) C 0 1<C_^> AAAAAA /]

Amen-mer-U"sarken
Osarkon I.

1

illegible!

i. e. The Mug of Upper and Lower Egypt, OsarJcon I.,

the Sun's offspring, Osarkon I,

IV Inscriptions of Augustus.

There is no name of any other Egyptian ruler, except

the three mentioned above, inscribed on our obelisk.

When the emperor Augustus, however, had the London
and New York Obelisks transported to Alexandria in

12 B. C, he caused his name to be engraved on the crabs

which supported them. Only two of these crabs have
come down to us and are preserved in the Metropolitan

Museum of Art in Central Park. On the only remaining

claw of one of the crabs are two inscriptions; on the one

side in Greek and on the other in Latin, which give the

names of the emperor, prefect or governor, and architect.

Prof. Augustus Merriam of Columbia College has de-

voted some time to the study of these inscriptions and
has made some very remarkable discoveries, which fix
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the eighteenth year of the reign of Augustus as the time

of the reerection of the London and New York Obelisks

in Alexandria. The inscriptions are herewith given in

fac-simile.

The Greek inscription reads

L 1H KALaPi
BAPBAPOIANE0HKE
A PXITEKTONOYNTO 5

HONTIOY
which looks like this in regular Greek types:

L IH KAI2AP02
BAPBAPOZ ANEQHKE '• 5^ST
APXITEKTONOTNT02 Tlie architect being

noNTior
pontills -

i. e. The governor Barbarus erected this obelisk in the

eighteenth year of the reign of the emperor Augustus (12

B. C). Pontins was the architect.

The Latin inscription reads

1 K cCtrTDFOiVlT^

^RCHfTFCTAKlEtofTiO
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which is in regular Latin types:

ANNO XVIII C^SARIS
BARBARVS PR^EF
^EGYPTI POSYIT

ARCHITECTANTE PCXNTIQ

In the year • 18 of Caesar

Barbarus the prefect

of Egypt • erected (it).

The architect being Pontius.

i. e. Barbaras, governor of Egypt, erected this obelisk

in the eighteenth year of the reign of the emperor Augus-
tus (12 B. C.)« Pontius teas the architect.

The Greek letter Psi (¥) in the first line of the Latin

text seems to have been the initial of the engraver's

name, who must have been a Greek, if we can draw this

inference from the beautiful Greek and the poor Latin

form of the letters in the inscriptions.

The full translation of the obelisk.

As a recapitulation of the translation of the Egyptian
inscriptions on our obelisk, which has been given in the

preceding pages, we now place the complete translation

of each face of the obelisk in a very compact and simple

form before our readers. The English translation will be
found to correspond to the hieroglyphs, and each word
can be easily picked out on the three columns of the

original. All the words in Italics are to be found in the

Egyptian text, while those in common Roman types are

supplied so as to render the inscriptions intelligible to

the reader.
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Thothmes HI. , gra- Ra-Hor-Khuti, the
cious god, lord, of fireat god, the lord
the two countries, ofthetwoeountries,
giving eternal life, 'jiving him all life

The powerful au<l
glorious bull in n me:
Thebes, the Sun-'si as
offspring, Thoth-l «
mes III. 9'ft.

Behold Phara- Beliold Pliara- Belioiu Phara-
oh! He is the oh! He is the oh! He is the
heavenly Ho- heavenly Ho- heavenly Ho-
rns, the power- rus, the power- rus, the power-
ful bull, the son fulandglorious ful bull, beloved
of Khepera. bull in Thebes, of Rd.
I I II t I I I I I I I I I I I I I

He is the king He isthelordof He is the king

of Upper and gRE^SE of Upper and
Lower Egypt, dems, and his Lower Egypt,
tt. ,t «. kingdom is es-
Ramses TL, the talHshed as Ramses II.,

golden Ban* ^& t
°*j£ the tun him-

who abounds en& name self, and the
in years and is: "He whom ,

Tumjhelordof cMd °f the
u great m HtUapoUs, has Uods He is
victories. He is begotten and

who is the son master of the

ZLJ** IS*™* two countries,whom Ihoth au
I, has brought the Sun s off-^Ramses U

failr.v. howas &prina>
issued created by them s

in the great Ramses II. ~ s
|

the Sun's o

spring,

j[c from the Sun's
temple of HeM- yip. n ,.. " ^

plains to receive op-.iis in the
Ue lb a V°T

n^
•3 c:m2S „

" Wm£8, and Who inueAHka Aten 3JS
II fl^. It is he wTio knew 1 pfor-

'olCf" l/ie ^ff »•

e diadem* of f^uty of their glorious and be- >£
e diadems of Um , s &n(lwho g
a.ItlshewTio knew lpfor--

lovea™eAt*n
- $

?
2 ftiwiflfct forth J?

1* "*J*
he Wh€ " he 8*<We8 9

3
i,

"
7

«»w?^*> in the horizon, olk ^.himself as sole tablish for Mm- ?i
|bruter and Zord EJS.f'SM!

Hete^lordo/
|£

| 5 "/ thetwocoun

tries

S Ramses
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CHAPTER VII.

NOTES OX THE TRANSLATION AND THE CRABS.

§1. On looking over the translation of our obelisk, as
set forth in the preceding pages, the reader will per-

haps feel disappointed in the substance of its inscrip-

tions. These contain, as has already been stated, only
laudatory phrases and vainglorious titles, and furnish

us with no historical data nor anything that would be
of value to scholars. People have for many centuries

suspected thern of an utterly different meaning, and have
given them the most fanciful and ludicrous explanations.

For instance, Athanasius Kircher in his "CEdipus" (pub-

lished in 1650), when speaking of our obelisk, says: "It

[the New York Obelisk] setsforth the activity andfunc-
tions of the twelve solar genii in tlie world's government,

wliicli resultfrom theirprotection and presence, and with
what rites and ceremonies eacli of them must oe propiti-

ated-, for each in his tour around each of thefour sides

keeps watch over hisparticular quarter of the world, which
Jieboth guards against the attack of the evil genii and pre-

serves". All this, of course, is sheer nonsense. Besides this

ridiculous explanation Kircher mentions that at the base

of our obelisk were engraved the words ^ xJUwq "Pha-

raohs Needle", which is both improbable and impossi-

ble, though, as a matter of fact, the obelisk always went

by that name among the Arabs.

The most silly guess at a translation, however, is prob-

ably that of the Mohammedan writer Ibn-el-Vardi, who
visited Alexandria and saw our obelisk there in 1340.

He writes of it as follows:
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'
' This is on it [the obelisk] : L^JLc ^JJt

' L Yammer - ben - Shadd ~d,

havefounded th is city, when sA-P oij^ a-j ^ \j\

old age did not yet overtake

nor death disturb nor gray °y3 \ ^ ^ ***>^

hairs trouble me, when stones
_

* > .

icerehere in abundance, and*) ^ -T^
L" ^

<7/rZ ?^ acknowledge ,
x N ».,

masters. I ha re built its por- 1 ^ "

//Vo/.v. cmd rZw^ #s canals, cw>» L^liUxJ o^c L,

cmd planted its trees, and de-

siiu<1 to <<inbell ishit loitliiwn- 0 \
cO

;^ L^LsS^ m^jCj

derfulmonuments and amaz-
ing structures. I have sent^-t^\ *}-^ >^ o- ^
my servant El' Thabat-ben- _ ^ ^ , j. ^

Marrat,t~he*A&ite,an&Maq- & « J r •

d%m-ibn-El'*Amr-ben-aM- n
, ^ ^

ite^Z, tae ThamMite, the ^ ' ^ eJ
*

r
" -

caliph, to Mount Tarim, the ^\ &*Jli>

/vy7 mountain. and they cut

0 u t of it t wo rocks and ca rr ied ctjr-.

them both on their shoulders.

Then one of the ribs of El' jr"*^*

Thabut having been crushed, .

1 caused the people of my ^ *

kingdom to make reparation . ^ ^
]Yow these ttoo [obelisks] were

erectedfor me by El'Fatan- Q.

ibn-Jdrud, the MutafaUte,

on an auspicious day: 11 ® boU^JI r*j & J&idS

The same writer then states: "And tins is the very obe-

lisk which is in the corner of the city looking toward the

East, while the other is seen further in the interior of the

city: 1
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This translation of onr obelisk reads very strange and
was. of course, only drawn by that ancient author from
his own fertile imagination. Still it shows how much im-

portance was even at that early time attached to our

monolith. Almost every traveler of note mentions it and
gives a description of it. All their scattered notices help

us to trace the history of onr obelisk through the last

few centuries, without, however, our gaining any new or

important knowledge from them.

£sote. It ma}' be of some interest to know that all the

old writers agree in calling the erect obelisk in Alexan-

dria "Cleopatra's Needle" ; in other words, this epithet

was only applied to the Xew York Obelisk in Central

Park. The claim of the English that their obelisk in

London was ever named after the famous queen rests on

no foundation whatever.

i'2. When the Romans transported our obelisk to Alex-

andria, its base was badly damaged. That it might still

be erected without planing off the surface of the stone,

they filled up the cavities with lead and put bronze crabs

in the corners. The reason why they should have select-

ed the crab or scorpion (3gp) cannot be definitely given.

It may have been due to the strange superstition of the

Egyptians of the Ptolemaic period. The figure of the

scorpion, the evil genius, plays an important part in the

astrological and mythological inscriptions of that time.

From what the Romans heard of this evil deity, and from

a desire to propitiate it, they thought the crab the most
appropriate ornament for the obelisk. They wished to con-

vey a double meaning; first, that the obelisk, the emblemof
the good god of light, should restrain and keep down the

evil deity of darkness, and secondly, they made it ap-

pear, in order to flatter the evil genius, as though it was
he who sustained the good god's throne and kept his mon-
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ument in proper position. Still, whatever the reason may
have been, the crabs are altogether out of place beneath

our monolith.

The crabs at present supporting the obelisk are new,

and were cast at the Brooklyn Navy Yard. What is left

of the old ones is preserved in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in Central Park (cf. page 72). The following in-

scriptions were engraved on the eight claws:

FlRST CRAB, FIRST CLAW:

L HKAI2AP02 ANN0 VIU

BAPBAP02 ANEGHKE AZf™JtZ^
ABGHITECTANTE PONTIO

[The corrected form and the translation of these inscriptions are given on page T3and 74.]

First crab, second claw:

QUARRIED AT SYENE, EGYPT; ERECTED AT
HELIOPOLIS, EGYPT, BY THOTHMES III IN THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY B. C.

O

Second crab, first claw:

REMOVED TO ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT, AND ERECTED
THERE B. C. 22 BY THE ROMANS.

[The date should he B. C. 12. Cf. page 73.]

Second crab, second claw:

REMOVED TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA A. D.

1880, AND ERECTED IN NEW YORK CITY JANUARY 22,

1881.

Third crab, first claw:

PRESENTED TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
BY ISMAIL, KHEDIVE OF EGYPT.
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Third crab, second claw:

rutherford burchard hayes, president; william
maxwell evarts, secretary of state of the
united states.

Fourth crab, first claw:

the cost of removing from egypt and placing
on this spot this obelisk, pedestal, and base,
was borne by william h. vanderbilt.

Fourth crab, second claw:

LIEUTENANT- COMMANDER HENRY H. GORRINGE,
UNITED STATES NAVY, DESIGNED THE PLANS FOR AND
SUPERINTENDED THE REMOVAL AND RE-ERECTION.



CHAPTER VIII.

Egypt: its geographical divisions and its cities.

Egypt, called by its former inhabitants Qenrt,

"the black land", on account of the richness and color of

its soil, and by the Greeks Aiyvnros [AiguptosJ, has been

correctly and appropriately described by the ancients as

"a gift of the river Nile", which flows throughout its en-

tire length. Lying between two vast tracts of desert

land, and encompassed by immense ranges of mount-

ains, the Mle is its only source of life and means of sup-

port. The country was divided from time immemorial into

two large sections, Upper and Lower Egypt. The Hebrew
name of Egypt, D^SCp [Mizrayim], being a dual form,

forcibly reminds us of this division. These two sections

were at various times of Egyptian history independent

principalities, and governed by different Pharaohs.

Whenever the two sections had one and the same ruler,

he was always called 44 suten-kaut?, "the Icing of Up-

per and Lower Egypt", Upper Egypt as the more impor-

tant of the two always being mentioned first. These

sections were again subdivided into "nomes" (from the

Greek word vo/tos [nomos] "a province"), and each of

them had its capital, governor, local deities, sacred an-

imals, and sacred trees.

Upper Egypt, called by the Egyptians ^w^=i^\
ta res "the loud of the South", began in the south at the

island of Phila3 and extended as far as the Delta in the

north. It is called "Upper", being bounded by mountains

and highlands, as opposed to the low land of the north or

"Lower" Egypt. This section of the country comprised 22
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nomes. Following the course of the Mle some of the

principal places and cities are:

Philaz, in Egyptian Aareq-t or 2 ^2^© Pi-

req, one of the southern islands of the First Cataract,

with the ruins of the magnificent temple of the god-

dess Isis, the fragment of an obelisk, and other mon-
umental structures.

Elephantine, in Egyptian
^Jj^|

Atrt "the ivory-

island", the northernmost island in the First Cataract,

opposite the modern Assuan. On it was situated the

capital bearing the same name. Ab. with the famous
Kilometer and a splendid temple of Khnum, the local

deity of the island.

Syene, in Egyptian Smrt, now Assuan, which

was the site of the vast quarries, from which were

taken most of the obelisks and statues scattered

throughout Egypt.

Ombos, in Egyptian ~tf§ Nubrt "the gold-city",

with the road leading to the Nubian gold mines, was

noted for its temple of the crocodile-headed god Sebek-

Ea. its local deity. The modern name isKom-Omboo.

Silsilis, the old Egyptian \ Khennu, "the sail-

or-city", is known for its tombs which are cut into the

mountain-side, its quarries, and its annual festivals

in honor of the rise of the Nile at the time of inun-

dation. The modern name of this part of the country

is Jebel Selseleh.

Redesieh, a modern village, was formerly the start-

ing-point of an important road leading to Asia and the

Red Sea. On this road is a temple of Seti I. and a fa-
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mous well, ^^"5^°^^°^ J
ta khnunrt la-

men-Ra "the well of Seti I", constructed by order of

the same Pharaoh.

Edfu, in Egyptian
J^J|^

Deb't, "the city of trans-

fixion" (referring to the legend of the battle between

Horus and Set, the devil, in which the latter was
pierced by the avenging spear of the son of Osiris),

was the renowned city of the sun-god Horus. Because

of his supreme worship it was also called
c=^>@ Hud't

"the city of the winged sun-disk [^e;]''. Here are to

be found in a tolerably good state of preservation some
of the grandest temple-buildings of Egypt. The tem-

ple of the hawk-faced sun-god, Horus, rivals in mag-
nificence that of any other god.

El-Kab, near the ancient city of ^oJ@ Wekheb't,
the Eileithyiapolis of the Greeks, contains the many
dedicatory inscriptions to Nekheb, an otherwise rare-

ly mentioned goddess, and a number of tombs.

Esneh, in Egyptian ^X^l^ Seni't was the seat of

the Khnum-worship, and still contains the ruins of the

temple of the ram-headed god (35*).

Hermonthis, in Egyptian An-menth, the

modern village of Erment, was at one time a most im-

portant city of Egypt, surpassing even Thebes. Now
we find here only a few ruins of the temple of the sun-
god Menthu, the local deity of the place.

Thebes, in Egyptian |g Us't "the city of the Us-scep-

tre, or£(^\| NulAmen "the city of the god A?nen",
was situated on the land occupied at present by
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the villages of Karnak and Luxor on the east, and
Drah-abul-Neggah, Der el-baheri, Qurnah, Medinet-

Habu, and others on the west bank of the ]STile. It was
undoubtedly the largest city of the ancient world,

and the principal seat of the worship of Amen or Am-
en-Ra. During the greater part of Egyptian history it

was the capital of all Egypt. Nowhere on the face of

the earth are so many ancient monuments gathered

together as here. Suffice it to mention the wonderful

temples of Karnak and Luxor in the city proper, which

was called f^i 1

^© Apiirt "the city of thrones" (from

which with the prefixed feminine article ta the word

"Thebes" is derived) and a number of obelisks, and

the Tombs of the Kings with their mausolea, especi-

ally the Memnonium of Ramses II., the monster stat-

ues of Amenophis III., and many other monuments

in western Thebes.

Coptos, in Egyptian ^J^^ Qebti't, the modern

Kuft, at the end of the road leading from Kosser on

the Red Sea, was formerly a place of great commercial

activity, and became a mart for the products of Arabia

and the far East. On this road to KossCr are the ex-

tensive quarries of Hammamat, the ancient p<
du en Bekhen "the mountain of the bekhen-

AAAAAA —* v

stone".

Denderah, in Egyptian iff^ Arrt, "the city of pil-

lars", or ^W?SE^ Ta-en-ta-rer-t, with the grand

and well-preserved temple of Hathor, [§].

Abydos, in Egyptian -jj^J Abdu or ^§ Abdu-t,

was especially famous for the temple of Seti I. Here

also wa s said to be the tomb of the god Osiris near which

it was the highest honor to be buried.
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El-Khargeh, in Egyptian Kenenrti, an

oasis to the west of Thebes, at one time belonging to

the vn th nome of Upper Egypt,

TUnis, in Egyptian Theni% was according

to tradition the home of the first Egyptian Pharaoh,

Menes. Its site is now probably occupied by the vil-

lage of El-Tmeh.

Panopolis, the Greek designation for the city called
c

y
=1^^g Per-khsnrt, "the city of the temple of the

god Kherrt\ the modern Akhmim, was the seat of the

worship of Khem whose festivals were conducted with

various gymnastic exercises, especially that of climb-

ing smooth poles represented thus: A .

Sioot, the modern name of the ancient^ j^/fj
Saiu't, is at present the largest city of Upper Egypt.

A number of rock-tombs are in the neighborhood. Its

local deity was the jackal-headed god Anubis.

Tel-el-Amarna is the present site of a city founded by
Amenophis IV., which he named ^ *«*(j<~£ khu en
Aten, "the glorious house of the sun-god Aten", It was
this king who introduced the sole worship of the sun-

disk and was ever after considered a heretic. Cf. the

picture on page 30.

Bersheh is a modern village with the remnants of

some tombs. In one of them is the picture showing the
mode of transporting a colossus (cf. page 15).

Beni-Hassan is noteworthy for its beautiful sepul-

chral grottoes of the xnth dynasty.

The Fayoom is a large tract of fertile land extend-
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ing into the Libyan desert. It was called ^^g^z) ta

sheti, "the land of the sea", and the present name is

derived from the Coptic word q>ie>M LphiyomJ, "a sea".

In it was the world-famous Lake Mceris, which the

Egyptians named a=i^S mer ur, uthe great sea"

(whence the name "Moeris"). This was really a large

reservoir constructed by Amenemhat III. Besides this

we find here the ruins of the so-called Labyrinth, the

palace of the same king, not far from the pyramid of

El-Lahoon. The Greeks called the place Crocodilop-

olis from the crocodile-headed god Sebek, who was
its local deity.

Meydoom is situated on the site of the ancient

N^-j^ Mer-Turrrt, uthefavorite city of the god Tum'\
and is famous for its quaintly terraced pyramid.

Lower Egypt, called by the Egyptians ==°<=>
\^||i|^^

ta mehrt, "tlie land, of theflux plant" or only simply

2^ v.) meh't, ^tlie nortlt'\ comprises the so-called Delta

from the city of Cairo to the Mediterranean Sea. The Del-

ta, intersected by the seven arms of the river Nile, was

called
.J^

Pa ^a mer&'^ "the land of the inun-

dation11
, and was so named from its resemblance to the

Greek letter Delta, J, our D. It was composed of 20nomes
or provinces.

The following are the principal cities of Lower Egypt:

minim -f-

Memphis, in Egyptian Men-nefer't the

good place of rest", which became in Coptic ju.€m^i

[Memphi], has left us hardly any vestige of its former

greatness. It was the capital of Lower Egypt and the

main seat of the worship of the god Ptah. Nothing re-

mains to mark the site of the famous Memphis of old
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except tlie colossus of Ramses II. at the village of Mit-

rahineh and the mighty pyramids. The latter consist

of the following groups: 1) the three great Pyramids,

namely, the Great Pyramid, "the Splendid'*, of king

Kheops; the Second Pyramid, ''the Great", of king

Khefren; the Third Pyramid, ''the Superior'', of king

Mycerinus: all these being at Gizeh: 2) the Pyramids
of Abusir, four in number; 3) the Pyramids of Sacca-

rah, the largest of which is called the Pyramid of the

Steps on account of its strange form; 4) the Pyramids
of Lisht and Dashur. These pyramids served as mau-
solea or tombs of the kings who erected them. The
stones of ancient Memphis were converted into build-

ing-stones for modern Cairo.

Tura, the present site of the quarries of Memphis
from which the stone for the pyramids was taken. It

received the name of Troja [Troy] from the Greeks.

Heliopolis, the ancient j'§ An and the modern Mata-
riyeh, was the famous city of the Sun or the "City of

Obelisks". Here stood the Xew York Obelisk in front

of the temple of the Sun [Ra]. The only monument to

be seen there still is the obelisk of Usertesen I.

Alexandria, the famous city founded by Alexander

the Great on the site of the ancient
<
~^y^j *° Raqedi't

the Rhakutis of the Greeks, is situated near the north

-

west corner of Egypt. To the south of it is the Lake

Mareotis, in Egyptian ft
(|{| ^ ^

Meri't. Alexandria

can boast of no ancient monument whatever, as its two
obelisks have been conveyed to London and Xew York,
and Pompey's Pillar is not of Egyptian workmanship,

Rosetta is a considerable town at the mouth of the
Rosetta branch of the Nile. Its world-wide fame is due
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to the fact that here a French engineer, Boussard, dis-

covered in 1799 the stone which furnished the key for

the interpretation of the Egyptian hieroglyphs.

present marked by the lofty mounds of Sa-el-Hajar,

was the seat of the worship of the goddess Neith, and
the capital of all Egypt under three dynasties of kings.

Bus iris, in Egyptian ^Jlg Per-Usai"t, "the house

of Osiris", now Abu-Sir, was situated on the Damietta
branch of the Nile and had Osiris for its local deity.

Tanis, in Egyptian
n~=

^
AA/v

^ Zairt, was situated to

the south of Lake Menzaleh. At present there are on-

ly a few remnants of the many magnificent temples

left to mark the site of that ancient city. It was the

favorite residence of the Shepherd Kings or Hyksos.

Mendes, in Egyptian
^^fe? ^f<§ Per-ba-neb-ded't,

"the house of the ram, the lord of stability", was the

seat of government under one dynasty of kings. Its sa-

cred animal was the ram, which was the Egyptian em-

blem of the soul.

Bubastis, in Egyptian Per-Bas't was the prin-

cipal seat of the worship of the lion-faced goddess

Bast or Pa slit (||). The ruins of her grand temple can

still be partially seen near the present Tel-Basta.

Prtu si run lies at the mouth of the most easterly

branch of the Nile and was built either on or else near

the site of the ancient Avaris, the Egyptian
Ha-t-uar-t. This was the last stronghold of the Hyk-
sos before they were driven out of Egypt,

Sais, in Egyptian Sa*t, whose site is at
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OF NAMES AND TERMS OCCURRING IN THIS BOOK AND PER-
TAINING TO EGYPTOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

The small n umerals at the end of each item refer to thepages of the b»>k.

Aareq-t. The Egyptian name of the island of Phil*©.
t6

Ab, Ab*t, or Abirt. The Egyptian name of the city and
island of Elephantine. " 4 bG

Abdu or Abdvrt. The Egyptian name of Abydos. 8h

Abusimbel. Also called Ipsambnl. The ancient Aboccis
or Abuncis. A place in Nubia, situated on the Mle,
and famous for its stupendous rock-temple of Ramses
II., the largest in the world. Each of the four statues

at the entrance represents the king himself, and is

about seventy feet high. 27

Abusir. A village near the site of ancient Memphis. Here
we find four pyramids, one built by Sahura, and
another by Userenra, kings of the vth dynasty. This

place must not be confounded with that of the same
name in the Delta.

91

Abu-Sir. The modern name of the ancient Busiris.
92

Abydos [pronounced abidos]. The capital of the vinth
nome of Upper Egypt. 88

A. D. The Latin Anno Domini "in the year of our Lord".

*Adite. A person belonging to the ancient Arabic tribe of

Ad. [The first sign * is an Arabic gutteral which can-

not be pronounced in English.]
80

Akhmim. The present site of the ancient Panopolis. 89

Albani Obelisk. A small obelisk of Roman workman-
ship, formerly in the Villa Albani near Rome, and at
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present preserved in the GlyptoiheTc at Munich, Ger-

many. On it and its companion in Naples, the Borgi-

an Obelisk, we read the Roman names Tacitus (

°

Sextus
( [J\~^ ), and Africanns

(

\

D^\3^ )
It was probably erected in the time of Domitian. 11

Alexander the Great, or Alexander III. The son of

Philip II., king of Macedon. He was bornB. C. 356 and
died B. C. 323, and was one of the greatest military con-

querors the world has ever seen. His triumphant entry

into Egypt took place in 332, when he was welcomed
by the Egyptians as their liberator from the Persian

yoke. He died while preparing for an expedition against

Arabia. His name in Egyptian is
32 91

suten-kaut? Amen-mer-sotep-en-Ra sa Ka Aleksandres
The king ofVpper "The beloved ofAnion, the Sun's aIpyhhW
and Lower Egypt, the chosen of the Sun", offspring, AW*UUW"

Alexandria. The modern name of Rhakotis, founded by
Alexander the Great in B. C. 332. Its main attractions

were the tomb of Alexander, the palace of the Ptol-

emies, a museum, the temple of Serapis (a Graeco-

Egyptian deity, a combination of Osiris and the bull

Apis), the world-famous Library, and the Pharos or

light-house, which was 400 feet high and one of the

seven wonders of the world. The city flourished until

the Mohammedans gained possession of it A. D. 650.

On December 22 d of that year the Library was burned

by Amru, the general of the caliph Omar. All antiqui-

ties in the city were then destroyed except the two ob-

elisks and Pompey's Pillar, which have come down to

us, the latter, however, being the only object of inter-

est still in Alexandria. The city at present has noth-

ing to attract the antiquarian as it is altogether too

modern in appearance. 8 39 40 41 42 43 72 73 79 81 82 91
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Alexandrian Obelisk. The former name of the obelisk

at present in London. It was the prostrate one at

Alexandria, which had been presented to the English

as early as 1820, but was removed in 1877, arriving in

London on January 20, 1873. The money for its removal,

amounting to £10 000, was furnished by Prof. Eras-

mus Wilson, of London. 8 10 41 81

Alnwick Castle Obelisk. Perhaps the same as the Sion

House Obelisk. It was erected by Amenophis II., and
only one face bears an inscription. It was brought to

England in 1840. — Alnwick Castle is situated to the

north-west of the town of Alnwick in Northumber-
land, England. 10

Amen. In Egyptian [j—$ Amen, "the hidden god 1
'. The

Latinized form is Amnion. He was the tutelary god of

Thebes, and was addressed as "the Icing of the gods \

As such the Komans identified him with their Jupiter.

He was worshiped only in Ujjper Egypt, and is rep-

resented on the monuments with a head-dress of two

plumes or feathers, called shenti; thus g g ~|. Al-

though at first the invisible or hidden deity, he was

afterwards merged into Amen-Ra (which see).
33 6 3 87 88

Amenemhat III. A powerful king of the xnth dynas-

ty. To guard against a time of drought and excessive

inundation, he converted the Fayoom into a vast reser-

voir of fresh water, which was known to the ancients

as Lake Moeris. Besides this he built two pyramids

and a palace, the so-called Labyrinth, near this lake.

His name in Egvptian is
90

m ( ] VCBS
suten-kaut? fta-en-Ma/t sa Ra Amen-em-ha-t

The kin? of Upper "TheSun theSun's lt Resclute of
and Lower Ecrypt, ofTruth", offspring, purpose".
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Amen-mer.Ra-meses.su. The family name of Ramses
JJ

7 0 2 6 3 Si «o oo G7 68 69 70 71

Amen-mer-Usarken. The family name of Osarkon I.
38 "

Amenophis II. A king of the xvm th dynasty, the son

and successor of Thothmes III, He reirned for about

seven years, at one time besieged Nineveh, made an

expedition into Mesopotamia, and conquered the des-

ert-tribes of Asia. His tomb is at Abd-el-Qurnah in

Thebes. In Egyptian his name reads 6 10

m v CE3ID
suten-kaut? Ra-a-kheperu sa Ra Amen-hotep-nuter-heq-An

The king of I'pper '"The Sun, great in theSun's "Thepeace of Amen, the god,
and Lower Egypt, transformations", offspring. the prince of Heliopolis .

Amenophis III. The successor of Thothmes IV, a king

of the xvni th dynasty, a great warrior, a bold lion-

hunter, and the builder of the two large figures (colos-

si i of himself in the desert to the west of Thebes, one

of which was called by the Greeks the Vocal Memnon.
His name in Egyptian is written 18 88

suten-kaut? Ra-Ma-neb sa Ra Amen-hotep-heq-Us
The king?ofUpper "TheSun,the theSun's "Thepeace of Amen, the
and Lower Egypt, lord of Truth", offspring, prince ofThebes '.

Amenophis IV. A king of the xvmth dynasty, the son

and successor of Amenophis III. The worship of the

Sun under the form of Aten or Aten-Ra was forcibly

introduced by him. His temple at Tel-el-Amarna was

torn down by his successors, who considered him a

heretic. His name in Egyptian is
2 9 3 0

suten-kaut? Ra-nefer-kheperu-ua-en-Ra sa Ra Amen-hotep-nuter-heq-Us
The king ofUpper "Th^Sun. beautiful in trans- theSun's "The peace ofAmen, the
and Lower Egypt, formations, the oneSun", offspring, god, the prince of Thebes."

This he changed, after introducing the A ten-worship, to
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suten-kaut? Ea-nefer-kheperu-ua-en-Ra sa Ea Khu-en-Aten
The king of Upper "The Sun, beautiful in trans- the Sun's "The glorv
and Lower Egypt. formations, the one Sun", offspring, of Aten"."

Amen-Ra. In Egyptian F^O Amen-Ra, "the hidden
"1«WM I

Sun", The supreme deity of the Egyptians and really

identical with the sun-god Ra. Before the time of the

xviii th dynasty he was worshiped as Amen simply,

and especially at Thebes. Some of the grandest hymns
in the Egyptian literature are addressed to this god.

In painted inscriptions his body is generally colored

light-blue. Cf. above under Amen. Jy 37 6 6

Amenti. In Egyptian [i

="^ Amenti, "the concealed

land", and undoubtedly related to f(W) Amenti, "the

West", as the Egyptians thought that the Lower World
lay toward the west where the sun set. It is the region

below the earth or Hades, where the departed spirits

assembled, and was said to be the dominion of the

god Osiris. It was divided into "the field of the bless-

ed", called L^T^^f^e Aanuru or Aahlu (the

Greek Elysium), "the place of rest'', called 1Jj^^
Klier-nuter, and "the place of the condemned", called
<r*-*~ Ruseti. In "the hall of the two Truths" the

deceased was brought before Osiris, his heart weighed,

and judgment pronounced on him. Besides the various

gods, such as Osiris, Horus, Thoth, and Anubis, we
also find here the four genii of Hades, t^^^ Amssth
(with the head of a man), Hepi (with the head of

a monkey), Duamutf (with the head of a

jackal), ^Jl^l^ Qebehsenef (with the head of a

hawk). To these were attached "the forty-two assess-

ors", generally represented with the heads of various

animals, who typified the negation of the forty-two
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sins [cf . Negative Confession] of the Egyptian moral
code. The book which treats in full of everything per-

taining to the Egyptian Hades is the so-called Book
of the Dead or the Ritual, which has been found in in-

numerable copies in the tombs and with the mum-
mies.

2 8 3 0

Amyrtaeus Obelisks. Two small obelisks of a king of the

xxviii th dynasty, who revolted against Artaxerxes I.,

the king of Persia, but was conquered and driven into

the Delta. His two obelisks, which are made of dark

green basalt, are at present in the British Museum.
His name in Egyptian is

10

I (J I ^ Iaaaaaa /vwaa r
; ;

; \ ' I

V^—-^—
_/]

nuter nefer User-ma't-Ra-sotep-en-Amen neb taui Amen-rud-Amen-mer
The praeioi.s "Stronc? in Truth, the Sun, thelonlofthe "Amyrtaeus, beloved

god, chosen of Amen", two countries, ofAmen".

An. The Egyptian name of Heliopolis. 51 52 53 56 56 69 Jl

Androsphinx. A Greek word
(
'AvdpoacpiyB), which

means "man-sphinx". This is the figure of a lion with

the head of a man, and typifies the Pharaoh as the in-

carnation of divine wisdom. The Egyptian figure of the

androsphinx is J^s.
40

Animals, sacred. Zoolotria or animal-worship was car-

ried on extensively in Egypt from the earliest times

down to the Christian era. The Apis-bull was sacred to

Ptah, the Mnevis-bull to Osiris, the cat to Bast, the

cobra or Urreus-siir-ke to all deities, the cow toHathor,

the crocodile to Sebek, the cynocephalus-monkey and

the ibis toThoth. the eel to Turn, the latus-fish tolsis,

the frogtoHeqet, the hippopotamus toTaurt, the jack-

al to Anubis, the lapwing to Osiris, the lion to Sekhet,

the ram to Ptah and Khnum, the scarabfeus-beetle to

Kheper-RA, the scorpion to Selq, the sparrow-hawk to

Horns, the shrew-mouse to Buto, and the vulture to
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Mut. The worship of these animals was in some in-

stances, however, confined to a province or city, for

while an animal would be worshiped in one district,

it would be hunted down and killed in another. Some
of these sacred animals were also embalmed as mum-
mies, especially the Apis-bull, the ibis, and the cat.

Ankh. The Egyptian word for "life", written -j-. This re-

fers to terrestrial as well as celestial life and carries

with it our notion of "eternal life". The sign resembles

the St. Anthony's cross, and is called the crux ansata

("the cross with a handle"). It occurs in almost every

Egyptian inscription and is represented as the most
precious gift of the gods to man. 29 46

An-menth. The Egyptian name of Hermonthis. 87

An't. The Egyptian name of Denderah. 66

Antef the Great. A king of the xith dynasty of whom
we know almost nothing. He erected a few small obe-

lisks and was buried at El-Assasif in Thebes. He was
a great hunter and delighted in dogs. His name in

Egyptian, according to Lepsius, is
9 11

suten-kaut? Sekhem-Ra-ap-ma/t sa Ha Antef-a
The king ofUpper "The image ofthe Sun, the Sun's "Antef the Great",
and Lower Egypt, the proclaimerofTruth", offspring,

Anubis. In Egyptian Anpu. He was one of the

chief gods in the Lower World and was represented

as a jackal-headed man. . He was the deity of the em-

balmers and the guardian of the mummies of the dead

and their tomb, whence his picture ^fa^. The Book of

the Dead in the chapter on the "last judgment" portrays

him in the act of weighing a person's heart on a scale

with reference to Truth ([) ma). If it was found want-
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ing, the person was condemned to return to the earth

as an unclean beast; if found truthful, he enters into

"the fields of the blessed". The sacred animal of An-
ubis was the jackal.

&J

Apis. In Egyptian Hep. This bull was the sacred

animal of Ptah [others say Osiris], and was worshiped

in Memphis. Its color was black, but on the forehead

was a white spot, on its back a mark like a sickle,

and under its tongue a lump of flesh similar to the

sacred beetle (g) or scarab. It was worshiped for

twenty-five years, when it was drowned and another

Apis sought. When found, it was escorted to the temple
by the priests and the rejoicing multitudes. The Apei-

um was the name of the temple in which it was wor-

shiped, and the Serapeum that of the building where
its sarcophagi were stored.

Apiu't. The Egyptian designation of the eastern part of

Thebes or "the t7irone" of Amen Ra. It was the city

proper, while the western part was given up totally

to the dead. Out of this word, with the prefixed femi-

nine article ta [ta Apiu't], the Greeks formed the

word Thebes. E

Arabia. This country was well known to the ancient

Egyptians, especially the southern part, which they

called n^cSg Purrt. In the inscriptions of queen Ma-
kara, published by Dumichen, we find the country

and its precious product of spices mentioned. An active

trade was carried on between it and Egypt from the

earliest times.
88

Aries Obelisk. This obelisk at Aries, a city in southern

France, is uninscribed. Zoega conjectures that it was

brought to Aries by order of Constantine the Great in

A. D. 315. It is very doubtful, whether this obelisk is
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of Egyptian workmanship at all, as the rock resembles

that of the quarries near by. It is now in front of the

City Hall at Aries, and only contains inscriptions in

honor of Louis XIV. and Napoleon III.
10 28

Asia. This has no Egyptian name. The Asiatic tribes,

however, gave no end of trouble to the Egyptian kings,

and a continual warfare was kept up against them.

Prominent among them were the Kharu, the Roten-

nu, the Zahi, and the Kheta or Hittites. The Hyksos
were perhaps also Asiatics.

Assuan. The modern name of the ancient Syene, near the

southern boundary of Egypt, and situated on the First

Cataract. Most of the Egyptian granite was taken from

its famous quarries. Its Egyptian name is Sun't

which may be rendered "the city which gives entrance

into Egypt". 1 1 13 23 24 60

Assuan Obelisk. The monster-obelisk still in the quarry
of Syene and not yet detached from its native rock. It

would have been the largest obelisk in existence. Three

of its sides are finished, but have no inscriptions. 11

Aten or Aten-Ra. In Egyptian^ Aten. "the sun's

disk". This deity was represented as the sun stretch-

ing out many hands which carried the symbol of life,

^ ankh. At one time, under Amenhotep IV. and his

queen Thii, it became for a short time the supreme de-

ity of Egypt, but after that was worshiped as only

a form of Ri, and sank back to a secondary place.
02 6 3

*
9

Atmeidan Obelisk. It was erected by Thothmes III.,

perhaps in Heliopolis. A single column of hieroglyphs

extends down each face, and the lower end is broken
off. Constantine the Great [A. D. 306-337] seems to have
had it removed to Alexandria, where it remained un-

til its transportation to Constantinople in the reign of
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Theodosius the Great [A. D. 379-395]. It is now in the

Atmeidan or Hippodrome in Constantinople. 9

Aturn. In Egyptian !\^] Aturn (the last sign being

here only a determinative). Another form of Turn. 29 51

Augustus Caesar. The first Roman emperor whose fnll

name was Cains Julius Caesar Octavianus. He reigned

from B. C. 30 to A. D. 14, and, besides his many grand
achievements, ordered the two obelisks in Heliopolis

(at present in London and New York) to be erected in

Alexandria. His name in Egyptian is
2 5 32 3« 7 2 73 74 8 2

£o A

nuter neb taui Auteqreder sa Ra neb kb.au QIsers-ankb-zeta-Ptah-As^t-mer
The pod, the lord of "Auto- the Sun's the lord of "Caesar, living forever,
the two countries, crator," offspring, diadems, beloved of Ptali and Isis".

Autocrator. The Greek Avronparoop ''absolute ruler".

This was a title of the Roman emperors and is our

"autocrat". The Egyptians placed the word in either

of the two cartouches of the emperors, and wrote it in

many different ways; for instance, ^\ ^ A<:=̂ *
[Au-

gustus, Tiberius, and Claudius),
jj^ ^^^^^ (Caligu-

la
>' W£S (Nero)

' IS 1SE
(Caracalla), &c. 89

Avaris. A city on the Bubastic branch of the Mle in

the Delta, near the ancient Pelusium. Its Egyptian
name was

[j^f©
Ha*t-uar*t. It was the last fortified

stronghold of the Hyksos which was besieged and
taken by Aahmes L, a king of the xvnth dynasty. " 2

Banner-shield. The oblong that contains the one estab-

lished royal title and which, in all inscriptions of im-

portance, must precede the cartouches, ||. It

occurs twelve times on our obelisk.
56 57 59 59 6 0 62 6 3 6 5 66 67 68 70
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Barbarus. A prefect or governor of Egypt. According

to Prof. Merriam his full name is Publius Rubrius
Barbarus. History is silent about him. 3a 73 14 82

Barberini Obelisk. Other designations for it are: Mon-
te Pincio Obelisk, Veranian Obelisk, and the Obelisk

della Passeggiata. It was cut in Egypt by order of Ha-
drian [A. D. 118-138] and erected in honor of Antinoiis,

who drowned himself in the Nile in order to avert the

fulfillment of an evil oracle from the emperor. Pope
Urban VIII. (Barberini) found it broken in three

pieces, and it was placed in its present position on the

Monte Pincio in Rome by Pius VII. in 1822. It has two
columns of hieroglyphs on each face.

9

Bast. The Egyptian lion-headed goddess of love, also

called Pasht or Sekhet (which see).
92

B. C. An abbreviation for "Before (the birth of) Christ".

Bejij. Also called Ebjij. A city in the western half of

the xxi st nome of Upper Egypt, whose Egyptian name
was Ha-Sebek, "the home of the god Sebe7c JJ

, the

Crocodilopolis of the Greeks and Romans. 5 11

Bejij Obelisk. A prostrate and broken obelisk of Userte-

sen I. at Bejij in the Fayoom. It resembles more a ste-

le than an obelisk, as it has two large and two small

faces and a rounded top, which is the usual form of

a stele.
11

Belzoni, Giovanni Battista. One of the most successful

Egyptian explorers [died Dec. 3, 1823]. He was the

first to penetrate the second large pyramid of Gizeh. 13

Benevento. A city of Italy, north-east of Naples. Its

Egyptian spelling on the obelisks erected by the em-
peror Domitian is J^^!^gg Benemtliesti. 6 10

Benevento Obelisks. Two obelisks bearing the car-

touche of the emperor Domitian [A. D. 81-96]. One of
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them, having only a single column of hieroglyphs on

each face, is erected in a public square, while the oth-

er is imbedded in the wall of a house in Benevento.

The names of Domitian, Titus, and Lucilius Lupus
appear in the inscriptions.

10

Beni-Hassan. The present name of the place where the

sepulchral grottoes of the xiith dynasty were situat-

ed. These rock-tombs were in the xvith nome of Up-
per Egypt, the most famous one of them being that of

tffejS^ Khnum-hotep. 89

Bersheh. The modern name of a place in the xv th nome
of Upper Egypt, the site of many rock-tombs. 15 89

Boboli Gardens Obelisk. A small obelisk at present in

the Boboli Gardens at Florence, Italy. It was probab-

ly erected in Heliopolis by Ramses II. and removed to

Rome by the emperor Claudius [A. D. 41-54]. How it

got to Florence is not known. 10

Bonomi, Joseph. An English Egyptologist [died 1808].
11

Book of the Dead. Also called the Egyptian Ritual. A
collection of chapters treating of the future state of the

blessed in the realm of eternal life. It is also in part a

catechism with questions and answers. Innumerable
copies of it have been found written on papyrus and
linen, some of them displaying beautifully executed

pictures and vignettes. The first complete copy (of

Turin, Italy) was published by Lepsius in 1842, the

last by Xaville in 1886.
33 34

EDrgian Obelisk. A small obelisk in the Museum of

Naples, Italy, bearing a single column of hieroglyphs.

It was perhaps erected by Domitian, and had an in-

scription similar to that of the Albani Obelisk (which

see). It was found at Prreneste near Rome in 1791 and
was formerly in the Borgian Museum at Velletri.

10
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Boussard. A French engineer in the army of Napoleon
I., who discovered the Rosetta Stone at Fort St. Julien

in 1799.
92

Brugsch, Heinrich. The greatest living Egyptologist and
disciple of Lepsins. He was born in Berlin on Feb. 18,

1827, and is at present Professor of Egyptology in the

same city.
20

Bubastis. Now Tel-Basta. The capital of the xvinth
nome of Lower Egypt, the fiM"",S

J
Pl-Beseth, of the

Bible (Ezek. xxx : 17), and called by the Egyptians

n^f© Per-Bas't, "the home of the goddess Bast". The
temple of this deity, the goddess of love, is now a

mass of ruins.
92

Bulak. The port of Cairo. Here is the famous "Musee
Boulaq", the national Egyptian Museum, founded by
the French Egyptologist Mariette (died 1881).

38

Busiris. Now Abu-Sir, situated about half-way down
the Damietta branch of the Nile. The capital of the

ix th nome of Lower Egypt, called in Egyptian c

y

]

Per-Usar-t, "the house of Osiris \ and by the Copts
noTrcipi [Pusiri], whence the Greek Busiris.

92

Byzantium. An ancient Greek city on the Bosphorus,

now occupied by the city of Constantinople. It was
founded about B. C. 667, and was for a long time the

capital of the Eastern Greek Empire. 8

Caesar. At first the surname of the Roman gens (or

house) Julia, but after the time of Augustus the title

of the Roman emperors. The word was applied indis-

criminately to all the emperors, but stands for Au-

gustus on our obelisk-crab.
7 3 74 82

Caesar-ankh-zeta-Ptah-As-t-mer. The family name of

the emperor Augustus (which see).
89

Caesareum. A temple in Alexandria dedicated to the
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Roman emperors, where divine honors were paid them. 39

Cairo. The capital of Egypt, situated twelve miles above
the place where the Nile resolves itself into its seven

branches. It was founded about A. D. 973 on the site

of the former town of Fostat (_blk**ajf). The stones of

ancient Memphis helped to build up the city. The Ar-

abic name of Cairo is El-Kahira "t7ie victorious

city"
11

}
1 ft 11 36 3 8 yo 91

Cairo Obelisk. This is said to have formed part of a

gate-way in Cairo. It has now disappeared, but may
be identical with one of the Amyrtseus Obelisks. 11

Caligula, Caius Caesar. The third Roman emperor (A. D.

37-41), whose name in Egyptian is
H

suten-kaut? heq-hequ-Autegreder-Ptah-As't-mer sa Ea Qais-
The king of Upper "The lord of lords, Autocratov, the Sun's "Caius
and Lower Egypt, the beloved of l'tiih and isis", offspring,

Kaiseres-Kermaniqis-ankh-zeta
Caesar Germanicus, living forever".

Caliph. A title of a high dignitary among the Moham-
medans. The Arabic form is :<a.A^*, Khalifa, which

means 4

'the successor of the Prophet (Mohammed)".

Cambyses. A king of Persia who conquered Egypt in

527 B. C, overthrowing and putting to death Psame-

tik III. He was a ruthless destroyer of Egyptian mon-

uments and acted like a demoniac. His name is
1

suten-kaut? Mesuth-Ra sa Ba Kembathet

The king of Upper "The son the Sun's "Cambyses".
and Lower Egypt, ofRa", offspring,

Campsnsis Obelisk. Also called the Monte Citorio Ob-
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elisk in Rome. It stood formerly on the Campus Mar-
tius, whence its name. Erected by Psametik II. in He-
liopolis, and removed by the emperor Augustus in 20
B. C. to Rome, it was found broken in five pieces in

1748, and was re-erected by Pius VI. in 1792. Unlike
the other obelisks it has two columns of hieroglyphs
on each face.

9

(

25

)

Carkhemish. A city on the Euphrates and the capital

of the vast Hittite empire, now called Jerablus. It is

also mentioned in the Bible (Isa. x :9; Jer. xlvii : 2;

II Chron. xxxv : 20). Many important battles were

fought at this place. On the Egyptian monuments it

is called Karukamsha. 36

Cartouche [pronounced kartoosh]. An oval ring or seal

containing the Pharaoh's name. The Egyptian figure

of it isa ren, which means "a name". Every king-

had two such cartouches, the first being his royal or

divine name which he adopted on his accession to the

throne, and the second being the family name which
he bore as prince. The first is generally introduced by
the phrase "The king of Upper and Lower Egypt",

and the second by "The son of Bet". The cartouches

may be written in vertical or horizontal lines; thus

^yl ^
^|

Tliis is tlie usuai f°rm

or
O

though variants are

not of infrequent oc-

currence. These car-

touches would also

, J sometimes contain the names of gods,

goddesses, queens, princes, and prin-

cesses, when the phrases introducing them were chang-

ed accordingly. [Also spelled cartouch.]
30 37 38 39 49 57 71

Catania Obelisk. A small obelisk standing on a stone

elephant and set up in front of the Cathedral in Cata-
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nia, Sicily. It is only a Roman imitation, having eight

sides and four columns of hieroglyphs in all.
10

Cataracts of the Nile. There are a number of cataracts

formed by the Mle, where it passes over rocks and
boulders, the largest and longest being the First Cat-

aract. This forms the southern boundary of Egypt,

and lies between Syene and Philae.
24 8,5

Chronology, Egyptian. The ancient Egyptian chronol-

ogy is hopelessly tangled. Some of the dates may be

correct, especially those of the later dynasties, but

when we turn to the early history of Egypt we are con-

fronted by such a confusion of facts and dates, that

makes the fixing of dates for the earlier dynasties an
impossibility. There is a difference of more than 3 000

years between the dates assigned by various Chronol-

ogists to the reign of the first king of Egypt, Menes;

Bockh setting it down as B. C. 5702, linger as 5613,

Mariette and Lenormant as 5004, Brugsch as 4455,

Lauth as 4157, Lepsius as 3892, Bunsen as 3059, Poole

as 2717, and Wilkinson as 2691. No scheme of chro-

nology can be deduced from the monuments, for the

ancient Egyptians cared nothing about history, a fact

that is proved by the carelessness with which they re-

corded historical events. The big numbers above re-

sult from the supposition that the various dynasties

reigned in succession, while some were undoubtedly
contemporaneous. An important list of kings together

with their dates, written in the third century B. C. by
Manetho, an Egyptian priest, has come down to us.

We herewith give his list as systematized by Lepsius.

MYTHOLOGICAL PERIOD.

Two Dynasties of Gods. 13 870 years.

One Dynasty of Demi-gods. 3 650 years.

One Dynasty of Prehistoric Kings of Thinis. 350 years.
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HISTORICAL PERIOD,

I. OLD EMPIRE. 1. - 11. DYNASTIES. B. C. 3892 - 2380.

1st Dynasty of Tninis, 3892 to 3639.

Kinys: Mena (Menes). Teta. Ateth (Atliotliis). Ata. Hesepti (Usaphais). Merba-
pen (.\iidbis). Semenptali (Semempses). Qebeh.

2 d Dynasty of Thinis, 3639 to 3338.

Kinys: Bazaii (Boethos). Kakaii (Kaiekhos). Baennuter (Binothris). Uaznes. Senda
(Seinenes). Perabsen. Neferkara (Nepherkheres). Neferkaseker (Sesokhris). Hezet.

3 d Dynasty of Memphis, 3338 to 3124.

Kinys: Zazai. Nebka. Zeser (Tosortliros). Teta. Sezes. Zeserteta (Tosertasis). Ah-
tes (Akbes). Nebkara. Neferkara (Nekherophes).

4 th Dynasty of Memphis, 3124 to 2840.

Kinys: Snefru (Soris). Kbufu (Supbis or Kkeops). Khafra (Sopbris or Kbepbren).
Menkaiira (Menkheres, Mycerinus). lieueira. Shepseskaf. Sefcekkarfi (Seberkheres) ;

5 th Dynasty of Memphis, 2840 to 2592.

Kinys: Userkaf (Userkheres). Sahura (Sephres). Neferarikara (Nepherkheres).
Snepseskara (Sisires). Neferkbara (Kberes;. Ranuser (Ratbures). Menkauber (Men-
kberes). Dedkai-a (Tankberes). Unas (Onnos).

6 th Dynasty of Elephantine, 2744 to 2546.

Contemporaneous with the fifth dynasty. Kings: Teta. Ati (Othoes), Pepi (Phi-
ops I.). Heremsaf. Pepi (Phiops II.). Netaqerti (Nitokris).

7 th Dynasty of Memphis, 2592 to 2522.

8 th Dynasty of Memphis, 2522 to 2380.

9 th Dynasty of Heracleopolis, 2674 to 2565.

10 th Dynasty of Heracleopolis, 2565 to 2380.

Tbe kings of these four dynasties were more or less contemporaneous. The exact
position of their names in the lists cannot be given. Kinys: Neferka. Neferseh—
Ab. Xeferkaiira. Kharthi (Akhthoes). Neferkara. Neierkaranebi. Neferkarakhen-
du. Merenher. Seneferka. Kanra. Neferkaratererel. Neferkaher. Neferkarapepise-
neb. Neferkaraannu. Neferarkara.

11 th Dynasty of Thebes, 2423 to 2380.

Contemporaneous with the eighth and tenth dynasties. Kinys: Antef I. Menthu-
hotep I. Antef II. Antef in. Antef IV. Antef V. Saraana. Antuf. Antufa. Antef
the Great. Anantef. Seneferkara. Userenra. Nebnemni. Menthuhotep II. Menthu-
hotep III. Menthuhotep IV.

II. MIDDLE EMPIRE. 12. - 17. DYNASTIES, B. C. 2380 - 1591.

12 th Dynasty of Thebes, 2380 to 2167.

Kinys: Amenemhat I. (Ammenemes I). Usertesen I. (Sesortasis I.). Amenemhat
II. (Ammenemes n.). Usertesen II. (Sesortasis II.). Usertesen III. (Sesortasis III.).

Amenemhat III. (Ammenemes in.). Amenemhat IV, (Ammenemes IV.). Sebek-
neferura (Sebeknophris).

13 th Dynasty of Thebes, 2136 to 1684.

14 th Dynasty of Xois, 2167 to 1684.

The kings of these two dynasties reigned contemporaneously. Kinys: Sebekhotep
I. Sebekhotep II. Sebekhotep in. Sebekhotep IV. Neferhotep. Sebekhotep V. Se-
bekhotep VI. Sebekhotep VII. Ai. Sebekhotep Vm.

15 th Dynasty, the Hyksos, 2101 - 1842.

Contemporaneous with the thirteenth and fourteenth dynasties. Kinys: Aoehuti-
set. ..banan (Banon). Aoehenkhepesh. Apepa (Apophis).
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16 th Dynasty, the Hyksos, 1842 to 1591.

Contemporaneous with the thirteenth and fourteenth dynasties. Kings: Apepa.
Aqenenra.

17 th Dynasty of Thebes, 1684 to 1591.

Contemporaneous Avith the sixteenth dynasty. Kings: Seqenenral. SeqenenrA II.

Seqenenra III. Karnes. Aahhotep. Aahniessapaiir.

III. NEW EMPIRE. 18. - 30. DYNASTIES. B. C. 1591 - 340.

18 th Dynasty of Thebes, 1591 to 1443.

Kings: Aiihmes I. (Aniosis). Aiihmesnefertari (Nephris). Amenhotep I. (Amenophis
I.). Thothmes I. (Tiithmosis I.). Thothmes II. (Tuthmosis LI.). Makaru (Mephre).
Thothmes III., the Great (Tuthmosis III.). Amenhotep II. (Amenophis II.). Thoth-
mes IV. (Tuthmosis IV.). Amenhotep III. (Amenophis III.). Amenhotep IV. S.lqa-

nekhtkheperura. Tutankhamen. Ai. Ileremheb (Horos).

19 th Dynasty of Thebes, 1443 to 1269.

Kings: Ramses I. (Ramesses I.). Seti I. (Sethos I.). Ramses II., the Great (Rames-
ses Miammun). Merenptah I. (Menephthes). Amenmeses. Net i II. (Sethos II.). Mer-
enptali II. (Menephthes Siphthas). Setnekht (Sethnekhthes).

20 th Dynasty of Thebes, 1269 to 1091.

Kings: Ramses ILL (Ramesses ILL). Ramses IV. (Ramesses IV.). Ramses V. (Ra-
niossesV.). Ramses VI. (Rainesses»VL). Ramses VII. (Ramesses \ ll.t. Ramses
MIL (Ramesses VIII.). Ramses IX. (Ramesses IX.). Ramses X. (harnesses X.).

Ramses XI. (Ramesses XI.). Ramses XII. (Ramesses XII.). Ramses XIII. (Rames-
ses XIII.). (Ramesses XIV.)

21 st Dynasty of Tanis, 1091 to 961.

Kin<is: Samenthu (Smendes). Pasebkhanu I. (Phusemes). Asehr.l (Osokhor). Am-
enemapt (Amenophis). Pasebkhanu II. (Psinnkhes). Ojiposition-Lings of Thebes:
Herher. Pa'iuezem I. Paiuezem II. Pa'inezem III.

22 d Dynasty of Bubastis, 961 to 787.

Kings: Sheshenq I. (Sesonkhis I. or Shishak). Osarkon I. (Osorkhon I.). Takelot I.

(Takelothis I.). Osarkon II. (Osorkhon II.). Shesheuq II. (Sesonkhis II.). Takelot n.
(Takelothis II.). Shesheuq III. (Sesonkhis III.). Pamai. Sheshenq IV. (Sesonkhis
IV.).

23 d Dynasty of Tanis, 787 to 729.

Kings: Pedusabast (Petsybastis). Osarkon III. (Osorkhon).

24 th Dynasty of Sais, 729 to 685.

King: Bakenrenf (Bokkhoris). (Jjjposition-kings of Ethiopia: Piankhi I. Piankhill.

25 th Dynasty of Ethiopia, 716 to 664.

Contemporaneous with the twentv-Iourth and twenty-sixth dynasties. Kings: Sha-

baka (Sebikhos). Sliabataka (Sebitikhos). Taharqa (Teiirkhos). Amem-ud.

26 th Dynasty of Sais, 685 to 525.

Partly contemporaneous with the twenty-fifth dynasty. Kings: Psametik I.

(Psanietikhos I.). Xekaii (Xekhao II.). Psametik II. (Psametikhos ID. Uahabra or

Apries (Uaphris). Aiihmes II. (Amosis). Psametik III. (Psametikhos 1I1X

27 th Dynasty, the Persians, 525 to 405.

Contemporaneous with the twenty-eighth dynasty. Kings: Kembathet or Camby-
ses (Kambvses). Antariush or Darius I. (Dareios Hystaspes). Khshiai-ush or Xerxes
I. (Xerxes the Great). Artakhshashs (Artaxerxes). Anthrish or Darius II. (Dareios

Xerxes).

28 th Dynasty of Sais, 525 to 399.

Kings: Amenrud or Amyrtaeus (Amyrteos I.). Khabbash.

29 th Dynasty of Mendes, 399 to 378.

Kings: Xiafaurud (Nephorites I.). Hager (Akhoris). Psimut (Psamuthls).
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30 th Dynasty of Sebennytus, 378 to 340.

Kings: Nekhtherheb or Nectanebo L (Nekhtharebes). Taber (Teos). Nekhtnebef
or Nectanebo n. (Xekhtlianebos).

Manetho's list ends with this dynasty, the names of the following dynasty having been added by some
other writer. All the names here given in parentheses arefrom his list.

IV. EGYPT UNDER FOREIGN RULE, B. C. 340 - A. D. 395.

31 st Dynasty, the Persians, B. C. 340 to 332.

Kings: (Okbos). (Arses). (Dareios). Tbese names do not occur on tbe Egyptian
monuments.

32 d Dynasty, the Macedonians, B. C. 332 to 305.

Kings: Aleksandres or Alexander tbe Great. Pbiuliupus or Phihppus Arideeus.
Aleksandres or Alexander n.

33 d Dynasty, the Ptolemies, B. C. 305 to 30.

Kings: Ptolemy L Soter I. Ptolemy II. PbUadelpbus. Ptolemy m. Euergetes I.

Ptolemy IV. Pbilopator L Ptolemy V. Epipbanes. Ptolemy VI. Eupator. Ptolemv
VII. Pbilometor. Ptolemy Vin. Pbilopator II. Ptolemy LX. Euergetes II. Cleo-
patra m. Ptolemy X. Soter II. Ptolemy XL Alexander t Berenice HI. Ptolemy
XII. Alexander EL Ptolemy XTTI. Neos Dionysios. Cleopatra VI Ptolemy XVi.
Caesarion.

34 th Dynasty, the Romans, B. C. 30 to A. D. 395.

Emperors: Augustus. Tiberius. Caligula. Claudius. Nero. Galba. Otbo. Ves-
pasian. Titus. Domitian. Nerva. Trajan. Hadrian. Antoninus Pius. Aureli-
us. Verus. Commodus. Severus. Caracalla. Geta. Decius A. D. 251.

Egyptian history ends here as far as the monuments are concerned, for Decius is the last Ro-
man emperor mentioned by them. Prominent among the succeeding emperors are Gallienus.
Aurelian, Probus, Diocletian, Constantino the Great, Constantius, and Theodosius the Great.
The emperors ofthe Eastern Roman Empire, called the Byzantines, mle oyer Egypt from
A. D. 395 to 638. The Mohammedans then conquer the country in 63S, and have remained in
possession until now. One of the best of these rulers or Khedives was the late Ishmael Pasha.

"City of Obelisks." A designation of Heliopolis. 1 91

"City of the Seven Hills." A designation of Rome
which was originally built on seven hills.

25

"City of the Sun." The translation of the Greek word
H\iov7to\i5 [Heliupolis], which is An or Heliopolis. 38 51

Claudius. The fourth Roman emperor (A. D. 41-54). His
full name is Tiberius Claudius Drusus Xero Germani-

cus. In the Egyptian inscriptions he is called !

m CMIniilvCSfD
suten-kaut? Auteqreder-Kisers sa Ra Qertus-Dabarsa
The king ofUpper "Autocrator the Sun's "Claudius
and Lower Egypt, Caesar", offspring, Tiberius".

Cleopatra II. The sister and wife of Ptolemy VII. Phil-

ometor, and afterwards wife of her brother Ptolemy
IX. Euergetes II. She reigned with them at intervals.
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but all by herself from B. C. 130 to 127. Her name and
that of Ptolemy IX. on the Obelisk of PhilaB were the

first that were read after the discovery of the Egyp-
tian alphabet by Francois Champollion. Her Egyptian

name is
7

serrt'f hinrt'f heq't neb taui Qluapedra't
Hissister, his wife, mistress, lord of the two couutries. "Cleopatra"'.

Cleopatra VI. The famous and infamous queen after

whom the New York Obelisk is named, though incor-

rectly. She was born B. C. 69, married her brother

Ptolemy XIY. in 52, combined with Julius Csesar in

49, and dethroned her brother who was soon after that

drowned. In 47 she married her second brother Ptol-

emy XV. whom she poisoned in 44. She then made her

own son b}T Julius Csesar, Ptolemy XVI. Caesarion,

co-regent with herself, but, falling in love with Mark
Antony, killed her son and placed her lover on the

throne in 37. At the very height of her power she was
vanquished by Octavius, who became afterwards the

emperor Augustus, and died with Mark Antony in 30

B. C. Her Egyptian name is
3U 40

f! 88 ( *j**fp-*=^
heq-t neb taui Qlupeter

The mistress, lord of the two countries, "Cleopatra 7 '.

4 'Cleopatra's Needle/' The usual designation of the

New York Obelisk.

Colossus. A Greek word KoXoggos, "a gigantic statue".
15

Colossi of thebes. The two colossal statues of Ame-

nophis III., one of them being the Vocal Memnon. Be-

sides them there are at Thebes several others, notably

of Ramses II. (Luxor and Karnak) and of Ramses III.
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(Medinet-Habu). Other colossal figures of Ramses II.

are found at Mitrahineh [Memphis] and, wrought into

the rock, at Abusimbel. 16 69

Constantine the Great. The first Roman emperor of

that name and the introducer of Christianity into the

whole empire. He was sole ruler of the Eastern and

Western Roman Empires from 323 to 337 A. D. 8 10 22

Constantinople. The capital of the Turkish Empire,

founded by Constantine the Great 330 A. D. on the site

of the ancient Byzantium. It is called in Turkish Is-

tanbul (^iU^O-
8

Constantius II. A son of Constantine the Great who was
sole ruler of the Roman Empire from 351 to 361 A. D. 8

Coptic Language. The name given to the Egyptian lan-

guage [Coptic being an abbreviation for Egyptic] in

use at the time of the Romans and spoken until the

seventeenth century of our era. There were three dia-

lects, the Sahidic (of Upper Egypt) and the Memphit-
ic and Bashmuric (of Lower Egypt). The language was
almost exclusively used by the Christian Copts. The
alphabet is the Greek with some changes in the form
of the letters and six additions from the Hieroglyphic.

This is the alphabet: ao

Coptic: ^liu^e^HeiR^MH jonpcTT(J3f
Greek : a f$ y 6 e S, 6 in A j.t v B, o rt p6S r v <p %

a b g d e z e th i k I m n x o p r s t u ph hh

Coptic: y\r co Additions: uj q £ g <x <s

Greek: ip go Hieroglyphic:
| | j|

^
P$ 6 sh f hh h j g

and the syllabic sign ^ «.

Coptos. The capital of the vth nome of Upper Egypt,
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the modern Kuft [Jaas] . Its Egyptian name was ^5

Qebti-t.

Corfe Castle Obelisk. This was one of the two obelisks

in front of the temple of Isis at Philse and was erected

by Cleopatra II. and Ptolemy IX. It has one column
of inscriptions on each face and the cartouches of these

sovereigns. Below is a very long Greek inscription

which enabled Champollion to read these cartouches.

The obelisk was removed in 1815 by Belzoni to En-
gland, and is at present in Corfe Castle, Isle of Pur-

beck, Dorsetshire. 10

Crab. In reality the scorpion, which was the symbol of

the goddess Selq, a form of the goddess Isis. Its name
in Egyptian is P^E§38P serk or P^^SSP serq. It must
have been quite extensively worshiped in Dakkeh,
Nubia, which received from it the name ^P^Ss^SP©
Peserk't, the ancient Pselcis. In Ptolemaic times the

crab or scorpion seems to have been identified with
the evil genius. 2 1 38 39 81

Crocodilopolis. The capital of the western half of the

xxi st nome of Upper Egypt, the Ha-Sebek of the

Egyptians, now Bejij in the Fayooni (which see).
5 11 90

Crowns of Egypt. To correspond with the divisions of

Egypt there were two crowns; the one called hez "the

white one' 1

(/^J),
signifying Upper Egypt, and the other

desher "the red one" (if), signifying Lower Egypt.

Whenever the king ruled over all Egypt these two

crowns were joined into one £f , which was called $ oc/

sekherrt in Hieroglyphic, but in Demotic, with the

prefixed article pe, pskhent, or the Greek word
[pskhent]. This crown was worn by kings and gods.

31 60

Damascus. The capital of Syria. It is called in the Bi-

ble pt?^^ [Dammeseq], in Arabic [Dimashku],
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and in Egyptian
J|j|^^>

Themesqu, and was the ex-

treme limit of the conquest of Thothmes III. in north-

ern Palestine.
36

Damietta. A small town situated between the Damietta
branch of the Nile and Lake Menzaleh, and at present

called Dumyat. It is perhaps the site of the ancient

Egyptian
[|
~
J p§ Ha-t-nebes-t. 92

Dashur. A village near the site of the ancient Memphis
and only a short distance from a number of small and
two large pyramids. 91

Deb't. The Egyptian name of Edfu. 87

Dehuti. The ibis-faced god whose name is written in

Egyptian » %\\^\ Dehuti. The usual way of writing

this god's name is Thoth (which see).
56

Dehuti-meses. The family name of Thothmes III. in its

simplest form.

Denuti-meses-nefer-kheperu. One of the variants of

the family name of Thothmes III., which means "ike

child of T7iot7i, beautiful in 7iis transformations' 58 0 0 01

Delta. The northern part of Egypt or Lower Egypt ly-

ing around the seven branches of the Mle. This part

of the country forms avast triangle and, because of its

resemblance to their letter D \_A Delta], was called by
the Greeks uthe Delta". Its Egyptian name is - ^ /^f)

|g pa ta mera*t, "t7ie land of t7ie inundation 11
.

84 90

Demotic. The third kind, of Egyptian writing which was
formerly also called uenchorial 11 or indigenous. It was
the simplest form in which the Egyptian picture-char-

acters were written, and was introduced in the reign

of Psametik I. [7 th century B. C.]. Being read from
right to left like the Hieratic, it was employed for the

same class of literary work as this. The ease, however,
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with which it could be written made it most suitable

for every-day use, and it supplanted the Hieratic al-

most completely. It was itself superseded in the time

of the Roman emperors by the Coptic (which see). It

was called in Hieroglyphics (on the Rosetta Stone)

IWllS/l^ seKlU ei* shai "writing of tlie books 1
'.

The Demotic alphabet is here subjoined.

| L \ 30 <| <> y H S'/« ft* f f J ^

a a a i i u u

b p f m n

1 h

C30 Mi ^
sh sh q

th

Denderah. The capital of the vith nome of Upper
Egypt, called in Egyptian | g or}~g Airt, "the city of

pillars", or Ta-en-ta-rer-t, "*7*<? c% of
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the province encompassed by a walV or ,

ooo
[

<=>g
>

.

It© » IS© , -£t§> -
&c -> Ta-rer-t, the Greek Tenty-

ra. The goddess Hathor or Venus was worshiped here

in one of the most magnificent temples of Egypt. 88

Denys of Telmahre. Or Dionysius Tell-Mahraya. A
native of Tell-Mahre, a village near the junction of the

rivers Euphrates and Balikh in Syria, not far from
Antioch. He was patriarch of the Jacobites (818-845 A.

D.) and a great Syriac writer.
19

Der-el-baheri. "The northern monastery." A place op-

posite Thebes on the western bank of the Mle, famous
for the magnificent temple of queen Hatasu. Here were
discovered in 1881 the mummies of many kings and
queens, and among them those of the great Pharaohs
Thothmes III., Seti L, Ramses II., and Ramses III.

88

Diadems. Besides the crowns (cf. page 114) there are

two diadems always specially mentioned, which also

refer to the Pharaoh's power and rule over Upper and
Lower Egypt, the diadems of the Vulture and the Urse-

us snake or cobra, expressed thus: [pronunciation

very uncertain!]. Some other forms of royal head-gear

or diadems were the helmet ?Q kheperesh, the -u^

or the simple head-dress, and most of the crowns with

which the gods are represented. 56 57 7 0

Domitian. The eleventh Roman emperor (81-96 A. D.),

whose name in Egyptian is
5 7 8 9 1 0 2 '2

Drah-abul-Neggah. The modern name of a portion of

the necropolis of ancient Thebes on the western bank

nuter
neb taui Autugretur Kisers

The divine lord of "Autocrator
the two countries, Caesar",

Ra sa
neb khau Tumtines ent khu

the Sun's offspring, "Domitianus, Ihe
the lord of diadems, glorious" or, Augustus.
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of the Xile with many royal tombs of the xith, xvnth,

and beginning of the xvinth dynasties. '

11

Drah-abul-Neggah Obelisks. Two obelisks found at

this place, near Thebes, in 1878, each broken into sev-

eral pieces. They belong, perhaps, to the xith dynas-

ty, and would then be next to the Lepsius Obelisk the

oldest in existence. 9 11

Dumichen, Johannes. One of the triad of the greatest

living Egyptologists [the two others being Brugsch
and Ebers]. He is at present Professor of Egyptian in

the University of Strassburg, Alsace. (The author's

teacher.)

Dynasty. A set of kings belonging to one family. For a

list of the thirty-four Egyptian dyna sties, see under:

Chronology.

Edfu. Modern name of the Apollinopolis of the Greeks

and Romans, or the Egyptian
J^J}^-

Deb't, "the city

of transfixion11 ox ^^g, Hud't, "the city of the winged
sun-disV. It was the capital of the nd nome of Up-
per Egypt, its local deity being Horus. who was iden-

tified by the Greeks with Apollo, the sun-god; whence
the city's name. 31 87

Egypt. The oldest empire of the world, comprising the

north-east corner of Africa and extending from the

First Cataract to the Mediterranean Sea. Its modern

Mer't, etc. It was the seat of the first civilization and
in its golden age — in the time of the xrx th dynasty
— the mistress of the world. At present it has lost all

its prestige and is being ruined by Mohammedan mis-

rule. For its divisions, &c, see pages 84 to 92.

Egyptian Ritual. See under: Book of the Dead. 34
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Eileithyiapolis. The Greek name of the Egyptian city

^
D
^@, Nekheb't, "the city of the goddess Nekheb-\ a

deity whom the Greeks identified with their Eileithy-

ia (the goddess of childbirth) and the Eomans with

their Lucina. It was the capital of the md nome of Up-
per Egypt. 67

Electrum. The name given by the ancients to an alloy

of gold (4 parts) and silver (1 part). Some consider the

so-called Egyptian gold-metal r^n, usem, to be iden-

tical with it.
59

Elephantine. [Pronounced Elefanteenay.] The Greek
name of the town and island in the first nome of Upper
Egypt, opposite Assuan. The Egyptian name (which

the Greeks only translated) is f^j^ or ,
Ab

or Ab.t LAbu*t], "the ivory island or city". The cata-

racts of Elephantine, called ^^"n], qerti, were re-

garded by the ancient Egyptians as the source of the

Nile.
4 24 29 66

El-Kab. The modern name of Xekhebt or Eileithyiapol-

is. which see.
7

El-Khargeh. The present name of the oasis to the west

of Thebes, called in the inscriptions ™^ ^
, Kenem-

ti, "tlie wine-land" . It formed at one time a part of the

vn th nome of Upper Egypt. In it stood a large temple

of Amen-Ra, 89

El-Lahoon. A village close to the Fayoom, the site of

the pyramid of Amenemhat III. (according to Lepsius)

or Usertesen II. (according to Brugsch). The modern
name is derived from the Egyptian <T>ljA^ ,

Hu-
llun-t, "the month of the canal".

90

El-Thabut-ben-Marrat. A mythical person. 80

El-Tineh. The modern name of the ancient Thinis, the
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Egyptian
,
TJieni't, the first capital of the vinth

nome of Upper Egypt, which was at one time a very

important city and the home of the first two Egyptian
dynasties. 8U

Elysium. The Greek JHXvawv [elusion]. The abode of

the blessed or the "Elysian Fields", called in Egyp-
tian Aanuru or Aahlu (see page 97).

Erment. The present name of the ancient Hermonthis

or the Egyptian An-menth, ' 'the city of the

pillar of the god Ment?bU'\ the capital of an indepen-

dent district to the west of the iv th nome of Upper
Egypt. "

Esmeade Obelisk. An obelisk formerly in the Esmeade
garden near the Porta del Popolo in Rome and only a

Roman imitation. 11

Esneh. The present name of the capital of the in d nome
of Upper Egypt, called in Egyptian [j^g Anrt or^
^ Seni't. Its sacred animal according to Strabo, a

Greek geographer, was the fish Latns (cf. page 98), and

its chief deities were Khnnm and Keith. The ancients

named the city Latopolis.
87

"Eternal City." A classical expression for the city of

Rome, which was said to have been founded by the

gods and to be under their constant protection.
5

Ethiopia. See under Nubia,

Fayoom. The modern name of the tract of land which

lay formerly in the xxth and xxist nomes of Upper
Egypt, south-west of the Pyramids. Its local deity

was the crocodile-faced god Sebek, whence its name
among the ancients, Crocodilopolis. In it is the famous

Lake Mceris, as well as the Labyrinth and the pyra-

mids of El-Lahoon and Meydoom. In Arabic the name
is written [el-fayum]. 4 6 89
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Flaminian Obelisk. Also called the obelisk of the Pi-

azza del Popolo, in Rome. It was erected in Heliopolis

by Seti L, and re-erected by the emperor Augustus in

the Circus Maximus in Rome. After it had fallen Pope
Sixtus V. removed the pieces of the obelisk and set

them up in the present position [in 1589]. The inscrip-

tions are by Seti I. and Ramses II. ; the latter having

appropriated the greater portion. From this obelisk

the priest Hermapion (4 th century A. D.) made the

first attempt to decipher the Egyptian hieroglyphs.

The result of his investigations appears extremely ri-

diculous to us at the present day. a

Florence Obelisks. Two small obelisks with two col-

umns of hieroglyphs on each face. They are at pres-

ent in the Egyptian Museum at Florence. 10

Gizeh. The site of the monster-pyramids and the Sphinx.

It is situated in the former ist nome of Lower Egypt,

and was the necropolis of ancient Memphis. 4 ai

Greece. The first mention of the Greeks in history is in

the inscriptions of the temple of Karnak, in which an

incursion by them into Egypt at the time of Meneph-
thah I. [xixth dynasty] is described. The tribes men-
tioned there are the Akaiisha (Achseans), the Tursha
(Etruscans), the Luku (Lycians), the Sharutana (Sar-

dinians), and the Shakalusha (Sicilians). On the Ro-

Hades. The Lower World, the abode of the departed

spirits. The Egyptian Amenti, which see.
2 8 30

Hadrian. The fourteenth Roman emperor [117-138 A. D.].

On the Barberini Obelisk occur the names of his wife

setta Stone the Greeks are called

nebu.

Sabina't, Sabina, and of his
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favorite page X^^^Qv^P Andines. Antinoiis. The

emperor's name in Egyptian is

nuter Ra sa
neb taui Autukerter Kisers Terinus neb khau Atrines enti khu
The divine lord of ' Autocrator Caesar theSun'soffspring, "Hadrianns
the two countries, Trajunus", the lord of diadem-. Augustus".

Hammamat. In tlie v th uome of Upper Egypt, near

Panopolis and on the road leading from this city to

Kosser, on the Red Sea. The Greeks called it nopcpv-

pirrfs 6po5 [porphurites oros] "theporphyry-mountain"
on account of the excellent stone that was quarried

here.
16

Harmachis. The Greek transcription of the Egyptian

Hor-em-khuti, "Horus in the two horizon*"

.

This deity represents the sun at noon. Its symbolic

representation was the sphinx, and its principal sanc-

tuary was built between the paws of the Great Sphinx
at Gizeh in front of the Pyramid of Kheops.

(

30

)

Hatasu. Or Hashepes. A famous queen of the xvrnth
dynasty, the sister of Thothmes III. and at first co-re-

gent with him. She despatched the first fleet mentioned

in history to Arabia and the Somali Coa^t. where she

obtained spices, perfumes, trees, &c. Her name in

Egyptian (with masculine titles!) is
0 a 11 19 " 3E

suten-kaut? Makara sa Ra Amen-khnum-t-ha't-shepesu

The king of Upper "Truth, the image the Sun's "Filled with Amen,
and Lower Egypt, of the Sun", .

offspring, cnief of the nobles'.

Hatasu Obelisks. The two largest obelisks in Egypt,

erected by queen Hatasu in Karnak. Only one of them

is erect. One line of hieroglyphs extends down on each
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of their faces, while their pyramidia were originally

capped with "gold-metal' 7

. These obelisks were quar-

ried at Assuan, removed, polished, inscribed, and

erected in the incredibly short space of seven months,

as their inscriptions record.
19 23

Hathor. An Egyptian goddess who was represented in

many ways; viz., like Isis with the disk of the snn

between two horns, or with a cow's head with the disk

between the horns, or as a spotted cow with plumes and

the sun's disk, or as a hawk with a female face and
surmounted by the horns and the disk. The Greeks
identified her with their Aphrodite and the Romans
with their Venus, the goddess of love. She was the

special guardian of the Egyptian queens. Her hiero-

glyphic name is ^ or [j^J^ ha*t-Her, "the house of
Horus". 88

Ha't-uar-t. The Egyptian name of Avaris or Pelusium. 92

Heliopolis. The Greek name of the Egyptian |5 An, at

present Matariyeh, near Cairo, the biblical pH[6n].

It was the capital of the xmth nome of Lower Egypt,

and one of the most famous cities of antiquity. It was
sacred to the sun-gods Ra and Turn. ' * *

» " " « «

53 56 57 58 G'J 62 91.

Heliopolis Obelisk. The only remaining and erect obe-

lisk at Heliopolis. It has one column of hieroglyphs

on each face and was erected by Usertesen I. of the xn th

dynasty. Its companion fell in 1160 A. D. and has com-

pletely disappeared. Its apex was originally covered

with a capping of gilded bronze, which was still seen

by the Arabic physician Abd-el-Latif in the thirteenth

century A. D.
H

Hermonthis. See under Errnent.
87

Herschel, Sir John Fred. William. A famous English

astronomer. Died May 11, 1871.
13
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Hieratic. A more cursive form of the Hieroglyphic

script, with fewer characters, and signs drawn only

in outline. It was mostly used for state documents, let-

ters, and scientific and religious papyri. The form of

the characters varies according to the individual hand-

writing of the scribe. The Hieratic, like the Demotic,

is always written from right to left. It was the second

kind of Egyptian writing, and its alphabet is as fol-

lows. 34

V) 5_>flJ
a a aii u u b p

AAAAAA

h kh s sh sh

0*^

k g t th d z z

Hieroglyphic. The name for the monumental language

of ancient Egypt. The words are composed of hiero-

glyphs or "sacred carvings", which were at first quite

simple but in the time of the Ptolemies became very

complicated and enigmatical. The alphabet is given

above under: Hieratic. Besides the simple letters there

are also some two thousand syllabic signs and ideo-

graphs. The characters were written either horizontal-
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ly from left to right [thus in the hieroglyphic type

of this book] or from right to left [thus on pages 71,

75, and 76], or else vertically, with the characters be-

low each other, from left to right or from right to left.

Hieroglyphic was the writing of the priests.

Hittites. The biblical name of an Asiatic people, the

hereditary foes of the Egyptians. They were called by
them Kheta, which see.

36 37

Homer. The famous Greek poet, author of the Iliad and
the Odyssey. 2 37

Hor-Hud't. The name of Horus as he was worshiped
'

at Edfu. 31

Hor-khuti, or Hor-em-khuti. The sun-god at his ap-

pearance in the horizon in the morning and at noon.

From this word, which means "Horus of the two hori-

zons", the Greeks coined the word Harmackis. 29 30

Hor-nub. "T7ie golden Horns." This title may also be

translated "the victorious Horus", referring in the first

place to the victory of this god over the devil, Set (cf.

page 87), and then to the personal bravery of his rep-

resentative on earth, the king. 60 6 4 6 8

Hor-Ra. A form of the solar deity, a combination of Ra
and Horus. 30

Horus. One of the greatest of the Egyptian deities, the

son of Osiris and Isis. He personified the Sun in his

midday power, and his sacred bird was the hawk. He
was the divine representation of the Pharaoh himself.

On the monuments we find him pictured in many

ways; viz., hMlJ> St.

31 57 58 &9 60 61 62 63 64 6a 66 67 68 69 70 87

"House of the Sun." An appellation of Heliopolis. 2
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Hud't. The Egyptian name of Edfu, which see.
87

Hyksos. Syrian invaders who conquered Egypt and
founded the xv th and xvi th dynasties. According to

Manetho (cf. page 108) the word signifies "shepherd-

kings" and is probably the Egyptian
[
heq, "prince"

^J^^shasu, "the Bedouins", whence "Bedouin prin-

ce(s)". They introduced the sole worship of the ass-

headed deity Set orSutekh (which see). They were

cruel masters and were finally driven out of the coun-

try by Aahmes I. of the xvn th dynasty (cf . page 102).

Ibn-el-Vardi. An Arabic historian who died in the year

750 of the Hegira [the flight of Mohammed from Mecca
to Medina], about 1350 A. D. The passage from this

author on page 80 is also given by the Arabic geog-

rapher Edrisi (1153 A. D.).
79

Iliad. The famous Greek epic of Homer, recounting the

story of the siege and capture of Troy, in Asia Minor. 37

Intaglio-relievo. The usual mode of carving employed
by the Egyptians, where the figures were cut alto-

gether into the stone, that is, all below the surface

of the stone.
1H

Ishmael or Ismail. Ex-Khedive of Egypt, an able but

extravagant ruler, who did much for the prosperity

of that downtrodden country. In his reign the Suez

Canal was completed. 40 82

Isis. The great Egyptian goddess in the triad: Osiris,

Isis, and Horus. She was the queen of heaven and the

wife of Osiris, whose members she gathered after Set,

the devil, had slain him. Her name in Egyptian is

As*t and she is represented with a throne on the

Jebel Selseleh. "The mountain of the chains The mod-

ern name of that part of the country where the ancient
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Silsilis was situated. An Arabic legend states, that at

one time a chain was stretched across the Nile at this

point to ward off the approach of the enemy's ships,

whence the name. 66

Joseph. The biblical patriarch. His name has not yet

been discovered on the monuments, though there is

much in the Egyptian literature to remind us of his

story; viz., in the Ameni inscription, describing the

years of famine, and the *'Tale of the Two Brothers",

setting forth the great temptation and the wicked ac-

cusation.
2

Kadesh. A town in Syria where Ramses II. defeated the

Hittites. In Egyptian ]|S Qedesh. 35

Karnak. A modern village on the east side of the Nile,

marking the site of ancient northern Thebes. 2 3 6 9 1 0 1 1 19

Karnak Obelisks. There are still at Karnak six obe-

lisks: two large ones of Thothmes L, one of them be-

ing prostrate and broken; two of queen Hatasu (which

see); and two small ones, resembling stele and bearing

the name of Thothmes III.

Kenemti. The Egyptian name of the oasis El-Khargeh,

which see.
89

Kharu. A Syrian tribe subdued by Seti I.
36

Khedive. The Persian word w&j-v=> [khedif] signifying

"the monarch". This is the title of the governor of

Egypt. " " "

Khefren. The Greek form of the Egyptian Khafra, a

king of the fourth dynasty, and the builder of the

second Great Pyramid of Memphis (Gizehh His name
. .

r

\\f}7f~ ^Jsuten-kaut? Kha'fRa.
in Egyptian !sM( p. j ..^ ^ ~ ^
and Lower -Egypt, His glory is RcC\ 91
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Khennu. The ancient name of Silsilis, in Egyptian

5®, and at present Jebel Selselek, which see.
B6

Kheops. The Greek form of Khufu, which see.
91

Kheper. An Egyptian deity symbolizing the creative

energy of the snn, which is the source of all life. The
deity is frequently represented as a man with the

scarab or beetle on his shonlders, instead of a head.

His name in Egyptian is which is derived from

the verb g kheper, "to create".
28 29

Khepera. The same as the above. In Egyptian JMj^j
Khepera. 3 fi4

Kherp-kheper-Ra-sotep-en-Ra. The royal name of the

king Osarkon I.
35 72

Kheta. An Asiatic people, the Hittites of the Bible,

where they are called CflH [khittim]. They are con-

stantly mentioned in the Egyptian inscriptions, es-

pecially in those that treat of the wars of Seti I. and
Ramses II. Their Egyptian name is #5lWV Kheta. 36 37

Khnum. The spirit of Amen-Ra, represented as a ram-

headed deity; thus, ^ ^ ,
jy' ^e was esPecially

worshiped at Elephantine, and his figure was painted

a bright green. His Egyptian name is ^|TKhnumu. 86 87

Khnum-Ra. A form of the solar deity, a combination

of Rfi and Khnum. 29

Khufu. A king of the fourth dynasty, the builder of

the Great Pyramid at Gizeh, the Kheops of the Greeks.

His name in Egyptian is written ^^^Q^*^^^|
suten-kaut? Kbufu, "The king of Upper and Lower
Egypt Khufu". 5
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Kircher, Athanasius. A German scholar and mathe-

matician, who endeavored. to solve the mysteries of

the Egyptian language, but signally failed in the at-

tempt. He died in 1680.
79

Kom-Omboo. "The Mil of Omboo." The modern name
of the Egyptian nu^'^5 "the gold-city", called

Ombos by the ancients, a city in the first nome of Up-
per Egypt. The crocodile-headed god Sebek was wor-

shiped here.
86

Kosser. "Small castle." A town in Egypt situated on
the Red Sea, to which a road led in ancient times from
Coptos by way of Hammamat. The Greeks called it

Leukos-Limen, "the white harbor" .
" 88

Kuft. The modern name of Coptos, which see.

Labyrinth. The grand palace of Amenemhat III. in the

Fayoom, described by the Greek geographer Strabo.

At one corner of it was the Pyramid of Howara, which
is built of brick. The name Labyrinth seems to be de-

rived from the Egyptian ^^^j^ rupu ruhun, "the -

temple at the mouth of the canal" (see under El-La-

hoon).
80

Lateran Obelisk. The largest of all the erect obelisks,

in front of the church of St. Giovanni in Laterano, in

Rome. It was ordered to be made by Thothmes III.,

but was completed by Thothmes IV., who added the

outer vertical lines and erected the obelisk in front of

the temple of Amen in Thebes. It was removed to Al-

exandria by Constantine the Great, but was taken to

Rome by Constantius in 357. After its fall it was re-

erected by Sixtus Y. in 1588.

Lepsius, Richard K. The so-called "father of Egyptol-
ogy", the teacher of the great Egyptologists of the

present day. His greatest work was the Deiikmaler
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aus JSgypten unci Mthiopien. He was born Dec. 23,

1810, and died July 10, 1884.

Lepsius Obelisk. A small obelisk discovered by Lepsi-

us in a tomb at Gizeh in 1843. It is the smallest obe-

lisk known and at present in the Berlin Museum. 4
'
0

Libyan Desert. The large tract of barren country to the

west of Egypt, containing seven oases (see under El-

Khargeh). 59 90

Lisht, Pyramid of. A small pyramid between those of

Dashur and Meydoom, situated near the Fayoom. 91

London Obelisk. The present name of the Alexandrian
Obelisk, which see.

86 39 40 59 72 73 61 9 1

Lower Egypt. The northern part of Egypt, comprising

the Delta.
1 6 3 1 5 1 6 5 9 0

Luxor. A village in the southern part of ancient Thebes

on the east side of the Nile.

Luxor Obelisks. There are two obelisks of this name.

One was brought to Paris in the reign of Louis Phi-

lippe of France, and erected on the Place de Concorde

on Oct. 24, 1836. The cost of its removal was about

8500 000. The other is now standing in Luxor. — Both
obelisks stood originally, side by side, in front of the

temple of Amenophis III. in Thebes, and are the most

artistic obelisks extant. They were erected by Ramses
JJ

b 9 1 0 2 3 4 1

Ma. An Egyptian deity, called the daughter of Ra. Her
name signifies "Truth", and she plays an important

part in the theology of the ancient Egyptians. She

represents the truth and justice of the supreme god.

Hence the Pharaohs received her attributes and were

called "truthful and just", or, as the inscriptions ex-

press it $\ Ma mer, "the beloved of Ma". Her name

is written $ Ma [really Maal or ^frf Maa*t. 6 5 0 8 6 9
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Maad Boat. The boat of Rn, in which he was thought
to travel over the expanse of heaven, changing to the

Sekti boat as Turn in the latter part of his journey.

The word is written ^gjS^jLS maad. "

Mahutean Obelisk, or the Pantheon Obelisk. It was
erected by Ramses II. in Heliopolis. Clement XI. re-

erected it in front of the Pantheon in Rome in 1711. A
single column of hieroglyphs is inscribed on each of

its faces.
10

Makara. The royal name of queen Hatasu, which see.
6 35

Ma-men-Ra. The royal name of Seti L, which see.
67

Maqdam-ibn-El-^Amr-ben-abi-Reial. A mythical per-

son.
80

Mars. The Roman god of war, the Ares of the Greeks,

and the Menthu ( which see) of the Egyptians. 61

Mareotis. The large lake south of Alexandria, called by

the ancient Egyptians jMjlj^ Meri't, "the UJce".
91

Matariyeh. The modern name of Heliopolis, a short dis-

tance from Cairo.
1 5 36 91

Medinet-Habu. The modern name of a part of the ne-

cropolis of ancient Thebes, and the site of many ruins,

especially those of the temples of Thothmes II. and
Ramses III.

88

Mediterranean Sea. This was well known to the an-

cient Egyptians and traversed by the fleets of many
Pharaohs, who, at one time, even subjugated the isl-

ands in it. Its name in Egyptian is Uaz-ur,

"the great sea".
90

Megiddo. A town of the Kharu [Syrians] in Palestine,

on the border of the great plain of Esdraelon. the scene

of the battles between Thothmes III. and the Syrians,

and between Xeco and the Jewish king Josiah. The
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town was also taken by Sheshonq I. in his war against

Rehoboam, king of Judah. Its name in Egy ptian is

k^M^ Maket^a. "

Memnonium. Or Rameseum. Tlie incorrect name given

by tlie Greeks to the temple of Eamses II. in Shekh-

abd-el-Qnrnah, in the necropolis of ancient Thebes.

It is called by the Greek geographer Diodorns the

"tomb of Osymandyas' ?

. There is one colossal statue

of Ramses II. still in its ruins.
1

Memphis. The Greek form of the Egyptian
^f^.

Men-nefer-t tlie good place of rest", the biblical *p
[mof] or rp [nof]. It was the capital of the first nome
of Lower Egypt, and its present site is the village

Mitrahineh. The whole district was a large necropolis

with the famous pyramids from Gizeh to Saccarah. It

is the ''white wall*' of the Greek historian Herodotus,

or the Egyptian Qj^ Anbu-hez't, "the white wall".

Its chief deity was Ptah. 4 1 0 1 9 0 5 9 0 9 1

Mendes. The capital of the xvi th nome of Lower Egypt.

Menes. According to tradition the first Egyptian king,

the founder of the Egyptian empire, and the builder

of Memphis. In Egyptian his name is written^
i

mmmj
i P

1

~"N " °

I 1 or U (as on the necklace in tlie
AAA 1 J\ \. AAAAAaJJ A

possession of the New
-
York Historical Society! suten-

kaut? Mena. "the king of Upper and Lower Egapt,

Menes". 69

Men-kheper-Ra. The royal name of Thothmes III.
iS 4) .">:) 52 53 54 55 56 58 59 60

Menthu. The Egyptian god of war, identified by the

Romans with their Mars. He is usually represented

with the head of a hawk surmounted by the disk

of the sun and two feathers He was only a form
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of Amen-Ra, and was worshiped in the district round

about Thebes. His name in Egyptian is Men-

Menzaleh Lake. A large and shallow tract of water in

the north-east corner of Egypt, extending from Dami-
etta to the Suez Canal. 92

Mer-ab. A son of Khnfn of the fourth dynasty. The ar-

chitect and builder of the Great Pyramid. 5

Merrt. The Egyptian name of the Mareotis Lake. 91

Mer-Tum-t. The Egyptian name of the modern Mey-
doom, which see.

90

Mesopotamia. "The land between the rivers {Euphrates

and Tigris).'
1 The eastern part of ancient Syria [Assyr-

ia], called in the Bible Padan-aram or Aram-nahara-
yim (Gen. xxiv : 10), which means "Aram of the tico

rivers", whence the Egyptian designation ^Q,^ Nahar.
The country was frequently invaded and subjugated

by the Egyptian kings, notably by Thothmes III.,

Amenophis II., and Seti I.
36

Mesphres. Pliny's name for Thothmes III. It is in real-

ity, however, the name of his great sister, queen Hata-
sn, which see.

36

Meydoom. Or Meydoon [Medun]. The modern name of

the Egyptian ^l^§ Mer-Tunrt, "thefavorite city of
the god Turn", situated in the xxi st nome of Upper
Egypt, and famous for its quaintly terraced pyramid,

ascribed by Dumichen to king Snefru of the fourth

dynasty. 90

Mitrahineh. The present site of ancient Memphis. 91

Mizrayim. The Hebrew name of Egypt, really "the two
Egypts". The Arabic is^* [misr].

* 4

Mnevis-bull. The sacred^bull of Heliopolis, the incar-

nation of Ra. (

98

)
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Moeris Lake. The so-called lake, or rather reservoir, in

the Fayocm, constructed by Amenemhat III. to re-

ceive the excess of the waters of the inundation, and
keep the water for the times of drought. 90

Monolith. A monument made of one stone only.
7 18

Monte Cavallo Obelisk. This is at present in front of

the Quirinal in Rome, and is the companion of the St?

Maria Maggiore Obelisk. As it is uninscribed, it is

impossible to tell by whom or when it was erected.

Perhaps the emperor Claudius [41-54 A. D.] had it re-

moved to Rome. It was re-erected by Pius VI. in 1789.
9

Monte Citorio Obelisk, or the Campensis Obelisk,

which see.
93 ~ b

Monte Pincio Obelisk, or the Barberini Obelisk, which
see.

"

Moses. The Jewish law-giver, who studied at the uni-

versity in Heliopolis, was brought up at the court of

the Pharaohs, and afterwards led the Israelites out of

Egypt. He lived in the time of Ramses II., and depart-

ed with his people under Menephthahl. His name lias

not yet been found on the Egyptian monuments or in

the papyri. 2

Mummies. The bodies of the Egyptian dead which were

preserved in a mixture of salt, bitumen, cedar oil, &c.

The bodies were prepared for embalming by the para-

TcTdstm or taraJcheutce, who disemboweled them, wound
linen bandages around them, placed with them chap-

ters from the Book of the Dead (which see), and then

deposited them in a sarcophagus of stone or wood, ac-

cording to the means of the deceased. The purpose of

this embalming was that the soul, on its return to the

earth, would again find its body and reanimate it.

Everything was, therefore, done by the ancient Egyp-
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tians to protect their mummies against decomposition

and robbers, some of the Pharaohs even building the

monster-pyramids for their reception. 8 3 3 3 4

Mycerinus. The Greek form of the Egyptian Men-kau-
Ra, a king of the fourth dynasty and the builder of

the third Great Pyramid. His sarcophagus and a part

of his mummy are in the British Museum. His name

is written #^ e<=±tf j Ra ,

^ The h -,„,,„, Upper

and Lower Egypt, The Sun, mighty in Ms icorks".
91

Nahasb Obelisk. A small and prostrate obelisk about

70 miles south-east of Suez, in the Sinaitic Peninsula,

It was discovered by a German traveler in 1817, but

nothing further is known of it. The place where it is

standing is also called Wadi Nasb. 11

Naples Obelisk. It is also called the Borgian Obelisk,

having been for a time in the Borgian Museum at Yel-

letri, and was discovered at Prseneste, Italy, in 1791,

broken in four pieces. The inscription on it coincides

with that of the Albani Obelisk (which see). It is now
in the Museo Nazionale at Naples. 10

Necropolis. A Greek word meaning "tlie city of the

dead", our "cemetery 7
'. In Egypt the necropolis was gen-

erally a collection of rock-hewn tombs, but always sit-

uated to the west of a city toward the setting sun,

this being the first station on the road to the Lower
World. It is expressed in Egyptian by the sign

aa.
2 4 5

Neetanebo I. The Greek name of a king of the xxx th

dynasty, who forced the Persian king Artaxerxes II.

to relinquish his hold on Egypt and reigned for eight-

een years, His Egyptian name is
J
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suten-kaut? Senezem-ab- sa Ra Amen-mer-nekht-^er—heb't
sotep-en-Amen-Ra

The king of Upper "Benevolent, chosen the Sun's "Beloved of Amen,
and Lower Egypt, ofAmen-Ra", offspring, Xekht-Her-Heb. ; '

Negative Confession. A passage in the 125 th chapter

of the Book of the Dead, where the deceased gives an

account of his life and begs to be admitted into para-

dise. To that end he states that he has not committed
the forty-two great sins.

(

9e

)

Neith. The Egyptian goddess of the lower heavens, the

sister of Isis and Nephthys. She is generally repre-

sented holding a bow and arrows in her hand. The
Greeks identified her with their Athene (Minerva). In

Egyptian her name is £^L^fj Net. 98

Nekheb. The goddess of Eileithyia and identified by
the ancients with their Lucina, the goddess of child-

birth. Little is known of her. The Egyptian form of

her name is ~ Nekheb't. 87

Nekheb't. The Egyptian name of Eileithyiapolis, which
see.

87

Nero. The fifth Roman emperor [54-68 A. D.]. His full

name is Xero Claudius Caesar Drusus Germanicus. On
the Egyptian monuments he is called 1

1

K -way
hez-desher heq-hequ-sotep- sa Ra Autugreder
neb taui en-Ptah-mer-As't neb khau Narani

The possessor of "The prince of the Sun's
the red and white princes, chosen offspring, "Autocrator
crowns, lord of the of l'tuh. beloved lord of
two countries, of Isis", diadems. Nero."

New York Obelisk. It is usually, but incorrectly, called

''Cleopatra's Needle". 2 0 23 2 5 " 72 7 3 81 91
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Nile. The ancient Egyptians venerated it as a special

deity, giving Mm the epithet [f s*ankh. "lie who pro-

duces life"'. He was generally represented thus 1^, and

his name was Hap. 2 4 10 27
*
4 &G S6 9C 92

/\ > AAA AAA

Nilometer. This was erected by the Pharaohs on the

island of Elephantine, to enable them to measure the

height of the inundation. It was restored in 1870 by
the Khedive Ishmael. Another Nilometer is at present

on the island of Ehoda at Cairo. The Egyptian sign of

the Xilometer is j ded, which means "stability" .

96

Nineveh. The capital of the Assyrian empire. It was
taken by several Pharaohs in their Asiatic campaigns,

especially by Thothmes III., Amenophis II., and Seti

I.
30

Nome. The Greek word for "province". There were 22

nomes in Upper and 20 nomes in Lower Egypt. The
Egyptian word is tftp hesp, "the province"'.

84 98

Nubia. It is also called Ethiopia, and was incorporated

into the Egyptian empire at the time of the xvm th

dynasty. Its capital was Napata, now Jebel Barkal,

which even became the capital of the whole empire

during the xxvi th dynasty. The Egyptian name of

Nnbia is §3 Kush, the biblical ENS [kush].
66

Nubi't. The Egyptian name of Ombos, at present Kom-
Omboo (which see).

86

Oasis. There were seven oases in the Libyan desert, to

the west of Egypt. The Egyptian word is ^jiX) ut, "the

oasis".
89

Ombos. The modern Kom-Omboo, which see.

Orontes. The principal river of Syria, called in Egyp-

tian {J^SwCj^ Arunuth. 36
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Osarkon I. A king of the xxnd dynasty, whose name
in Egyptian is

3 8 7 1 72

suten-kaut? Kherp-kheper-Ra- sa Ra Amen-nier-"0"sarken
sotep-en-Ra

The king of Upper "Made governor by the Sun's "Beloved ofAmen,
and Lower Egypt, Ra, chosen of Ra"'", offspring, Osarkon."

Osiris. One of the oldest of the Egyptian gods and the

judge of the dead in the Lower World. His worship
was universal throughout Egypt at all times. His
Egyptian name is

j^j
Usar. The great Osiris-myth is

this. Osiris was, at one time, a king, and reigned over

Egypt. Going on travels he left Isis, his sister and
wife, to conduct the government. The devil, Set. then

revolted against him, killed him, cut his bod}" into

fourteen pieces, and scattered them over the country.

Isis collected them, erecting a temple where a piece of

his body was found, and called on her son Horns to

avenge Ids father. Horns met Set in combat at Edfu.

In this encounter Set was "transfixed*'. The inscrip-

tions in the temple of Edfu give a glowing description

of this battle. Osiris is generally represented with his

whole body shrouded in a covering and his head sur-

mounted by the atef-crown; thus, ^. He has a peculiar

beard curving outward at the end. He was considered

to be the author of all animal and vegetable life, and
the god of agriculture. All those that died were called

by his name, "the Osirian", that is, "amenable to O-

siris in his judgment-hall". 01 87 98

Palestine. Many Pharaohs, especially Thothmes III.,

subjugated this country in their Asiatic conquests. The
names of most of its cities and provinces occur on the

Egyptian monuments. One of its Egyptian names is

Tr^k^ Ka*ana, "Canaan-.
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Pamphilian Obelisk, or the Obelisk of tlie Piazza Na-
vona in Rome. This is a pseudo-Egyptian obelisk, cut

by tlie Romans in tlie quarry of Syene. It was erected

by the emperor Domitian, and re-erected by Innocent

X. (PampMli) in 1651 in its present position. There is

a single column of poorly executed hieroglyphs on
each face of it.

"

Panopolis. The Greek name of the capital of the ixth

nome of Upper Egypt, called in Egyptian 'v
1^3^© Per-

Khem-t, "the city of the temple of {tlie god) Khem". It

was the seat of the worship of Khem, whom the Greeks

identified with their Pan. b9

Pantheon Obelisk. The same as the Mahutean Obe-

lisk, which see.

Papyrus. The Egyptian paper, made of thin slices of the

papyrus plant, called in Egyptian @ thufi. On
it were written works on almost all subjects. The finest

papyri are at present in the British Museum and the

Museum of Bulak. 34

Pasht. The Greek name of the Egyptian goddess Sekhet,

which see.
92

Pelusium. The classical name of a city near the site of

the ancient Egyptian Avaris, which see.
92

Pentaur. The Egyptian Homer, who described the ex-

ploits of Ramses II. in his war with the Hittites. His

name is written
D \ 3\ Pen-ta-ur. 37

Per-ba-neb-dedt. The Egyptian name of Mendes, which
see.

92

Per-Bas't. The Egyptian name of Bubastis, which see.
M

Per-Khenrt. The Egyptian name of Panopolis, which
see.

89

Per-Usar*t. The Egyptian name of Busiris, which see.
98
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Pharaoh. The Hebrew form of the Egyptian £~3 per-a.

"the great house", or more correctly, as the Hieratic

generally has it,
|

_T_ |
^ Per-a, "he of the great doub-

le house" . This was the official title of the Egyptian
kin^s 1 - 5 c 7 ic * 20 22 25 29 37 38 40 48 53 07 58 6 0 ci 63 ci ° b 6g fi? ° e 6a

Tit 7U C4 87 89

"Pharaoh of the Oppression." All Egyptologists are

agreed that this was Ramses II.
37 03

"Pharaoh's Needle." The Arabic rendering for "obe-

lisk".
7U

Philae. An island in the Nile near the Nubian bound-
ary, belonging to the first nome of Upper Egypt. 4 7 J 1

0

2 2 8 4 6 0

Philae Obelisk. A fragment of an obelisk which was

erected, together with its companion, the Corfe Castle

Obelisk (which see), in front of the temple of Isis by
Ptolemy IX. Euergetes II. and his sister Cleopatra TI.

It has one column of hieroglyphs on each face, and is

at Philre.
9

Piankhi. An Ethiopian king, of the xxivth dynasty,

who conquered Egypt at the close of the xxnd dynas-

ty, when it was divided into thirteen petty kingdoms.

His name in Egyptian is
21

suten-kaut? Men-kheper-Ra sa Ra P-ankhi

The king ofUpper "The stable and the Sun's "He who
and Lower Egypt. creative Sun". offspring. lives.'*

Piazza della Minerva Obelisk. A small obelisk in

Rome. It has only a single column of hieroglyphs on

each face, and was probably erected by Psametik II.

in Sais. It was removed by the Romans and re-erected

by Pope Alexander VII. in 1667, who had it placed on

a marble elephant. 10
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Piazza del Popolo Obelisk. Another name of the Fla-

minian Obelisk, which see.

Piazza Navona Obelisk. Another name for the Pam-
philian Obelisk, which see.

22

Pliny, snrnamed "the Elder". A famous Roman natu-

ralist and author (23-79 A. D.).
36

"Pompey's Pillar." The only important monument of

antiquity at present in Alexandria. It is a shaft of

granite from the quarry of Syene rising, with the

pedestal, to the height of 104 ft., and erected by the

Roman prefect Pompeius in honor of the emperor Dio-

cletian.
91

Pontius. The architect who transported the two obelisks

of Heliopolis to Alexandria in 12 B. C. He may have
possibly also removed the Flaminian and Campensis
Obelisks (which see) to Rome for the emperor Augus-
tus in 20 B. C.

39 73 7 4 62

Porta del Popolo Obelisk. Another name of the Es-

meade Obelisk, which see.
11

Prioli Obelisk. A small obelisk in the gardens of the

Sultan in Constantinople. Xothing is known of it, as

its inscriptions have never been published. 9

Psametik II. A king of the xxvith dynasty, the son of

Psametik I. He conquered Ethiopia and reigned for

six years. His son Hophra is mentioned in the Bible.

His name in Egyptian is
7 9 10 2 2

suten-kaut? Nefer-ab-Ra sa Ea Psemthek
The king ot Upper "the kind-hearted the Sun's "Psametik."
and Lower Egypt, Sun", offspring,

Pseudo-Egyptian, that is, having the appearance of

being Egyptian, but not so in reality. A number of

the extant obelisks belong in this category. 4
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Pthah [pronounced ta]. The chief deity of Lower Egypt,

an emanation of Ra. He is generally represented as a

deformed child holding two serpents and stepping on
two crocodiles. In Upper Egypt he was worshipped

under the form of an upright mummy His name
in Egyptian is Ptah. C 5 69 90

Ptah-Sokar-Osiris. A form of Ptah, peculiar to Mem-
phis, and represented as a deformed child. His Egyp-
tian name is Ptah-Seker-Usar. 29

Ptah-tathunen. A title of Ptah of Memphis. The Egyp-
tian form of the word is ^f^^'i: Ptah-tathunen,
meaning perhaps "Ptah of the stable earth; 1

.

05

Ptolemies. The descendants of Ptolemy Soter, a general

of Alexander the Great, and forming the xxxind dy-

nasty of Egyptian kings. Each of them married his

sister. Their reign extended from 305 to 30 B. C, and
was characterized by infanry, tyranny, murder, and
poisoning.

9 21 22

Ptolemy IX. Euergetes II. A weak king of the xxxm d
dynasty, married to and reigning for a time with his

sister Cleopatra II. and his niece Cleopatra III. His
name in Egyptian is

7 10

suten-kaut ? Nuter-per-aa-en-Ptah-sotep-en-ar-maa- sa Ra
Amen-Ra-sekhem-ankh

The kins of Tpper "The Epinhanes, the hoir of Ptah, the chosen of Amen- the Sun's
and Lower Egypt, Ha, dispenser of justice, conqueror, living", offspring,

Ptulmis-ankh-zeta-Ptah-mer

"Ptolemy, living forever, heloved of Ptah."

Punt. The Egyptian name of the southern part of Ara-

bia, which see.
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Pylon. The large mass of masonry of an Egyptian tem-

ple, resembling two truncated pyramids with the gate

between them. A picture of one is given on page 20.

Its hieroglyph is perhaps
jjj.

20 24

Pyramidion. The apex of an obelisk which resembles

a miniature pyramid. It was sometimes inscribed with

pictures and hieroglyphs, and covered with a capping

of gold-metal or electrum (which see).
1 8 1 9 2 1 22 26 47 50 51

Pyramids. The enormous masses of stone built by vari-

ous kings, especially those of the fourth dynasty, and
serving as their tombs. There are quite a number of

them in and near ancient Memphis, the largest being

that of Khufu, called the Great Pyramid, which is

480 ft. high. The usual Egyptian word for "pyramid 7 '

Qebti't. The Egyptian name of Coptos, which see.
86

Qerrrt. The common Egyptian designation of Egypt,

which see.
61

Qurnah. A modern village marking the site of a part of

the necropolis of ancient Thebes, situated on the west

shore of the Xile. Here are the ruins of the grand tem-

ple begun by Seti I., and completed by Ramses II.
88

Ra. The Sun, the Supreme Being, and the organizer of

the world according to Egyptian mythology. He was
worshipped in the entire country, but especially in

Heliopolis. He is always represented with the face of

a hawk. With the fifth dynasty the Pharaohs began
to call themselves the incarnation of Ra, or sa

Ra, "the son of the Sun", which title they retained un-

til the time of the Roman emperors. The Egyptian

name of the sun is O J[ Ra. 2 1 22 27 30 3 1 36 37 38 39 46 47 48 49

52 53 54 55
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Ra-Hor-Khuti. A name of the sun-god, written in Egyp-

tian lT or ^fM3^ Ra-Hor-khuti, "the

Sun, the hawk of the two horizons' 1

.

2P 29 30 48 47 4a 55 5
*

59 G0

Ramses II. One of the greatest monarchs the world ever

saw, the son of Seti L, and a king of the xixth dynas-

ty. He conquered most of the then known world, built

magnificent temples, erected obelisks, and perpetuated

his name on almost every Egyptian monument. His

Egyptian name is
7 rt 9 £6 It 62 G3 64 ti 5 8 0 t^ 1

1

suten-kaut? User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra sa Ra Amen-mex-Ra-meses-su

The king ofUpper "Strong in truth, the Sun, the Sun's "Beloved ofAmen, the
and Lower Egypt, chosen of the Sun", offspring, Sun. begetting himself."

Ramses III. A famous king of the xxth dynasty, who
conquered the Hittites, Syrians, and the tribes of Pal-

estine. His name in Egyptian is
112 131

w CSffl v GBP
suten-kaut? User-ma-Ra-Amen-mer sa Ra Ra-meses-heq-An

The king ofUpper "Stong in truth, the Suu, the Sun's "The Suns child,
and Lower Egypt, beloved ofAmen", offspring, prince of Heliopolis."

Raqedi't. The Egyptian name of Alexandria (which see),

called Rhakotis by the ancients.
81

Redesieh. A modern village in what was formerly the

first nome of Upper Egypt. 88

Rod Sea. This was called in Egyptian ZCZ>\^^ mu-
qed-t.

Rhakotis. The Greek name of the town on whose site

Alexander the Great built Alexandria (which see).
91

Rising Sun. The god Ra. 22

Rome. The capital of the ancient world. Its Egyptian
name occurs on the Barberini Obelisk as ra^ @
Harma-t 67952 22 23 26
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Rosetta. A modern town at the month of the Bolbitinic

arm of the Nile. It was the ancient Bolbitine.
91

Rosetta Stone. Without a doubt this is the most im-

portant monument of antiquity that has come down to

us. It is a stele of black basalt, bearing an inscription

in Hieroglyphic, Demotic, and Greek. It contains a

decree of the priests in honor of Ptolemy V. Epipha-

nes, which was issued on March 27, 195 B. C. This

stone, discovered in 1799, furnished the key for deci-

phering the hieroglyphs, and is now preserved in the

British Museum. 92

Rotennu. A Syrian people who were repeatedly defeat-

ed and subjugated by kings of the xvinth and later

dynasties. They were subdivided into the Upper and
Lower Rotennu, and their Egyptian name was f=\
A^fV/xyi

Rethennu. 36

Saccarah. A modern village near the site of ancient

Memphis with a number of famous pyramids. The name
is undoubtedly derived from that of the god Ptah-/Sb-

Aw-Osiris. 91

Sa-el-Hajar. The modern name of Sais.
92

Sais. The capital of the fifth nome of Lower Egypt, the

Egyptian^ Sa*t, and the Coptic cd,i [sal]. Noth-

ing now remains but a mass of debris.
4 10 92

Saiu-t. The Egyptian name of Sioot, which see.
69

Sallustian Obelisk. An obelisk in Rome standing oppo-

site the church of Santa Trinita dei Monti. It is a poor

Roman copy of the Piazza del Popolo Obelisk, and
has three columns of hieroglyphs on it, together with

the cartouches of Seti I. and Ramses II. It was re-

erected by Pius VI. in 1789.
9

San. The modern name of Tanis, which see.
11
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San Obelisks. As many as thirteen fragments of perhaps
four obelisks are still at Tanis (San). These obelisks

appear to have been erected by Ramses II.
11

Sarbut-el-Khedem Obelisk. An erect obelisk in the

Sinaitic Peninsula, on the way from Suez to Mount
Sinai. The hieroglyphs on it are partially obliterated.

9

Sat. The Egyptian name of Sais, which see.
92

Sebek. The crocodile-headed deity and a form of Ea.

He was specially worshiped in the Fayoom, and his

Egyptian name was PJ^.gg\ Sebek. 90

Sebek-Ra. A combination of the gods Sebek and Ha,

the local deity of Ombos. s

Sekhet. A lion-headed goddess and_ the wife of Ptah.

As a destroying deity her name is ^ ® Sekhet. but

as a goddess of love it was u'

x^ Bast or, as the Greeks

called her, Pasht She was usually identified with Di-

ana.
(

92 9b 103
)

Sektet Boat. The boat of the evening-sun Turn, in which
he was thought to pass over the heavens. In Egyptian

the word is written Pl^^^5 sektet. "

Seni't. The Egyptian name of Esneh. which see.
67

Set or Sutekh. The national god of the Hyksos or the

Shepherd kings of Asia, whose worship was forced on
the Egyptians. He was the personification of evil, and
was represented as an ass-headed deity with the usual

divine insignia. He was the sworn enemy of Horns,

whose father (Osiris) he had slain, and is identified

with the devil. His picture, ^j,
was afterwards com-

pletely erased by the Egyptians from their monu-

ments. His Egyptian

Sutekh. 67
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Seti I. A famous king of the xixth dynasty and the fa-

ther of Ramses II. He was an intense worshipper of

Set, the devil, and forced his adoration on the people.

His many wars carried him into Arabia Felix, Pales-

tine, the Hittite territory, and beyond the Orontes and
Euphrates. Out of him and his two successors the

ancients fabricated the name Sesostris. His Egyptian

suten-kaut ? Ma-men-Ra sa Ra Seti-mer-en-Ptah

The king of Upper ''Truth, the the Sun's --Seti. the beloved
and Lower Egypt, stable Sun", offspring, ofPtah."

Setting Sun. The god Turn, which see.
22

Shepherd Kings. See under Hyksos. 92

Silsilis. The Egyptian Khennu, which see.
86

Sinaitic Peninsula. That part of western Asia lying

between Syria and Egypt, and playing an important

part in the forty years' sojourn there of the Israelites

under Moses. 1 4 9 11

Sion House Obelisk. Perhaps the same as the Alnwick
Castle Obelisk, which see. — Sion House is the coun-

try-seat of the Duke of Northumberland. 10

Sioot. The modern name of the capital of the xm th

nome of Upper Egypt, called in Egyptian

Saiu*t. Its local deity was the jackal-headed god

Anubis. 89

Soughton Hall Obelisk. An obelisk mentioned by Bo-

nomi, which may be identical with one of those at

present in England. 11

Sphinx. There are three kinds of sphinxes: Androsphinx-

es, having the head of a man; Criosphinxes, having

that of a ram; and Hieracosphinxes, having that of a
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hawk. A few are also found with the form of a woman.
"The Sphinx' 7

is the monster figure in front of the Pyr-

amid of Khufu, but older than it. It was cut out of a

solid mountain, and had between its paws a temple of

Harmachis, to whom it was dedicated. The sphinx
represents the incarnation of the divine wisdom of the

Pharaoh. ,a 40 47 4a 5 0 5 1 M 53 54 55

Stele. A slab rounded off on top and covered Avith in-

scriptions. It was made either of wood or of stone. The
word comes from the Greek Qrrjkr} [stele]. The Egyp-

tian word for it is utu.

St. Ephraim Syrus. A Christian writer of the Syrian

church, who died 373 A. D.
19

Sta Maria Maggiore Obelisk. The companion of the

Monte Cavallo Obelisk, at present in front of the ba-

silica (church) of Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome. It

has no inscription.^, and was removed to Rome by the

emperor Claudius. Sixtus Y. re-erected it on its present

site in 1587.
9

.

Stuart. Villiers. A traveler and author.
2

"Sublime Porte." The name of the place where the

Sultan administers justice, and. with us. a designation

for the Sultan himself. The Turkish term for it is ljU

^Jic [babi 'All], "the high gate".
53

Suez Canal. The first attempt to construct it was made
by Seti I., of the xixth dynasty. It then only con-

nected the Nile with the Red Sea. and was finished

by Ramses II. Traces of it still remain. The present

Canal was planned and completed by Lesseps in 1869.

Surrt. The Egyptian name of Syene. 86

Syene. The Greek name of the modern Assuan. which

was in the first nome of Upper Egypt, and called
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Sun-t by the Egyptians. The famous quarries, from
which most of the obelisks were taken, were located

here. The biblical name is flJlD [s'veneh, cf. Ezekiel

xxix : 10, xxx : 6], which is the same as the Coptic

co^n [suan], and the Arabic QU*i [aswan]. 5 1 3 1 6 2 3 24

3g ea 86

Syenite. The reddish amphibole-granite of Syene, which
was taken for all the Egyptian obelisks. 23

Syria. A large tract of country in western Asia, bordering

on Egypt. It was inhabited by many different tribes,

with whom the Pharaohs of the xvmth and xixth dy-

nasties carried on extensive wars. 30

Ta-en-ta-rer*t. The Egyptian name of Denderah, which
see.

68

Tanis. The Greek name of the Egyptian ™ Zarrt,

the capital of the xivth nome of Lower Egypt, now
San. It was the main seat of the Hyksos, who embel-

lished it in every possible way. 4 11 45 92

Tathunen. See under Ptah-tathunen. 65

Tel-Basta. The modern name of Bubastis, which see.
"

Tel-el-Amarna. The present site of a city founded by
the heretic king Amenophis IV. in honor of the sun-

disk Aten, in the xvth nome of Upper Egypt. It was
totally destroyed after his death. 29 83

Thebes. The largest and most famous city of the ancient

world, the capital of the fourth nome of Upper Egypt

and of the whole empire. Its usual Egyptian name was

f^ Us't, or ^Sf—^ii nvrt Amen, which was sometimes

shortened into nu't a't, "the great city", or ©
nu*t, "the City" simply, the biblical [no]. Its site

is now occupied by several villages, such as Karnak,
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Luxor, &c. The local deity was Allien.
2 3 4 9 10 11 16 23 29

48 50 53 55 56 57 5« 60 87 88 89

Theni't. The Egyptian name of Thinis.
89

Thinis or This. The capital of the eighth nome of Up-
per Egypt, the reputed home of the first king of

Egypt, Menes. Its Egyptian name isS
|^

Theni't, at

present El-Tineh, which see.
89

Thoth [pronounced tot]. The Egyptian god of writing,

learning, and medicine. He was thought to introduce

the soul of the deceased into the Lower World and to

read off its sins before the judgment-seat of Osiris. He
was afterwards identified with the moon. His sacred

animal was the cynocephalus-ape or jf|), and he

himself is represented with the head of the ibis, ^. His

name in Egyptian is orc^^^ Dehuti. 4 9 50 57

Thothmes I. [totmees]. A king of the xvinth dynasty
and the son of Aahmes I. He was a mighty warrior,

and his conquests were very extensive. His name in

Egyptian is
5 a 10

suten-kaut? Ra-a-kheper-ka sa Ka Ra-Dehuti-kha-ma-inese

;

The king of Upper "The great Sun. the Sun's "Glorious like the Sun,
and Lower Egypt, producing works", offspring, child of Thoth."

Thothmes II. [totmees]. A king of the xvinth dynasty

and a son of Thothmes I. He was a weak monarch and

altogether under the influence of his great sister Hata-

su. His name in Egyptian is
6

suten-kaut ? A-kheper-en-Ra sa Ra Dehuti-mes-nefer-khau

The kins of Upper "Formed bv the the Sun's "The child of Thoth, beauti-
and Lower Egypt, great Smi", offspring, ful in his appearances."

Thothmes III. [totmees]. The greatest king of the
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xvni th dynasty, a son of Thothmes I. His empire ex-

tended over all the then known world. The New York
Obelisk was erected by him. His name in Egyptian is

v
suten-kaut? Men-kheper-Ra sa Ra Dehuti-meses-neier-kheperu

The king of Upper "The stable and the Sun's "The child of Thoth,
and Lower Egypt, creative Sun", offspring, of beautiful form."

Thothmes IV. [totmees]. A king of the xvinth dynas-

ty, the successor of Amenophis II. He reigned for nine

years only, and his Egyptian name is
6 9 19

suten-kaut? Men-kheperu-Ra sa Ra Dehuti-nieses-kha-khau

The king of Upper "The Sun, stable the Sun's 'The child of Thoth.
and Lower Egypt, in his forms", offspring, glorious in his diadems."

Troja. The name which the Greeks gave to the town near

Memphis, tlie ^Q^Ru-aul (with the feminine

article ta-Ru-au't) of the Egyptians. Here was situat-

ed the quarry of Memphis. The similarity of the words
gave rise to the name 4 'Troja" (Troy), which must not,

however, be confounded with the famous Greek city of

the same name in Asia Minor. 91

Turn. The Egyptian god of the setting sun. He was es-

pecially worshiped in Heliopolis. In painted inscrip-

tions his color is generally red, like that of Ra, some-

times, however, also green. His name in Egyptian is
2 2 2 7 28 29 46 51 53 50

Tura. The quarry of Memphis from which the "white

stone" was taken. The Greeks called it Troja, which
see.

91

"Two Countries." A designation of Egypt, which was
divided into two parts, Upper and Lower Egypt. It
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may, however, also signify "heaven and earth" or "the

universe". It is in Egyptian taui, "the two coun-

tries"
(

39 39
)

47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 62 63 64 65 60 07 Gb 69 70

Upper Egypt. The southern part of Egypt from the

Fayoom to Assuan. 2 3 31 64 89

Upper and Lower Egypt. The two divisions of Egypt,

which were at certain periods of Egyptian history sep-

arate kingdoms. Some of the Egyptian designations

are
£

hez-desher, "the land of the volute and red

crowns" (cf. page 31), Wl qebehui, "the land of thetwo

sources (of the Nile)" (cf. page 119), jtf*| res-meh. "the

south and north land", ~^rfS\ qema-meh, "the south

and north land", I } ? -uz, "the land of the lotus and

thepapyrus1
', &c. The usual title of the king was

suten-kaut?, "the king of Upper and Lower Egypt".
30 4>- 52 53 54 50 57 56 5S CO fi 1 G2 63 6 4 6 5 66 67 6 6 69 7 0 72 64

Uraeus Snake. The Cobra haje of Egypt, the most dead-
ly reptile in that country, whose figure was worn as
the head-dress of kings and queens. It typifies Phara-
oh's power over the life and death of his subjects, and
its Egyptian name is » fl " "

P. ara*t. The Greeks called

it "basilisk", from which they took their word for

"king", (jaf)i\ev> [basileusl.
56 57

User-Ma Ra-sotep-en-Ra. The royal name of Ramses
j j which see

37 r'~ fi3 0 4 " 86 67 6 8 69 7 0 7 1

Usertesen I. The second king of the xn th dynasty, the
son of Amenemha I., and the conqueror of the Ethio-
pians. His name in Egyptian is

5 9 11 3n 91

Cfiuj v cmJi
suten-kaut? Ra-kheper-ka sa Ea Usertesen

The kins oi Upper "The Sun, pro- the Sun's "Usertesen."
and Lower Egypt, during works", offspring,
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Us Sceptre. The symbol of power carried in the hands of

kings and gods, written ~j us, or else
j us ,

which is the

"cucvfa'\ also called the Zam-sceptre. 4r
'

b7

Us*t. The Egyptian name of Thebes, which see.
48 50 53 55

56 59 67

Vatican Obelisk. An obelisk without an inscription on
the Piazza di San Pietro, in front of the Vatican, in

Rome. Originally erected in Heliopolis, it was trans-

ported to Rome by the emperor Caligula (about 40 A.

D.). It was the only one of all the obelisks not over-

thrown and broken during the times of anarchy, pil-

lage, and destruction in that city. Sixtus V. had it re-

moved and erected in its present position in 1586.
a

Victory Stele. A stele which was found in Karnak. It

contains a martial hymn of Thothmes III.
31 48

Villa Mattei Obelisk. A small obelisk in the Villa Mat-
tei or the Villa Celimontana in Rome, presented by a

certain Cyriacus Matthseius to the Roman Senate. It

was either erected by him in his gardens in 1582, or

else by Sixtus V. in 1590. The lower portion of it is

modern, but the upper half bears the cartouches of

Ramses II. and Psametik II.
10

"Vocal Memnon." One of the colossal statues of Ame-
nophis III. west of Thebes in the desert. It was thrown
down by an earthquake about 27 B. C, and cracked.

On re-erection it was found to emit a musical sound at

sunrise. This gave rise to the Greek legend of Memnon
and Aurora (the dawn). Since its restoration the sound
is no longer heard. The Arabs call the two colossal

statues Shamy and Damy. (

y6 112

)

Vulture Diadem. A diadem of Pharaoh, in Egyptian

^ neb mut or neb sheta (doubtful!). The rlgllre of

the vulture was generally worn as the head-dress of
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the queens. It is the symbol of protection, and repre-

sents Pharaoh and his queen as the protectors and

nourishers of their people. 56 57 6 6 70

Wanstead Obelisk. A fragment of an obelisk which

existed at the time of Zoega in Wanstead, a suburb

of London. It was brought to England from Alexan-

dria in 1712. Its present location is unknown. 11

Wilkinson, Sir John Gardner. An English Egyptolo-

gist (born in 1797, died in 1875). His famous work is

The Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians.
14

Ya^mer-ben-Shaddad. A mythical person.
80

Zan't. The Egyptian name of Tanis, which see.
92

Zoega, George. A Danish archaeologist interested in

Egyptological subjects (born in 1755, died in 1809 in

Rome). 11



A GLOSSARY

OF HIEROGLYPHS OCCURRING IN THIS BOOK, TOGETHER WITH
THEIR PRONUNCIATION AND DETERMINATIVE VALUE.

We divide the Egyptian hieroglyphs, after the manner of Lepsius, into twenty-five

classes. In the following list the hieroglyphs are given together with what they were
probably meant to represent. The more important pronunciations are added, which,

however, can not be used indiscriminately, but are fixed by complements, that is, letters

of the alphabet indicating the pronunciation and either prefixed or else suffixed to the

hieroglyph. The pronunciation of the later, or Ptolemaic, times is marked *, Determi-

natives are silent hieroglyphs, determining, in words of the same pronunciation, into

what category of objects or ideas these words belong.

Pron. stands for pronunciation. * stands for pronunciation of later times. Det.

stands for determinative. The numerals refer to the pages of the book where the

hieroglyph occurs.

I. Figures of Men.

man with arms hanging down."

Det. of person, youth. 62

I

Pron. s, *n, *nen, *shera, *khen, *a,

*kh.

Vet of child, youth, renewal. 27 27 48

man with arms raised."

Pron. qa, haa.

Det. of height, joy, carrying, lifting. I

61

'prisoner tied with ropes.'

Det. of enemy, crime. 126

'old man leaning on a staff.'

Pron. aau, ten.

Det. of old age, weakness. 27

'man striking."

Pron. nekht.

Det. of violent action. 60

IJ7T "man with crosier and whip.

Pron. *heq. 106 136 136 136 136

'child sucking its finger."

>>\ "man sitting.

Pron. a (as first person singular mascu-

line personal pronoun).

Det. of man, person. 94 94 94 121

$2\l "man with finger in his mouth."

Pron. am.

Det. of speaking, eating, thinking. 137

bearded man sitting."

Pron. a (as first person singular mascu-

line personal pronoun). 31 48

Det. of man, king, god, goddess. 27 27

27 27 27 65 92 105 128 128 138 139 142

143 144 144 144 144 146 146 150 151
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Det.

"king with Zam-seeptre.'

of king, god. 87 120

'king with whip."

Pro a. a (as first person singular mascu-

line personal pronoun).

Det. of king, god. 31 48

]U "king without the whip."

Pron. >ame as preceding.

Det. of king, god. 110 140

i •'king with white crown of Upper

Egypt."

Pron. a (as tirst person singular

line personal pronoun).

Det. of king, god. GO 09 70

"king with the double crown of

Egypt and the :{im-sceptre."

Pron. same as preceding.

Det. of king, god. 133

"man sitting on a throne with the

whip in his hands."

Pron. shepes 62 22, as.

Det. of high personage, ancestor, god.

50

II. Figures of Women.

woman sitting."

Pron. a (as first person singular femi-

nine personal pronoun).

Det. of woman, goddess. 121 120 130

woman with a tiara and having

the bud of a lotus in her lap."

Det. of queen, goddess, woman. 112

112

III. Figures of Deities.

deity with the Atef-crown and the

Zam-sceptre."

Det. of the god Osiris. 138

If "mummy holding the Zam-sceptre."

Pron. Ptah. 09 142

Det. of the sod Ptah.

Pron. ten.

Det. of the god Ptah. 05 142

deity with the fourfold plume of

the god Shu and the Zam-sceptre."

i Det. of the sun-god Shu. 130 130 (where

by a mistake of the scribe it stands

for Uj, Amen).

•mummy sitting withZfan-sceptre.

Pron. Ptah. 100 (hieroglyph readin^

from right to left) 130 ^ S1

f
the Zam-sceptre

Det of the god Ptah 142
iUld the d°UWe

vet. ot me ,oa ran. i«
prow. Amen. 37 02 03 04 04 05 05 00 00

67 07 08 08 09 09 70 70 71 71 94 142

'deity sitting with the Ten-crown
\

144

and the whip."
|
Det. of the god Amen. 87 95 95 149
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\Pron. Ea. 96144

'deity with the symbol of truth." of tne gods Horns or Ri 31

Vet. of the god Amen. 95

deity with the Khepesh-sword."

Vet. of the god Amen. 95

jjf "deity sitting on a throne and hold-

ing the Us-sceptre."

Vet. of the god Amen. 95

y\ "hawk-faced deity with the double

crown of Egypt. 1 '

Vet. of the god Horus. 125

'hawk-faced deity with the Us-scep-

tre and the symbol of truth, sur-

mounted by the disk of the sun."

Vet. of the gods Ra or Horus. 125

"hawk-faced deity with the Zam-

sceptre and the white crown."

Vet. of the god Horus. 125

Til "hawk-faced deity surmounted

by the disk of the sun and holding

two curious wands."

Vet. of the gods Ra or Horus. 125

"hawk-faced deity with the Zam-

sceptre."

Vet. of the god Horus. 125

"hawk-faced deity with the Zam-

sceptre, surmounted by the snake-

encircled disk of the sun."

Vet. of the god Horus. 125

3 "hawk-faced deity."

Vet. of the gods Horus or Ra. 60 62 67

125

''hawk-faced deity with the snake-

encircled disk of the sun."

'hawk-headed deity with the sym-

bol of life, surmounted by the di.»k

of the sun."

Pron. Ka. 58 60 62 63 64 66 67 68 70 Hi-

eroglyph written from right to left.

37 62 63 64 64 65 65 66 66 67 67 68 68

69 69 70 70 71 71 94 136 142 144

Vet. of the gods Ra or Horus. 31 125

^) "hawk-faced deity with the di^k of

the sun."

Pron. Ea.

Vet. of the gods Ra or Horus. 27 125

4
"hawk-faced deity with the Zam-
sceptre, surmounted by the snake-

encircled disk of the sun and the

double plume."

Vet. of the god Menthu. 132

hawk-faced deity sitting on a throne

with the Zam-sceptre, surmounted

by the disk of the sun."

Pron. Ea.

Vet. of the gods Ra or Horus. 31 125

ass-headed deity with the crosier."

Pron. Set. 146 147

Vet. of the god Set, whom we identify

with the devil.

'jackal-headed deity with the sym-

bol of life."

Pron. Anpu.

Vet. of the god Anubis, cf. 99
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ibis-headed deity."

Pron. Dehuti.

Bet. of the god Thoth. 150

y] "ram-headed deity."

Pron. khnum.
Bet. of the god Khnum. 87 128 128

ram-headed deity with the Zam-
sceptre."

Bet. of the god Khnum. 128

J\ "ram-headed deity sitting

Bet. of the god Khnum. 128

life, surmounted by a throne.

Pron. As-t. 106 136

Bet. of the goddess Isis. 126

female deity with a papyrus reed,

surmounted by a pair of horns and

a throne."

Bet. of the goddess Isis. 126

"female deity surmounted by the

symbol of truth."

Pron. maa. 144

Bet. of the goddess Ma.

deity carrying an ottering of

flowers, surmounted by the papy-

rus plant."

Bet. of the god Hap (the Nile). 137

\fy "female deity standing and holding

a papyrus reed, surmounted by a

throne."

Bet. of the goddess Isis. 126

Vj "female deity with the symbol of

"female deity with the symbol of

life, surmounted by the symbol of

truth."

Pron. maa. 37 62 62 64 64 65 65 65 66 66

67 67 68 68 68 69 69 70 70 87 96 122

130 130 144 147 Hieroglyph written

from right to left. 71 71

Bet. of the goddess Ma.

^| "lion-headed female deity with the

snake-encircled disk of the sun."

Bet. of the goddess Sekhet or Bast. 92

146

IV. Parts of the Human Body.

<^> "face."

Pron. her. 70 123

Bet. of face, front.

-<S>- "left eye."

Pron. ar. 53 54 55 56 58 58 65 67 67 70 92

105 138 142 142 mer, *iri, *i, *men.
Bet. of vision. 31 48

^§3*_ "eye with eye-brows."

Pron. an, na, an.

Bet. of vision. 31 122

"left eye with eye-brows and a

hoe (?) below."

Pron. beq, 118 uza.

Bet. of eye, sun, moon.

<zr> "mouth."

Pron. Letter r. 5 27 31 3131 38 39 39 39

39 48 49 49 51 51 51 53 55 56 56 60 60

60 60 63 64 64 64 65 65 65 69 69 72 86

86 88 88 90 90 91 91 94 97 97 97 102

102 102 102 102 102 102 102 106 106
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107 111111111111 111112 112 114

114 114 115 116 116 116 117 117 117

117 117 119 119 122 122 122 123 124

128 129 129 131 131 133 136 137 138

139 142 143 144 145 151 152 152

| | "two arms."

Pron. qa, 122 135 135 135 150 152 ka, *q,

*k.

^JL* "two arms."

Pron. nen, 48 58 67 *n.

Vet. of negation, defense, secrecy.

"two arms holding an oar."

Pron. khen. 86 128

Vet. of rowing.

"arm holding a whip."

Pron. khu. 117 122

A "arm."

Pron. Letter a, 56 57 70 91 92 95 99116

116121 122 124 130 132 137 138 144

149 152 152 ded. 60 60 70 70

£ f\ "arm with lash."'

Pron. nekht, 48 48 50 53 55 56 58 59 60

60 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 68 68 70 136 *n.

Vet. of any violent action. 31 64 66 70

<r-
j=^3 "open hand."

Pron. Letter d. 27 31 31 31 39 62 70 87 91

94 102 102 102 102 106 111 111 112

115 116 118 122 124 127 131 136 150

J\ "legs walking."

Pron. iu, «i or u 86

Vet. of progressive motion. 48 64 144

1 "leg."

Pron. uar, 92 102 ped, red, men.
Vet. of foot, motion, measure.

f
,

1
, "leg standing on earth."

Pron. ger. 62 67

A "knee."

Pron. Letter q. 39 39 39 39 60 61 61 70 86

86 94 94 97 102 102 102 106 106 111

111 112 112 112 114 115 116 118 119

124 144 Roman additions for sym-

metry (?) 122 122 (reading from
right to left).

J •foot."

Pron. Letter b. 21 21 24 27 27 58 58 69

86 87 87 88 88 88 97 103 106 114 115

116 118 118 119 119 121 124 136 146

"piece of flesh."

Pron. f, auf.

Vet . of flesh, part of the body. 56 56 56

V. Figures of Animals.

"bul1 -"

Pron. qa, 48 48 48 50 53 55 56 58.59 62 63

65 66 67 68 68 70 ka, *q, *k.

Vet. of bull, quadruped. 100

35? "ram."

Pron. ba, 92 ser, *b, *s. 117

Vet. of ram, the god Khnum. 104

jjyef "cynocephalus-ape."

Pron. dehuti, 150 an, sa, *a, *zed,

Vet. of monkey, the god Thoth.

cynocephalus-ape."

Pron. dehuti. 49 150

Vet. of monkey, the god Thoth.

j?*^ "lion couching."

Pron. Letter 1 or r, both being inter-

changeable. 39 04 94 102 102 106 106

112 112 116 117 117 117 117 124 136
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142 144 ar, ar, shena.

"lion with a human face."

Pron. neb. 46 98

"jackal on a tomb."

Pron. seshta.

Bet. of the god Anubis. 99

"hare or rabbit."

Pron. un. 24 27 62 86 100 101 148

"elephant."

Pron. ab. 119

"ass."

Pron. set. 146 146

Bet. of the god Set, wickedness, tem-

pest.

VI. Parts of Animals.

^ "head and leg of a ram."

Pron. shef. 65

eeJ^} "lion's head and paw."

Pron. ha. 05 122

\jf "two horns."

Pron. ap, 99 *up.

"horn."

Pron. ab, in the dual abui. 48 48

Vet <>f horn, opposition, attack.

<
1 "tusk of an elephant."

Pron. hu, 31 87 118 beh, *h.

Del. of eating, speaking.

^) "hind part and tail of an animal."

Pron. peh. 60

Bet. of position behind, power, succes-

sion.

<^ZJ "leg of an animal."

Pron. khepesh, 60 am, *a.

"piece of flesh with a bone."

Pron. aa, 142 aa.

VII. Figures of Birds.

'eagle."

Pron. le tter a. 27 39 61 87 89 92 94 94 94

97 100 102 102 102 102 106 106 106

107 107 107 111 112 112 116 117 121

122 122 124 136 136 138 138 139 144

145 147

"eagle with a bunch of feathers

on the breast."

Pron. ti, 88 114 neh, *n.

'sparrow-hawk.'

Pron. her, 30 30 122 136 144 bak (name

of the bird), 30 *nuter, *p.

Bet. of hawk, the god Horns. 31 125

hawk with the royal whip.

Pron. same as preceding.

Bet. of the god Horus. 125

hawk surmounted by the snake-

encircled di>k of the sun."

Pron. Hor-Ra or Ra-Hor. 30 30 49 49 55

55 58 60 144

Bet. of the gods Rtt or Horus. 125
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it."

"hawk with the double crown of Pron ma. 66 131 144

Egypt." u
Pron her. 30 31 56 56 58 59 60 62 63 65 \^ "outline of an owl."

66 67 68 68 70 pron mer? 143 m>
Bet. of the god Honrs. 125 ^

"ibis on a scaffold."

'hawk standing on the symbol of
\

F™- de^- 36 49 49 56 58 60 61 150 150

gold (nub)."

Prow, her-nub. 60 61 68

Bet. of the god Honrs. 125

[S^^l same as preceding.

Pron. her-nub.

Bet. of the god Honrs. 125

'hawk on a scaffold."

Bet. of the god Horas. 125

"hawk on a scaffold preceded by

the sign hen."

Bet. of the god Horus. 125

'hawk on a scaffold preceded by

the sign thes."

Bet. of the god Horus. 125

x
fjj "hawk with the royal whip on a

scaffold with the symbols of Upper
and Lower Egypt beneath."

Bet. of the god Horus. 125

'vulture."

Pron. mut, 56 66 70 97 117 153 mert, ner,

m, *qed.

151 151

Bet. of the god Thoth.

%- ^ same as preceding.

Pron. dehuti. 19

Bet. of the god Thoth.

ibis on a scaffold with the letters

t and i beneath."

Pron. dehuti. 150

'heron."

Pron. khu, 63 64 97 *kh.

a species of fowl.'

Pron. zef. 69

goose.

Pron. sa, 31 36 37 38 48 48 50 53 55 56 58

59 61 62 62 64 64 65 65 66 66 67 67 68

68 69 69 70 70 72 89 92 94 95 96 96 9G

97 99 106 106 107 107 111 122 136 136

138 140 141 142 143 144 144 145 U7
147 150 150 151 151 152 men, hep, *s,

*r, 117 117 (hieroglyph reading from

right to left) *u.

Bet. of bird, flying.

'sroose flying.''

'owl,"

Pron. Letter m. 27 27 31 31 48 48 50 53

55 56 56 56 56 58 58 58 59 59 60 70 87

95 97 106 107 116 118 124 132 141

'owl with an arm written across

Pron. pa, 84 *p.

Co Bet. of bird, flying.

swallow."

Pron. ur. 58 58 90 131 139

'chicken.
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Pron. Letter u. 24 27 27 27 48 60 60 64 65

68 89 99 106 115 115 116 117 124 128

128 128 133 147 148 150
77 "chicken with an arm across it."

Pron. ua. 66 70

VIII. Parts of Birds.

Proiu maa, 99 130 shu, qeb, *m, *sh.

^ «egg."

Pron. sa, 39 63 66 68 70 102 117 122 *s.

Det. of egg, progeny, goddess, queen.

39 39 102 112 112 112 112 121 126 130

136 146 146 152

Emss? "rignt wing or a bird.

Pron. meh.

Det. of wing, rising, flying. 31

'feather, piume.'

IX. Figures of Reptiles.

^-g-v "crocodile."

Pron, sebek, 103 seq, ad, *n.

Det. of crocodile, insolence, plundering,

hiding.

"crocodile on a tomb."

Pron. sebek, anp.

Det. of the god Sebek. 146

f I "tail of a crocodile."

Pron. qem. 61 66 70 84 118

"cobra."

Pron. ara, 152 neb, *k, *r.

Det. of goddess, queen. 136 146

"cobra."

Pron. ara or mehent. 56 66 70 117

Wi k^nake."

Pron. ru, 97 *r, 102 *f.

Del. of snake, reptile.

"water-snake."

Pron. Letter z. 39 47 48 50 52 54 57 58 60

61 69 92 102 106 116 124 142 149

"Egyptian horned snake."

Pron. Letter f. 27 27 31 31 48 49 51 53 55

:>:, 56 56 56 57 58 58 58 58 58 59 60 60

60 60 62 64 65 65 65 66 67 67 67 69 69

69 70 70 70 97 97 99 112 112 113 116

124 127 128 139

X. Figures of Fishes.

XI. Figures of Insects.

"bee."

Pron. af, men, sekhet, kheb, kat or

qet. Its pronunciation when com-

bined with the reed (suten) is un-

known. We choose to transcribe

by suten-kaut, which means

thelcing of Upper and Lon er Egypt
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36 37 38 52 53 54 56 58 59 60 62 63 65

66 67 68 68 70 72 84 94 95 96 96 96 97

99 106 106 107 107 111 122 127 128

132 135 136 138 140 141 142 144 144

147 150 150 151 151 152 152

scorpion."

'beetle." Pro,,, serq. 81 114 114 114

Pron. kheper, 36 38 47 48 49 49 50 50 52\Det. of scorpion, wickedness.

53 54 55 56 58 58 59 60 60 61 63 G4 72

82 96 96 97 100 128 128 128 138 140

150 150 151 151 151 152 khep, *ta

117 117 in dual *taui, 39 39 112 112

*t.

XII. Figures of Trees and Plants.

0 'outline of a tree."

Pron. am, *m.

Vet. of tree, shrub, plant. 118

f reed."

Pron. renp, 64 68 rep, ter, *qed.

Det. of year, season, germination, re-

newal.

^ "reed on the letter r."

Pron. renp, 48 ter.

j] "reed on land."

Pron. renp, rep, ter, mera. 90 115

Det. of year, season, renewal.

point of a reed."

Pron. sput, 48 sbud.

tuft of grass."

Pron. nekbeb, 87 119 136 n, 65 65 142

142 *n.

\ "reed."

Pron. su, 37 60 62 63 64 64 64 65 65 66 66

67 67 68 68 69 69 69 70 70 71 71 126

144 146 suten 56 56 66 70 and in con-

nection with a bee, 36 37 38 52 53 54

56 58 59 60 62 63 65 66 67 68 68 70 72

84 94 95 96 96 96 97 99 106 106 107

107 111 122 127 128 132 135 136 138

140 141 142 144 144 147 150 150 151

151 152 152 *s.

vf?" "papyrus with the letter a, drawn
through it."

Pron. qema. 152

^ "papyrus on the letter r."

Pron. res. 84

\ "leaf."

Pron. Letter a. 27 28 38 49 51 59 62 62 63

65 66 69 72 87 88 89 90 94 95 95 96 96

96 97 97 97 97 97 98 98 98 99 101 102

102 106 111 111 115 116 122 124 128

132 132 136 137 138 144 149

two leaves."

Pron. Letter i. 39 56 57 58 60 62 65 86 89

90 91 91 97 102 106 106 106 111 116

116 117 117 120 121 122 122 122 122

124 129 131 140 142 147 147

^ "leaf walking."

Pron. iu or ai. 132

T?T$T "basin of water full of lotus."

Pro,,. Letter sh. 107 113 116 124 126

"^X "bunch of lotus flowers."

Pron. hun, 119 129 as.

Det. of plant, flower.
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'a lotus plant."

Pron. meh, 90 152 152 ateh, kheb.

Det. of reed, water-plant. 139

'a papyrus plant."

Pron. res, 152 ha. 121

lotus blossom.'

Pron. uz. 152

\ -lotus

Pron. uz. 131

blossom with snake ( z ).'

"papyrus blossom."

Pron. unknown. 152 In the combina-

tion || the pronunciation is *taui.

f£ "lotus flower."

Pron. kha, 113 *kh.

"a bud."

Pron. *r. 102 102 122 122 186

"reed with two spikes.'

Pron. ut. 148

reed."

Pron. hez, 132 *het.

part of a reed."

Pron. ut. 60

bundle of reeds."

Pron. mes. 31 36 37 49 49 49 49 56 56 58

59 60 61 62 62 63 64 64 64 65 65 66

66 67 67 67 68 68 69 69 69 69 70 70 71

71 106 115 144 144 150 150 151 151

pod of the acacia fruit."

Pron. nezem, 136 nem.

Det. of sweetness, pleasure.

XIII. Figures of Heaven, Earth, and Water.

i -vi "heaven with the horizon on two

sides."

Pron. pet, 56 56 56 58 59 60 62 63 65 66

67 68 68 70 her, khi, *p, *men.

Det. of heaven, covering, height, supe-

riority.

O "disk of the sun."

Pron, ra, 27 27 31 36 36 37 37 37 38 38 38

46 47 48 48 48 49 50 50 50 52 53 53

54 55 55 56 56 57 58 58 59 59 60 60 61

62 62 62 62 62 62 62 64 64 64 64 64 64

64 64 65 65 65 65 65 65 66 66 66 66 66

66 66 66 67 67 67 67 67 67 67 68 68 68

68 68 68 68 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 70

70 70 70 70 70 70 71 71 71 71 72 72 72

82 87 94 95 95 96 96 96 96 96 96 97 97

97 97 98 99 99 106 106 106 107 107

111 122 122 127 135 136 136 138 138

138 140 140 141 141 142 143 143 144

144 144 144 144 144 147 147 150 150

150 150 150 151 151 151 151 152 152

*r.

Det. of sun, sun-god, light, time. 27 27

56 62 89 97 101

3£X "disk of the sun with the cobra

around it."

Pron. ra, 39 102 117 122 *r.

"disk of the sun with rays."

Pron. khu, am, *per, 142 *kh.

Det. of splendor, radiance. 62

"disk of the sun with two cobras

around it."

Pron. *nuter. 39 102 117 122

^SE7 "winged disk of the 81111/'
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Pron. hud. 87

Q "half of the sun with halo."

Pron. kha, 39 48 50 53 55 56 59 64 102

117 117 117 122 122 122 127 136 150

150 151 151 *kh, *sh.

).. ./ "moon"
Pron. ab, *a. 116

Vet. of the moon in all its phases.

"star."

Pron. seb, dua, 65 97 khabes, *s, *z.

Vet. of star, constellation, god.

=5?= "land with clods of earth beneath."

Pron. ta, 39 47 48 49 49 50 52 54 57 58 60

60 61 65 90 102 106 117 142 142 in the

dual taui, 39 39 47 47 48 48 50 50 51

51 52 52 53 53 54 54 55 55 62 62 62 62

64 64 65 65 65 65 66 66 67 67 67 67 68

68 69 69 70 70 98 98 102 102 136 136

152 152 *t. 102 102 102

'

</ f "land with a line and a piece of

rock beneath."

Pron. ta, 70 *t.

'

<r o0„ ( same as preceding with three

clods of earth added.

Pron. ta, 84 88 88 90 90 115 116 116 117

*t.

pHP| same as preceding, doubled.

Pron. taui. 112 117 122

fN/vi "earth with valleys and mount-
ains."

Pron. either men 60 66 70 or set (doubt-

ful).

Vet. of country, land, place, people. 28

86 89 90 97 97 97 97 100 103 119 119

127 128 133 137 145

"earth with a stick to which pris-

oners were tied."

Vet. of foreign country or nation. 132

137 138 144

"valley."

Pron. du, 88 88 88 *men, *a, *h.

Vet. of mountain, mountainous region.

151

fO| "sun rising over a valley."

Pron. khu, 55 55 62 89 generally in the

dual khuti. 30 122

1

1

1

H

"land intersected by canals."

Pron. hesp, 137 sep, *n.

Vet. of province, field, vineyard.

\> "piece of rock."

Pron. hu, *h.

Vet. of land, earth. 84 90 117

/ "parcel of land (?)."

Pron. Letter m. 30 62 64 65 67 70 89 103

116 117 119 122 124 142

I 1 "block of granite."

Pron. aner, an, *men.

Vet. of stone, rock. 88 88

0 "clod of earth."

Vet of earth, metal, sand, frankincense,

flour. 58 58 58

j 1 "basin of water."

Pron. mer, 37 38 39 62 63 64 64 65 65 66

66 67 67 68 68 69 69 70 70 72 94 102

106 136 138 142 144 144 aa, *m.

Vet. of water, fluid, lake, river, ocean,

irrigation, inundation. 131 137

>— ( "basin of water with the symbol
of water in it."

Pron. mer, 90 aa, *m.

Vet. of water, fluid, lake, river, ocean,

irrigation, inundation. 91 131 137

1 \\ I "basin of water."

Pron. Letter sh. 60 65 90 116 116 124 127

137

cd "a portion of land or sky."

Pron. khu, generally in the dual g khu-
ti. 30 49 49 55 55 58 60 144 144

Ky "pond full of water."

Pron. him, 112 ba, peh.
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zvwwv "undulating surface of water."

Pron, Letter n, 21 21 21 24 2? 27 27 28 31

37 38 38 38 48 48 48 48 53 56 56 56 56

56 56 56 57 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 59 60

60 62 62 62 62 64 64 64 64 64 65 65 66

66 66 67 67 67 68 68 68 69 69 69 70 70

71 71 72 72 72 86 86 87 87 87 88 88 88

88 89 89 89 89 90 92 94 94 94 95 95 95

96 96 96 96 97 97 97 97 97 97 97 98 98

99 99 100 101 101 103 115 116 116 116

116 119 119 120 120 120 122 122 122

122 124 128 129 132 132 132 133 133

136 136 136 136 137 138 138 138 138

138 139 142 142 144 144 145 147 148

149 149 150 150 152 *niu.

AAftAM
/www same as preceding, repeated three

times.

Pron. mu, 144 *m.

Dei. of water, fluid, ablution, purifica-

tion. 53 55 87 90 119 133 137 137

XIY. Figures of Buildings.

@ "plan of a village with streets on a

hill."

Pron. nen, nu. 87

Det. of city, town, island, country. 24

24 31 36 51 51 52 53 56 58 61 66 69 69

70 84 86 86 86 86 86 86 87 87 87 87 87

87 88 88 88 88 88 88 89 89 89 90 90 90

90 90 91 91 92 92 92 92 92 92 97 101

102 103 105 105 114114 115 115 116

116 116 117 117 117 118 118 118 118

118 118 118 119 119 120 120 120 120

123 128 129 132 132 133 136 139 144

145 147 148 149 149 149 149 149 150

151 152 152 152 152 152 152

[7] "plan of a house."

Pron. per, 21 53 59 64 67 69 89 92 92 92

105 105 139 14U 140 140 pu, 129 *p.

Vet. of place. 51 53 55 55 62 89 92 102 115

123

FD "Wall."

Pron. Letter h. 48 60 65 116 124 133 144

LT1 "plan of a house."

Pron. mer. 118

£| "plan of a house."

Pron. ha or ha-t, 21 51 53 92 102 103 115

123 *h, ' kh.

#
_Q same as preceding with the sign a

and the feminine ending t in it.

Pron. ha*t-a. 56

m "hawk in a house."

Pron. ha-t-her. 88 123

Det. of the goddess Hathor.

Q "plan of a fortification."

Pron. anb. 132

Det. of wall, fortification.

1

[} "corner of a house."

Pron. neh, qen.

Det. of corner, protection. 119

"h^T "tomb with four feathers, the

symbols of truth."

Pron. mer. 118

"pyramid."

Pron. abmer.

Det. of pyramid, tomb. 90 132 143

"pyramidion."

Pron. benben.

Det. of heap, pyramidion. 58
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obelisk."

Pron. tekhen, 58 58 men, *t.

Det. of obelisk, monument. 5 21 21

f| "stele, slab."

Det. of stele, monument. 148

"room of a temple with images."

Pron. sed, 58 afd.

Pron. heb. 58 69 136

—h— "bolt of a door."

Pron. Letter s, 31 39 39 48 49 56 56 56 58

60 60 61 62 62 69 69 87 89 92 94 94 94

94 94 94 97 102 102 103 106 106 111

111 111 114 115 116 117 120 121 122

122 122 124 142 144 144 145 147 150

151 152 ses.

Pron.

"temple ornament on a scaffold,

khem. 89 139

'men climbing on poles."

Det. of an Egyptian festival.

'room of temple with images on

top of the sign heb."

Pron. heb. 65 69 i

{]] "pylon of a temple."

room of a temple with a lotus' Pron. an, 36 51 51 52 53 56 58 69 87 88 91

blossom on top of the sign heb.'' 96 116 120 120 123 143 144 a.

XV. Figures of Ships axd their Parts.

'rigging of a ship.'

Pron. shep, 64 khep.

XinJ> "boat."

Det. of boat, sacred barge of deities. 131

146

mast i

Pron. ana, 58 *h, ab.

XYI. Figures of House Furxiture.

seat, chair."

Pron. as or us, 39 92 102 105 126 138 142

s, men, tern.

I
"back of a chair."

Pron. Letter s. 24 31 36 37 49 49 56 56 58

59 59 60 62 62 63 61 64 64 65 65 66 66

67 67 67 68 68 69 69 69 69 69 70 70 71

71 86 94 94 (reading from right to

left) 101 106 106 106 114 114 114 115

116 117 122 122 124 136 137 141 142

144 146 146 148 151 152

, 8 . "top of a table with offerings."

Pron. hotep. 27 96 96 96 104

zn "stooi."

Pron. kher. 97 -kh.

U^KI "bed."

Pron. aa, 86 135 *a.

Det. of coffin, cemetery, embalming.

'leg of a table (?)."'
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Prom,, deb, 87 118 zeb.

'post of a bouse (?)."

Pron. qed, 127 sat.

/
I "iloor (?)."

Pron. maa, 142 *m.

XYII. Figures of Temple Furniture.

1'ron. nuter, 31 31 31 47 49 50 51 52 53 54 Pron. sen, 97 1J2 *s.

57 57 62 62 62 65 65 67 67 67 71 71 96 .A.

altar

ab.

Det. of god. 102 115 150

ot ot o£ oo oo ov o< tw v± viyo .0.

96 97 98 142 reading from right to ^ «a
left. 71 71 142 ! prou<

[\ "nilometer."

Pron. ded, 53 57 92 137 psed, *d.

altar with the symbol of truth on
top of it."

Pron. men, amen, 97 set.

XVIII. Figures of Crowds and Insignia.

"royal head-dress."

Pron. Letter *k. 106 106

"royal head-dress with the cobra.

Pron. suten.

Det. of the royal hood. 46 117

"royal helmet."

Pron. kheperesh. 117

••white crown of Upper Egypt.'

Pron. hez, 31 60 114 136 *nefer, *n.

Det. of crown. 64

desher, 31 114 136 net.

same as preceding with the sign for

"country" below it.

Pron. desher. 152

ame as preceding with the sign for

"country" below it.

Pron. hez. 152

V red crown of Lower Egypt."

Pron. Letter n. 63 64 70 116 116 121 124

'the white and red crowns of

Egypt combined into one."

Pron. sekhet, sekhent. 31 114 114

Q "loop of a crown."

Pron. Letter u. 27 27 39 102 102 102 102

102 102 102 102 106 111 111 116 117

117 117 121 122 122 122 124 136 136

139 146 151

^? "necklace."

Pron. usekh. 61

"two royal whips in a recepta-

cle."

Pron dem. 60 70
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ft
[ "cross with a handle."

Fran. ankh. 29 29 39 46 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 53 54 55 55 57 61 63 63 65 67

69 70 71 71 99 101 102 106 137 140 142

142

96 106 112 112 144

"wand, staff."

Fron. kherp. 38 72 138

wand, sceptre.'

Fron, sekhem. 142

'wand, sceptre.

Pron. sekhem. 146

f

F

f

m-sceptre."

Fron. us, 46 46 53 57 58 153 sem.

"crosier.

Pron. heq. 39 49 51 51 52 60 60 60 96 96

same as preceding with the feather,

the symbol of truth.

Pron. us. 48 48 49 50 53 55 56 59 87 96 96

149

|

"sceptre with the head of a jackal.*'

Pron. us, user, 37 62 62 64 64 64 65 65

66 66 67 67 68 68 68 69 69 70 70 71 71

98 144 144 152 153 -ha.

^ "royal banner shield.

Around the fixed titles of the kings. 56

58 59 60 62 63 65 66 67 68 68 70 102

XIX. Figuees of Implements of War.

> ' Pron. kha, 27 56 64 88 *kh.
I
"post to which prisoners were tied." »

Pron. am, za, am, qem, neh, qa, ga, tp "cover of a quiver."

gem, *a. Pron. sa, 38 72 111 138 s.

Bet. of foreigner, country, action. 56 89
<̂ =̂ »Spear, javelin."

120 126 150
|

prm &

a

or k 49 51 53 53 57 ^
140 140 149 150 150 *&.

'mace."

Pron. tep. 58
\| "knife."

''mace." Pron. qed, 91 144 sat.

96 99

XX. Figures qf Tools and Utensils.

I 136 138 142 144 reading from right

,fork/ , to left 71 71 anp.

Pron Letter *m, 106 khen.
T

£>—, "hoe on earth." ^ "sickle."

Pron. sotep, 37 38 62 62 64 64 65 65 66 66 Pron. ma, 31 31 48 56 maa. 98

67 67 68 68 69 69 70 70 72 94 98 136 frr-n- "sleigh."
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Pron. turn. 27 27 51 51 51 53 56 57 90 102

133 151

"sickle with the sign

Pron. maa. 95 99 130

)lough, hoe."

Pron. mer, 5 31 57 58 58 60 60 62 62 65 67

68 71 71 90 90 91 98 115 130 131 133

136 147 *ma, *m.

1 'bai

unknown utensil.

Pron. ab, 113 sekhmer.

J
unknown utensil.

Fran. ab. 21 86 119

y "mallet."

Pron. menkh. 59 66

f^*| "cloth wrung out."

ProH. nub.

Pro». Letter th. 87 106 115 116 120 124 Del of gold, gold-metal. 58

132

'hag on land.'

same as preceding with the sign

L'ron. Letter z
|
really pronounced like j>

}

our j). 113 116 124

^ "cover of a box (?)."

Pron. hep. 97 100

< r-i? "Spit."

Prow, ua. oi 'JO 97

o//. usem (some pronounce it only

sem . 119

'the sign nub with a leg written

through it."

Pron nub. 86 129

XXI. Figures of Cordage.

—(3— "porr1 and line.

Pron. set, 97 as, as.

'cord with a cloth attached to it."

Pron. au. 151

^5 "loop."

Pron qeb, 88 114 qes, ser, sjies, *q, *g,

Pron. net, 136 *n.

XIX "two cords.'

Pron. ad. 131

^\ "loop."

Pron. Letter u. 39 72 112 112 116 124

"twisted cord."

Pron. arq, sekhi.

Bet of writing, reading, book, tying, X "twisted cord

closing. 116

138 142

"loop with a knot."

Pron. rud. 98

"twisted cord."

Pron. meh. 90 90

><=r=>< "two cords."

Pron. Letter h. 27 39 56 56 56 60 62 65 69

90 97 97 100 102 113 115 116 119 124

129 137 142 142 142 142 142 147 150

•twisted cord with knot."
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Pron. sek. 146 i 124 133 137 139 141 142 145 150

J

s same us preceding on legs,

'twisted cord with a large loop on Pron - thet, 31 *t.

top."

Pron. uah. 56 56

g > "cord with two knots."

Pron. Letter th. 65 89 97 103 106 116 120

"round loop with two knots."

Pron. ut, 137 zet, heseb, -a.

Det. of counting, covering, embalming,

sickness, opposition. 119

XXII. Figukes of Vessels.

y "jar of incense."

Pron. bes, 92 105 146 *b.

Det. of oil, wax, incense.

jar of water."

Pron. qebeh. 53 55 97 152 152

"jar."

Pron. hen, 31 48 *h.

^) "pitcher."

Pron. khnum, 87 104 122 128 nem.

& "two vases."

Det. of fluid, scent. 49 51

O "vase."

Pron. Letter n, 27 36 51 51 52 53 56 58 58

58 58 69 86 87 87 91 106114 116117

117 119 120 122 122 123 124 128 136

136 145 nu, nen, men, Mien.

lvase on legs."

Pron. an, 99 nen, *n.

"vase with handles."

Pron. ab. 5 48 88 136 141

Det. of heart, centre, valor. 122

"jar (?)."

Pron. ma or ma. 56 57 62 64 65 66 66 68

69 69 70 150

\j "vessel with flat bottom."
*

Pron. au, ab, hen, usekh. *a, *u. 136

Det. of size, victuals, offering. 60

^ "censer with a flame and grains of

incense."

Pron. *ba, *b. Ill

ffi "drinking cup."

Pron. ta. 60 128

"basket, satchel."

Pron. Letter g. 31 31 94 102 102 102 106

116 117 124 136

V / "basin."

Pron. neb, 31 39 39 39 47 48 49 49 49 50

51 51 51 51 51 52 53 53 53 54 54 55 55

56 57 58 60 61 62 64 64 65 65 66 67 68

69 69 69 70 70 70 92 96 98 102 102 112

112 117 117 121 121 122 122 136 136

in connection with the cobra and

the vulture, 56 56 66 66 70 70 117

117 153 *n.

v "basin with a handle."

Pron. Letter k. 31 38 48 66 70 72 89 94

102 106 107 107 111 113 114 114 116

117119 122 122 124 132 137 138 138

141 142 146 146

"box."

Pron. Letter p. 39 39 48 49 51 62 64 65 65

86 88 90 94 97 99 99 100 100 102 104

112 112 114 115 116 124 137 139 140

141 142 142 142 142 142 142 147
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XXIII. Figures of Temple Offerings.

(1=0) "loaf of bread."

Fro it. ta.

Det. of bread, nourishment, quantity. 69

(^) "sacrificial loaf."

Pron. pau-t. 57

© "sacrificial loaf."

Pron. sep. 58

^ "sacrificial loaf."

Pron. Letter kh. 21 54 56 56 59 60 60 63

64 65 66 70 97 114 116 117 122 124 128

128 146 146

f\ "loaf of bread shaped like a pyra-

mid."

Pron. du, 31 47 48 48 49 49 50 51 51 52 53

53 53 54 55 55 55 57 61 63 65 67 69 70

*d, 94 Hh.

XXIV. Figures of Instruments for Writing, etc.

"brush, inkstand, and pallet."

Pron. an, na, sekhi. 116

,
w

,
"papyrus roll with a string tied

around it."

Pron. ash.

Det. of book, writing, plan, drawing,

any abstract idea. 48 60 61 62 65 65

67 70

"sistrum."

Pron. sekhem. 99

\ "guitar."

Pron. nefer. 47 49 50 52 53 54 56 58 60 61

71 71 71 71 90 96 97 98 132 141 150

151

"chess-board with chess-men."

Pron. men. 28 36 38 47 48 48 49 50 50 52

53 54 55 56 58 58 59 59 60 66 72 82 87

87 87 90 95 95 96 96 96 97 97 98 98 98

120 122 132 132 132 133 135 138 140

144 147 149 151 151

n

XXV. Figures

| "one line."

Pron. a (as first person singular mascu-

line or feminine personal pronoun).

Sign of the singular. 27 27 31 48 48 59 60

60 62 63 64 64 64 65 65 66 66 66 67 67

67 68 68 69 69 69 70 70 70 70 84 87 88

89 89 92 92 92 97 97 97 105 105 107

114119 129 129136 137139 143149

149 149 151

| | "two lines."

Pron. i, 62 65 ui.

Sign of the dual.

of Lines, etc.

1 1
1 "three lines."

Pron. u and sign of the plural. 39 49 57

58 60 60 60 61 64 64 64 65 65 66 68 68

70 88 96 97 102 150 151 151 151

j | i same as preceding.

Pron. u and sign of the plural. 31 48 60

60 69 97 137

I
same as preceding.

Pron. u and sign of the plural. 69 96 121

122
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1 1 same as preceding.

Pron. u and sign of the plural. 106

V same as preceding.

Pron. u and sign of the plural. 56

\\ "two slanting lines."

Pron. Letter i. 87 88 89 102 106 115 116

119 120 120 121 122 124 136 139 150

150 150

X "two lines crossing each other."

Pron. ur, su, u, sesh.

Det. of crossing, mixing, increasing. 99

o "semicircle."

Pron. Letter t. 21 21 24 24 27 27 31 31 31

39 39 39 39 39 39 47 48 48 49 50 51 51

51 51 51 52 53 53 53 54 54 55 55 56 56

56 56 56 56 56 57 57 57 58 58 58 60 60

60 60 60 60 60 60 61 61 62 62 62 64 64

64 65 65 65 65 66 66 66 67 68 68 69 70

70 70 70 84 86 86 86 86 87 87 87 87 87

87 87 87 88 88 88 88 88 89 89 89 89 90

90 90 90 90 90 91 91 92 92 92 92 92 92

92 94 94 94 95 95 97 98 99 99 100 100

101 101 102 102 102 102 102 102 102

102 102 102 102 104105 105 106106

106 111 112 112 112 112 112 112 114

114 114 115 115 115 115 116 116 116

116 117 117 117 117 117 117 117 117

118 118 118 118 118 118 118 119 119

119 119 120 120 120 121 122 122 122

122 122 122 122 123 124 126 128 129

130 131 132 132 133 133 136 136 136

136 137 139 139 142 142 142 142 142

142 142 144 144 145 146 146 146 147

147 148 149 149 149 149 149 149 150

150 150 151 151 152 152

t^s pronounced ti (or possibly

tet). 28 56 89 90 97 97 97 103 119 146

In the combination suten-kaut

(pronunciation doubtful ! i. 36 37 38

52 53 54 56 58 59 60 02 63 65 06 67 68

68 70 72 84 94 95 96 96 96 97 99 106 106

107 107 111 122 127 128 132 135 136

138 140 141 142 144 144 147 150 150

151 151 152 152

(
1\ /] "cartouche or royal seal

containing the name of a king or a

queen."

Around royal names. 36 36 37 37 38 38

39 39 39 47 48 49 49 49 49 49 50 50 52

53 54 55 56 56 58 58 59 60 60 61 62 62

62 63 64 64 64 64 65 65 65 65 66 66 66

66 67 67 67 67 68 68 68 68 69 69 69 69

70 70 70 70 71 71 71 71 72 72 82 87 94

94 95 95 96 96 96 96 96 96 97 97 98 98

99 99 102 102 106 106 106 106 107 107

107 107 111 111 112 112 117 117 121

122 122 122 122 127 128 132 132 135

136 136 136 136 138 138 140 140 141

141 142 142 144 144 144 144 147 147

150 150 150 150 151 151 151 151 152

152

C y "cartouche or royal seal."

Pron. ren. 107

Det. of name, circle, inkstand.

(2 "right angle with two quarter cir-

cles."

Pron. ap. 88

III
Sign of a lacuna or a gap in the

'
text. 58 59 66 67 68



A GLOSSARY

OF THE EGYPTIAN WORDS OCCURRING ON THE NEW YORK

OBELISK.

The words in this Glossary are arranged according to

the Hieroglyphic alphabet as follows:

\\

0

V

b

P

f

m
m
n

n

n

r

ra

h

kh

&

rrr~i

Hil sh

q

k

g

t

d

As there was no fixed orthography among the ancient

Egyptians the same word is frequently spelled in many
different ways. This will be noticed in the following

pages. — The plural of nonns or adjectives was formed

by adding three lines (III) to the word or by repeating

the Hieroglyphic sign of the word three times. — The
dual was formed by adding two lines (II) or by repeat-

ing the sign twice. — The dot before the t ( 't ) denotes

that the t is the feminine ending, which was pronounced

by the ancient Egyptians only slightly or, probably, not

at all.
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Abbreviations: E stands for East Face of the Obelisk;

W for the West Face; N for the Xorth Face; S for the

South Face. Pyr. stands for Pyramidion. east, west,

north, south denote the vertical columns of the Obe-

lisk on that particular side of its face. cent, denotes the

central column. The small numerals refer to the pages

of the book.

am. Prep, "in." Adv. "there, where." W cent. 51

C1ID aAmen-mer-Ra-meses-su. Second car-

touche or the family name of Ramses II., "belov-

ed of Amen, the Sun, begetting himself 11
. E north

62 6 3 SOUTH 6 4 6 4 S EAST

NORTH 6 7 6 7 N WEST 7 0 7 0 EAST 69

Amen-mer-Ra-meses-su. Same as pre-

ceding. Base of E 71 71 S 71 71 W 71 71 N 71 71

V. 1 ) L 0 \<T>AAAAAA Amen-mer-Usarken. Second car-

touche or the family name of Osarkon L, "beloved

of Amen, Osarkon". small side inscriptions E 72

72 g 72 7 2 79 7 2 |^ 7 2 7 2

§ An. "Heliopolis." E cent. 56 S cent. 5B N east d *

Pyr. west 52 53 south 51

ar. Verb: "to make, form, fashion; making, mak-
er". E CENT.

56 W NORTH 67 0 7 S CENT. 5
*
M N WEST

70 Pyr. west
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HI aritu. Noun, feminine, plural: "toorks". S east 6

# arp. Noun: "wine". Pyr. east * 8 south bl

WW
o

NORTH

aa or a. Adjective: "great, large". E cent. 57 south
W south Pyr. east 49 south 51 west 53 In com-

bination with ha*t. E cent. 56

^~ ankh, Verb, &c: "to lite; living; life". E cent. 57

NORTH 63 S EAST fi5 W NORTH 6
' N CENT. 1,1 EAST 69

WEST 70 Pyr. EAST 47 49 SOUTH 50 5 1 WEST 69 53 63 NORTH
54 55 55 Base of E 71 71

S
71 71 W 71 71 N 7

'

71

U

ua. Adj. and adv.: "one, sole, alone; only" . E south 64

a uaf. Verb, etc.: "to smite, ward off, vanquish-,
conqueror, victor" . S west 66

uaf. Same as preceding. N west 7 "

us. Noun and adj.: "strength, power; strong" . E cent.
57 Pyr. west 53

Us. "Thebes." E cent. 58 W cent. 69 Pyr. east 48

SOUTH 50 WEST 53 NORTH 55
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l^rP usem. Noun: ugold-metal; electrwm". S cent. 58

1[ user. Adj.: "great, powerful, long". E south' 4 W
SOUTH 6fe

J|l ^ User-Ma-Ra-sotep-en-Ra. The first car-

touche or the royal name of Ramses II., "strong

in truth, the sun, chosen of the sun". E north 62 69

SOUTH 0 4 6 4 S EAST 6505 WEST 6 0 0 0 W NORTH 7 67

south 6& 66 N east 69 C9 west 7 0 7 0 Base of (all read-

ing from right to left) E 71 71 S 71 71 W ! 71 N 71 71

utu. Verb, &c: "to command, order; decree". N

f] tr

uah. Verb: "to place, put, establish". E cent. 66 56

urui. Dual of the adjective ur "large", hence: "the

two large" obelisks, referring to the New York and
London Obelisks. S cent. 56

j >

JA/
J

l\ benberrt. Noun: "pyramidion" . Scent. 58

P

® pau-t. Noun: "circle, assembly, company" . E cent. 57
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,—1 per. Xoun: "house" . W cent. 59 north 67

py
1® peru. Plural of the preceding word with the deter-

minative of "city": "temples, sanctuaries". Neast 09

<^> per. Verb: "to go out, proceed, issue". E south 04

p-^i pehu. Plural of peh "back, behind": hence "far-

thest extreme" . N cent. 60

pesed. Verb: "to shine, illumine" . E north 6:

pet. Xoun and adj. : "heaven; heavenly" . E north 62

CENT. 56 5(5 SOUTH 03 S EAST fi5 CENT. 5
* WEST GG W

NORTH 67
CENT. 59 SOUTH 6H N EAST 06

CENT.
60 WEST

Ptah-tathunen. Epithet of the god "Ptah"
of Memphis. S east ,i5

Ptah-tathunen. A variant (different spelling) of

the preceding word. N east 69

f. Third person sing. masc. pers. and possessive

pronoun: "he, him, his; it. its" . E north 6a cent.
56 56 56 :,T g0UTH 64 g ji^grp * CENT. " M M M W XORTH 67 CT

CENT. :>;
' N EAST m CENT. 60 60 WEST 70 PyT. EAST 49

M

m. Prep. : "in, for; at; as; (made) of; with". E cent.
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56 56 56 56 g 58 58 58 W 59 QENT. " WEST 7<>

Pyr. EAST u SOUTH 50 WEST 53 NORTH 55

m. Same as preceding: "m; a£/ from" . E north 62

SOUTH 64 S EAST 65 W NORTH 67

ma or ma. Adv.: "Mice, as". E cent. 5657 south 64 S
WEST '"' W SOUTH 68 N EAST 6J WEST 70

ma. Same word as the preceding: "like, as". E north
62 S EAST 65 WEST 66 N EAST™

Mi The goddess of truth, "Ma". S east 65 N east*8

mak. Verb, &c: "to protect, ward off; protect-

or". S WEST

mak. Same word as the preceding: "to protect;pro-
tector" . N west 70

ggg mennu. Xoun: "monument; monuments" . Scent. 58

^fn? nien'tu or setu. Xoun, plural of merrt or set

"country", hence: "countries, foreign nations" . N
CENT. fi

° S WEST m N WEST 70

1

Merukheper-Ra. The first cartouche or
the royal name of Thothmes III., "the stable and
creative sun". E cent. 56 S cent. W cent. 59 N
CENT. 60 Pyr. EAST 47 4

" SOUTH 50 50 WEST 52 :,; NORTH 4 5

Y menkh. Verb and adjective: "to be beautiful; beau-

tiful. kind". S west Cf. also the causative form of

the same word s*menkh "to embellish" W cent. 59
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mer. Verb, &c. : "to love; loving; beloved; lore; lover 1

.

E NOETH 62 S EAST 65 CENT. 58 W NORTH 67 N EAST 68

meri. Adj., derived from the preceding: "beloved".

E CENT. >T S CENT. 58 W CENT. 60

i
meriti. Lengthened form of the preceding word:

"beloved, lovely, beautiful". Enoeth 62

Hies or meses. Verb, &c. : to bringforth, beget; born

of; birth; child". Enoeth 62 cent. 56 south" 4 W
NORTH 67 CENT. 59 N EAST 69

meses. Same word as the preceding: "to bring

forth; birth; bom of; child" . E cent. 56 N east 69

/wwv\ N

a/ww, n. Prep.: "by, for". E cent. 56 south 64 S cent. 58 58 58

58 N east 69 cent. 60 Sign of the genitive case: "of,

in". E CENT. 56 56 SOUTH 64 64 W CENT. 59 SOUTH 63 Pyi\

west 58 Sign of the accusative case. E cent. 56

\[ n. Same as the preceding. Sign of the genitive case:

"<f". E NORTH 6

!

SOUTH 64

^7 neb. Noun: "lord, master". E north 62 south 64 64 S

EAST 65 63 CENT. 58 WEST 66 W NORTH 67 SOUTH 68 N EAST

Pyr. EAST 47 49 49 SOUTH 50 51 51 WEST 52 33 53

Adj.: "all, every". E cent. 57 N east

Pyr. EAST 49 SOUTH 51 NOETH 55

neb't. Feminine of the preceding word: "mistress,
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queen 1
'

'. E cent. 36 where by mistake, perhaps, it

stands for the preceding word and means "lord".

j*^, Pronunciation doubtful, either neb mut neb ara
or neb sheta neb mehen-t: "the lord of the Vult-

ure and Urceus diadems" . The title of Pharaoh as

the ruler of Upper and Lower Egypt. E cent. 56 S

west 60 N west 70

fw^ nub. Xoun: "gold". In the phrase Hor-nub "the

golden hawk or Horns'''. E south 64 W south 68 N

J nefer. Adj.: "good, gracious, benevolent, beautiful".

Pyr. EAST 47 SOUTH 50 WEST 52 53 NORTH 54 BASE OF E
71 71 71 71 g 71 71 71 71 ^ 71 71 71 71 |^ 71 71 71 71

J"I neferu. Plural of the preceding word: "beauty". E
cent. 56

j^Z nen - Adv.: "not". S cent. 58 W north 67

neheh or, possibly, only heh. Noun, &c: "eterni-

ty; eternal;forever" . E cent. 56

* a nekht. Adj. and noun: "powerful, valiant, mighty;
strength". E north 62 cent. 56 south 63 S east'"

CENT. 58 WEST 66 W NORTH <iT CENT. 59 SOUTH 68
~N EAST

68 CENT. 60 WEST 70 Pyr. EAST 49 SOUTH 50 WEST 53 NORTH 55

f~ri nekhtu. Plural of the preceding word: "victory".

N CENT. 60

nekhtu. Same word as the preceding: "victo-

ry". E SOUTH 64 W SOUTH
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ent. Lengthened form of the preposition n (cf.

above). Sign of the genitive case: "of". N cent. 60

enti (others read entet). Relative pronoun: "who,

which, what; whose; whom". E cent.
:>,i

] nuter. Noun and adj.: "god; divine". E cent. 57 Pyr.

EAST 47 49 SOUTH 50 51 WEST 52 53 NORTH 54 BASE OE E 71 71

s ;i ti w 7. N 7i 7i Reading from right to left. Base
of E 71 71 S 71 71 W 71 71 N 71 71

^ nuter. Same word as the preceding: "god". S east 65

^ nuteru. Plural of nuter: "gods". E cent. 57

^Tf\ nuteru. Same word as the preceding: "gods". E
NORTH 62 W NORTH fiT

|

<
77

>
|

nuteri dua. Noun: "morning-star". S east 65

<=> R

r. Prep.: "out, over, for, as, in order to". E south
64 ,il N east 69 " :

' (Ext. 60 ,i0 Pyr. E S 51 W :,:! N 53

ru. Noun: "mouth, end". N cent. 00

G Ra. "ifcz, the sun." E north 62 62 cent. 56 57 south 64 64 S

EAST'""5 CENT. 58 WEST 66 68 W NORTH

'

i7<iT CENT. 53

SOUTH ' ;s N EAST 69 69 CENT. 61 WEST 70 70 Pyr. EAST 4*

SOUTH 50 WEST 53 NORTH 55 SMALL SIDE INSCRIPTIONS

E 72 72 g 72 72 W 7,7, N 72 72

? Ra. Same word as the preceding: "Rd, the sun". E
SOUTH 61 64 S WEST 66 W SOUTH 68 N EAST 69 69 WEST 70
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G3 Ra. Same word as the preceding: "lid, the sun". N
CENT. 60

Ra. Same word as the preceding: "Bd, the sun". E
XORTH 62 W NORTH 67

^ Ra. Same word as the preceding: "Ra, the sun". E
XORTH 62 63 SOUTH64 S CENT. 5 * WEST 66 W XORTH 67

SOUTH
6K N CEXT. 60 WEST 70

Ra-Hor-khuti. A name of the sun-god: "Ha, the

haiok in the horizon". S cent. 58 W cent.
60 Pyr.

renpe-tu. Xoun, plural of renpe't "year", hence:

"years". E south 61 W south 68

rekh. Verb: "to knoic, understand" . E cent. 56

Same word as the preceding: "to know, under-

stand". S east 65

ra h

3^ , ,

hapu. ]N"oun, plural of hap "laio, judgment",
hence: "laws". S east 65

ra

§—^ har. Adj.: "calm, satisfied, glad". N cext. 60

H

hau. Noun, plural of ha "limb", hence: "limbs".
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E CENT. 56

hu. Verb: "to smite, strike". N cent. 60

heb. Noun: "festival, feast" . S east 65

|

hebu. Plural of the preceding word: "festivals".

N EAST 69

heb. Noun: "festival". In the phrase sed-heb
thirty-year period" . S cent. °

ifS^ hun. Noun: "child, boy, youth". E north 62

fl
hena. Prep.: "with". E cent. 5T

§>| her. Noun: "face". N west 70

Her. "Horus" with the double crown of Egypt. E
NORTH 62 CENT. 56 SOUTH 63 S EAST 65 CENT.

"
>s WEST 66

W NORTH GT
CENT. " SOUTH 68 N EAST*

58 CENT. (i0 WEST 70

See under Ra-Hor-khuti.

a Her-nub. "The golden Horus." E south 04W south
N CENT. '!0

See under neheh. E cent. 5H

| heq. Noun: "prince, chief". Pyr. south 51 west 52

III hequ. Plural of the preceding word: "princes^

chiefs" . N cent. 60
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Dn ka/t. Noun: "temple'. Pyr. south 51 west 53

ha*t-a. From the preceding word with the adjective

a "great 11

, hence: "the great temple' 1

. E cent 56

hez. Adj.: "white". Noun: "the white crown' 1 of Up-
per Egypt. N cent. fi0

q kha. Adj.: "glorious, crowned'' . E cent. 56 W cent. 59

Pyr. EAST 48 SOUTH 50 WEST 53 NORTH 55

mA .

|| jy khau. Noun, plural of kha "crown", hence: "*Zm-

^Zeras, crowns' 1

. E south 64

khu. Verb, etc.:
*

'to be glorious; resjrtendent; glo-

ry. splendor 1
'

. E north 6i south ,;i

[Ojrfb khu't. Noun: "horizon". E north 62

§ khuti. Dual of the preceding word: "the two hori-

zons 11
. See under Ra-Hor-khuti.

khepesh. Noun: "strength, power, victory 11
. N

Khepera. The god "Khepera 11

,
literally "the cre-

ator"1 . E south 63

kher. Conj. and prep.: "for
11

. E cent. 56

V_jiw^AA_y| Kherp-kheper-Ra-sotep-en-Ra. The
first cartouche or the royal name of Osarkon I.,
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"made governor by Ra, chosen of Ma 1
'\ small side

inscriptions E 72 72 S 7 7 W 7 7

"N

kha*t. Xoun: "belly, womb". E cent. 56

kha't. Same word as the preceding: "belly, womb11
.

E south 64

J khet. Noun: "thing; things" . Pyr. north 54

^ khatf. Prep, and conj.: "for, before; since, be-

cause". N CENT. 60 WEST 70

sa. Noun: "son, child, offspring". E north 62 62

CENT. 56 SOUTH 64 64 S EAST

CENT. 59 SOUTH i

Pyr. EAST 4
" SOUTH 50 WEST 53 NORTH 55

SMALL SIDE INSCRIPTIONS E 72 72 S 72 7J W 72 72 N 72 72

^ sa. Same word as the preceding: "son, child, off-

spring" . E south 63 S west™ W south'^ N west 70

Pf s*aha. Verb, causative form of aha "to raise", hence:

"to cause to be raised, erect". S cent. 58

\ su. Personal pronoun third person: "lie, him; him-

self; she, her; herself; it; itself; they, them; them-

selves" . E SOUTH 64 N EAST 69

su. Same word as the preceding: "he; him; &c."

S CENT, 60
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P^^yj S'usekh. Verb, causative form of usekh "to ex-

tend", hence: "to cause to be extended". N cent. 60

© sep. Noun: "time, times", after numerals. S cent. 58

nm
I ^ $ s*menkh, Verb, causative of menkh ' 'to be beau-

tiful", hence: "to render beautiful, embellisli" . W
CENT. 59

sen. Personal pronoun third person plural mascu-
line: "they; them; their". E cent. 56 56

PUQD s-heb. Verb, causative form of heb "to be

glad", hence: "to cause to rejoice, gladden". N
EAST 69

\^ suten. Noun: "Mng". E cent. 56

suten. Same word as the preceding: "Mng". S
WEST H6 N WEST 70

^<JfL> suteni't. Noun, derived from the preceding word:

"Mngdom"'. E cent. 5fi

suten-kaut (doubtful!). Noun: "the king of Upper
and Lower Egypt" . E north 62 cent. S6 south fii S

EAST 65
CENT. 58 WEST 66 W NORTH 67 CENT. 59 SOUTH 68

N EAST 68 CENT. 60 WEST 70 PVT. WEST 52 NORTH 54 SMALL
SIDE INSCRIPTIONS E 72 72 S 72 72 W 72 72 N 72 72

sed. In the phrase sed-heb "the thirty year period

festival". S cent. 5S

^ S'zef. Verb, causative form of zef "to be
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full", hence: "to cause to be filled, provide with".

N EAST 69

C3D Sh

^~^ D shep. Verb: "to seize, obtain". E south' 11

j^jf~^~~ shepas. Adj.: "beautiful, glorious". E koeth 62

shef't. Noun: "terror, awe". Seast 65

A Q

A qa. Verb, abbreviated form of qa: "to raise". N
cent. 80

qa - Noun: "bull". E NORTH 62 cent. " 1 south" S

EAST 65 CENT. 58 WEST 66 W NORTH '' T CENT. 59 SOUTH 68

N EAST 68 WEST T
" Pyr. EAST 18 SOUTH 50 WEST NORTH 55

Ia^a qebeh. Noun: "libation". Pyr. west 5" north 55

-4 Qenrt. "Egypt". S west r,f> N cent. ,;l west 71

qema. Verb: "to create". E cent. 56

qen. *o^^4»m*«bnr. N west 70

Z5 G

f= ger. Verb: "to seize, possess". E north 62 W north 67
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ta. Noun: "land, earth". N cent. 60

iF=f ta. Same word as the preceding: "land, earth'' . N

P taui. Dual of the two preceding words: "the two

countries", Egypt. E north 62 62 south 6t S east 65 65

WEST 66 W NORTH 67 67 SOUTH 68 N EAST 69 WEST 70 Pyr.

east 47 south 50 51 west 52 north 54 55 Written sepa-

rately. Pyr. east 49

|| tash'tu. Noun, plural of tash't "boundary",

hence: "boundaries" . N cent. 60

tep. Adj.: "first". S cent

tef. Noun, contracted form of atef : "father"

.

S CENT. 58 N CENT. 60

^j- tef. Same word as the preceding: "father". S east
65 W NORTH 67 N EAST 69

Turn. The god "Turn". E cent. 57 Pyr. south 51

^p-Jf^ Turn. Same word as the preceding: the god

"Turn". E cent. 56

tekhenui. Noun, dual of tekhen "obelisk", hence:

"two obelisks". S cent. 58
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D

[\ du. Verb, &c: "to give; giving; gift", E north 63

CENT. 57 S EAST 05 W NORTH ,;T N EAST 69 CENT. 61 WEST
vo pyr# EAST 47 49 SOUTH 50 n WEST 52 53 53 NORTH 54 55 55

dirt. Noun, from the preceding word: "gift, pres-

ent". Pyr. EAST 49 SOUTH 51 WTEST 53 NORTH :>>

*| dua. Noun: "star". In the phrase nuterti dua "the

morning-star" . S east 65

dem. Adj.: "all, complete". N west 70

denrt. Noun, from the preceding word: "com-

pleteness, totality". N cent. 60

^ Dehuti. The god "Thoth". E cent. 56

Dehuti-meses-nefer-kheperu. The
second cartouche or the family name of Thothmes
III., "the child of Thoth, beautiful in his trans-

formations (or of beautiful form)". S cent. 5
" W

cent. 60 N cent. 61

ded. Noun: "stability". E cent. 57 Pyr. west 53

—n
n dedui. Noun, dual of ded "hancV\ hence: "the two

hands". N cent. 60

a

dedui. Same word as the preceding: "two hands".

N west 70

^
zeta. Noun, &c: "eternity; eternal; forever". E

CENT. 57 S CENT. 58 W CENT. 60 N CENT. 61 Pyr. EAST



INDEX OF PROPER NAMES.
Transcriptionsfrom the Egyptian are given in heavy type, thosefrom the Greek in Italics.

Aahhotep, IT. dyn. 110

Aahlu. [Elysium] 97 120

Aahmes I., 18. dyn. 102 110 126 150

Aahmes II., 26. dyn. 110

Aahmesnefertari, queen 18. dyn. 110

Aahmessapaar. 17. dyn. 110

Aanuru. [Elysium] 9? 120

Aareq-t. [Phil*] 86 93

Ab, 10. dyn. 109

Ab. [Elephantine] 86 93 119

Abd-el-Latif, Arabic physician. 123

Abd-el-Qurnah. [Thebes] 96

Abdu. [Abydos] 88 93

Abdu-t. [Abydos] 88 93

Abehenkhepesh, 15. dyn. 109

Aboccis. [Abusimbel] 93

Ab-t. [Elephantine] 86 93 119

Abuncis. [Abusimbel] 93

Abusimbel. 27 93 113

Abu-t. [Elephantine] 24 93 119

Abfisir. 91 93

Abu-Sir. 92 93 105

Abydos. 88 93

Achseans, Greek tribe. 121

Ad, Arabic tribe. 93

Africa. 4 118

Africanus. 94

Ahtes, 3. dyn. 109

Al, 14. dyn. 109

Ai, 18. dyn. 110

Akaiisha t Aqauasha^. [Achaeans] 121

Allies, 3. dyn. 109

Akhmim. [Panopolis] 89 93

Akhoris, 29. dyn. 110

Akhfhoes, 10. dyn. 109

Albani Obelisk. 10 93 104 135

Aleksandres I. and II. [Alexander III.

and TV.] 94 111

Alexander I., 32. dyn., or Alexander

in., the Great, of Macedon. 32 91

94 111 142 144

Alexander II., 32. dyn., or Alexander
IV., of Macedon. Ill

Alexander VII., Pope. 140

Alexandria, viii 8 35 39 40 41 42 43 44 72

73 79 81 82 91 94 95 101 102 105 129

131 141 144 154

Alexandrian Obelisk, in London. 8 10

41 95 130

Alnwick. Alnwick Castle, in England. 95

Alnwick Castle Obelisk. 10 95 147

Alsace. 118

Amen, god. 35 37 38 62 63 64 65 66 67 68

69 70 71 72 87 88 94 95 96 97 98 122

129 136 138 144 149 150 156 157 175

Amenemapt, 21. dyn. 110

Amenemhat I., 12. dyn. 109152

Amenemhat II., 12. dyn. 109

Amenemhat III., 12. dyn. 90 95 109

119 129 134

Amenemhat IV., 12. dyn. 109

Amenhotepl., H., EH., and IV., 18.

dyn. 110

Ameni Inscription. 127

Amenmeses, 19. dyn. 110

Amenoyhis, 21. dyn. 110

Amenophis I., 18. dyn. 110

Amenophis IL, 18. dyn. 6 10 95 96 110

133 137 151

Amenophis III, 18. dyn. 16 88 96 110

112 130 153

Amenophis IV. , 18. dyn. 29 30 89 96 101

(110) 149

Amen-Ra, god. 29 37 88 95 97 100 119

128 133 136 142

Amenrud, 25. dyn. 110

Amenrud [Amyrtaeus], 28. dyn. 98 110

Amenti. [Hades] 28 30 97 121

Ammenemes I., I/., III., and IF., 12.

dyn. 109
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Ammon, god. 95

Amoaisi 26. dyn. 110

Amosis I., 18. dyn. 110

Amru, Arabic general. 94

Amseth, one of the genii. 97

Amyrtaeus, 28. dyn. 10 98 110

Amyrtseus Obelisks. 10 98 106

Amyrteos I. [Amyrtams], 28. dyn. 110

An. [Heliopohs] 36 51 52 53 56 58 69 91

96 98 111 123 144 175

Anantef, 11. dyn. 109

Anbu-hez-t. [Memphis] 132

Andines. [Antinods] 122

Anit. [Esneh] 120

An-menth. [Hermonthis] 87 99 120

Anpu [Anubis], god. 99

An-t. [Denderab] 88 99 116

Antariush (Anthaliush' [Darius I.], 27.

dyn. 110

Antefl., II., HI-, IV., and V., 11.

dyn. 109

Antef the Great. 11. dyn. 91199109

Antefa [Antef the Great], 11. dyn. 99

Anthrish [Darius II.], 27. dyn. 110

AntTnoiis. 103 122

Antiocb, in Syria. 117

Antoninus Pin-. Roman emperor. Ill

Antuf, 11. dyn. 109

Antufa, 11. dyn. 109

Anubis, god. 89 97 98 99 100 147 160

Apehutiset, 15. dyn. 109

Apeium. 100

Apepa, 15. dyn. 109

Apepa, 16. dyn. 110

Aphrodite [Venus], goddess. 123

Apis hull. 94 98 99 100

Apollo, god. 118

Apollinopolis. 118

Apoph%8, 15. dyn. 109

Apries, 26. dyn. 110

Apiu-t. [Thehes] 88 100

Aqenenra, 16. dyn. 110

Arabia. Arabic. 19 79 88 93 94 100 106 114

120 122 123 126 127 133 140 142 149

153

Arabia Felix. 147

Aram. [Syria] 133

Aram-naharayim. [Mesopotamia] 133

Ares [Mars], god. 131

Aries, in France. 10 22 100 101

Aries Ohelisk. 10 100

Arses, 31. dyn. Ill

Artakhshashs [Artaxerxes], 27. dyn. 110

Artaxerxes I., 27. dyn. 98 110

Artaxerxes II., Persian king. 135

Arunuth. [Oroutes] 137

Asehra, 21. dyn. 110

Asia. Asiatic. 86 96 101 125 128 137 138

146 147 149

Asia Minor. 126 151

Assuaii. [Syene] 13 23 24 86 101 119 123

148 152

Assuan Obelisk. 11 101

Assyria. 133137

As-t [Isis], goddess. 39 102 105 106 126

136 158

Aswan. [Assuan] 149

Ata, 1. dyn. 109

Aten, god. 62 63 75 89 96 97 101 149 176

Aten-Ra, god. 96 101

Ateth, 1. dyn. 10.)

Athene [Minerva], goddess. 136

Alhothis, 1. dyn. 109

Ati, 6. dyn. 109

Atmcidan Ohelisk. 9 101

Atrines [Hadrian], Roman emperor. 122

Atum [Turn], god. 2D 51 1C2

Augustus, Roman emperor. 8 25 32 39

72 73 74 82 102 105 1C7 111 112 121

141

Augustus, title of Roman emperors. 117

122

Aurelian, Roman emperor. 111

Aurelius, Roman emperor. Ill

Aurora, goddess. 153

Autocrator, title of Roman emperors.

39 102 106 111 117 122 136

AvarK [Pelusium] 92 102 123 139

Baennuter, 2. dyn. 109

Bakenrenf, 24. dyn. 110

Balikh, river in Syria. 117

Banon, 15. dyn. 109
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Barbaras, Roman prefect. 39 73 74 82 103

Barberini [Pope Urban YIII.]. 103

Barberini Obelisk. 9 103 121 131 141

Bashniuric dialect [Coptic]. 113

Bast, goddess. 92 98 103 105 146 158

Bazau, 2. dyn. 109

Bedouins [Arabs]. 126

Bejij [Crocodilopolis], 5 103114

Bejij Obelisk. 11 103

Belzoni, explorer. 13 103 114

Benemthesti [Benevento]. 103

Benevento, in Italy. 8 lu 103 104

Benevento Obelisks. 10 103

Beni-Hassan. 89 104

Beq-t [Egypt]. 118

Berenice III., Ptolemaic queen. Ill

Berlin, in Germany. 10 105 130

Bersheh 15 89 104

Beth Shemesh [Heliopolis]. 2

BinothriSi 2 dyn. 109

Boboli Gardens Obelisk- 10 104

Boethos-, 2, dyn 1C9

Bokkhoris, 24. dyn. 110

Bockh, historian. 108

Bolbitine. 145

Bonomi, Egyptologist. 11 104 147

Book of the Dead. 33 34 98 99 1C4 118

134 1S6

Borgian Obelisk. 10 94 104 135

Bosphorus. 1C5

Boussard, French engineer. 92 105

British Museum. 10 98 1S5 139 145

Brooklyn Navy Yard. 44 82

Bragsch, H., Egyptologist. 26 105 108

118 119

Bubastis. 92 102 105 110 139 149

Bfilak [Cairo]. 38 105 139

Bunsen, historian. 108

Busiris. 92 93 105 139

Buto, goddess. 98

Byzantium [Constantinople]. 8 105 113

Caesar, Julius, Roman dictator. 112

Caesar, emperor Augustus. 32 39 73 74

82 102 105

Caesar, title of Roman emperors. 39 105

10G 111 117 122

Caesareum, temple, 39 105

Cairo. 1 5 11 36 ;.8 90 91 105 106 123 131 137

Cairo Obelisk. 11 106

Caligula, Roman emperor. 8 102 106111

153

Cambyses, 27. dyn. viii 1 106 110

Campensis Obelisk. 9 1C6 134 141

Campus Martius, in Rome. 107

Canaan [Palestine]. 138

Caracalla, Roman emperor. 102 111

Carkhemish, on the Euphrates. 36 107

Catania, in Sicily. 10 107

Catania Obelisk. 10107

Cataracts of the Nile. 1C8

Champollion, Egyptologist. 112 114

Circus 31aximus, in Rome. 121

Claudius, Roman emperor. 8 102 114

111 134 148

Clement XL, Pope. 131

Cleopatra II., Ptolemaic queen. 7 111

112 114 140 142

Cleopatra III., Ptolemaic queen. 111142

Cleopatra VI., Ptolemaic queen. 39 40

111 112

Cleopatra's Needle, in New York. 8 10

41 42 81 112 136

Colossi at Thebes. 16 96 112

Columbia College, in New York. 72

Commodus, Roman emperor. Ill

Constantine the Great, emperor. 8 1022

100 101 111 113 129

Constantinople. 8 9 101 102 11 5 113 141

Constantius II., emperor. 8 111 113 129

Coptic language. 90 105 113 116 145 149

Coptos. 88 113 129 143

Corfe Castle. In England. 114

Corfe Castle Obelisk. 10 11* 140

Crocodilopolis. 5 11 90 103 114 120

Cyriacus Mattha?ius, Roman senator. 153

Dakkeh, in Nubia. 114

Damascus, in Syria. 36 114

Damietta. 92 105 115 133

Damnijsek [Damascus]. 114

Dareiov, 31. dyn. Ill

Darcio.s Hystaspes, 27. dyn. 110

Dareios Xerxes, ~7. dyn. 110
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Darius I., 27. dyn. 110

Darius EI., 27. dyn. 110

Dashur. 91115 130

Decius, Roman emperor. Ill

Deb-t [Edfu]. 87115 118

Dedefra, 4. dyn. 1G9

Dedkara, 5. dyn. 1 19

Dehuti [Thoth], god. 49 56 58 60 61 V.

150 151 158 15J 161 190

Delia Passeggiata Obelisk. 103

Delta. 84 90 93 98 102 115 130

Demotic language, 114 115 116 124 145

Denderahc 88 99 116 149

Denmark; Danish. 154

Denys of Telmahre, Syrian patriarch, ]

117

Der-el=Baheri [Thebes]. 8S 117

Diana, goddess. 146

Dimashku [Damascus]. 114

Diocletian, emperor. Ill 141

Diodorus, Greek geographer. 132

Dionysius Tell-Mahr&ya. 117

Domitian, Roman emperor. 5 7 8 9 1

22 94 103 1C4 111 117 139

Dorsetshire, in England. 114

Drah-abul-Xeggah [Ihebes]. 88 117

Drah-abul-Xeggah Obelisks. 9 11 118

Duamutf, one of the genii. 97

Du en bekhen [Hammamat], 88

Diimichen, Egyptologist. 61 100 118 It

Dumyat [DamiettaJ. 115

Ebers, Egyptologist. 118

Ebjij [Crocodilopolis]. 103

Edfu. 31 87 115 118 125 126 188

Edrisi, Arabic geographer. 126

Eileithyia, goddess. 119

Eileithyia, district. 136

Eileithyiapolis. 87 119 136

El-Assasif [Thebes]. 99

Elephantine. 4 24 29 86 S3 109 119 128 187

El-Fatan-ibn-Jarud, Arabic name. 80

El-Kab [Eileithyiapolis]. 87 119

El-Kahira [Cairo], 106

El-Khargeh, oasis. 89 119 127 130

El-Lahoon. £0 119 120 129

EKI habut-ben-AIarrat, Arabic name. 80

119

El-Tineh [Thinis]. 89 119 150

Elysium. 67 120

England. English. 8 10 11 40 74 81 93 95

104 114 128 147 154

Epiphanes, Ptolemaic title. Ill 142 i45

Erinent [Hermonthis]. 87 120 123

i Esdraelon, in Palestine. 131

Esmeade Obelisk. 11 120 141

Esneh [i-atopolis]. 87 120 146

Ethiopia. 110 120 180 137 140 141 152

Etruscans, ancient Italian tribe. 121

Euphrates. 107 117 133 117

Evarts, U. S. Secretary of State. 83

Fayooin. 4 5 89 95 103 114 119 120 129

180 134 146 152

First Cataract. 24 86 101 108 118

Flaminiau Obelisk. 9 121 141

Florence, in Italy. 104 121

Florence Obelisks. 10 121

Fort St. Julien 105

Fostat [Cairo] 106

France. French. 8 10 22 92 100 105 130

Galba, Roman emperor 111

Gallienus, emperor. Ill

Germany. German. 10 94 129 135

Geta, Roman emperor. Ill

j

Gizeh. 4 91 103 121 122 127 128 130 182

Glyptothek, in Munich, Germany. 94

Gorringe, U. S. Navy. 40 41 43 46 83

Graywacke Knoll, in Central Park, New
York. 43 44

Greece. Greek. 12 21 51 72 73 74 84 87 89

90 91 f,6 97 98 100 103 105 111 112

113 114 118 119 120 121 122 123 125

126 127 128 129 181 132 1E5 1C6 187

139 144 145 146 148 14J 151 152 153

Hades. 28 30 97 i8 121

Hadrian, Roman emperor. 5 7 9 22 103

111 121 122

Hager, 29 dyn. 110

Hammamat. 16 23 88 122 129

Hap [Nile]. 187 158

I'larmachis, god. 122 125 148

Harrna-t [HomeJ. 144

Ha-Sebek [( rocodilopolisj. 103114
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Hashepes Ha-t-shepes), queen 18. dyn.
"

122

Hatasu, queen 18. dyn. 6 9 11 19 23 35

117 122 12? 131 133 150

Hatasu Obelisks. 122

Ha-t-Her [Hathor], goddess. 123 166

Hatho'r, goddess. 88 98 117 123 166

Ha't-nebes't [Damietta]. 115

Ha-t-uar-t [Avaris]. 92 102 123

Hauinebu [Greeks]. 121

Hayes, U. S. President. 83

Hebrew. 84 133 110

Hegira, flight of Mohammed. 126

Heliopolis. 1 2 4 9 10 19 21 36 38 51 52 53

56 57 58 69 75 76 77 78 82 91 96 98

101 102 1C4 107 111 121 123 125 131

133 134 141 143 144 151 153 175

Heliopolis Obelisk. 9 123

Helhipolis [Heliopolis]. Ill

Elep [Apis]. 100

Hepi, one of the genii. 97

Heqet
|
Heq-t . goddess. 98

Heracleopolis. 109

Heremheb, 18. dyn. 110

Heremsaf, 6. dyn. 109

Herher, 21. dyn. 110

Hermapion, Egyptian priest. 121

Hermonthis. 87 89 120 123

Herodotus, Greek historian. 132

Herschel, astronomer. 13123

Hesepti, 1 . dyn. 109

Hezef, 2. dyn. 109

Hieratic writing. 34 115 116 124 140

Hittites, nation. 36 37 101 107 125 127

128 139 144 147

Homer, Greek poet. 2 37 125 126 139

Hophra [Apries], 26. dyn. 141

Hor (Her
|
[Horus], god. 29 56 58 59 60

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 70 136 160 161

166 181 184

Hor-hud-t [Horus of Edfu], god. 31 125

Hor-em-kbuti, god. 30 122 125

Hor-kbuti, god. 29 125

Horos, 18. dyn. 110

Hor-Ra, god. 30 125 160

Horus, god. 28 30 31 47 56 57 58 59 60 61

1

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 75 76 77

78 87 S7 98 118 122 123 125 126 138

116 157 160 161 181 184

Howara Pyramid. 129

Hud-t [EdfuJ. 87 118 126

Hyksos. £2 101 102 109 110 126 147 149

Ibn-el-Vardi, Arabic geographer. 79 126

India. 13

Innocent X., Pope. 139

Ipsambul [Abusimbel], in Nubia. 93

Ishmael, Khedive. 40 111 126 137

Isis, goddess. 86 98 102 106 114 123 125

126 136 138 110 158

Isle of Purbeek, in England. 114

Ismail, Khedive. 82 126

Israelites, viii 134 147

Istambnl [Constantinople]. 113

Italy. 8 10 25 103 104 135

Jacobites, sect. 117

Jebel Barkal, in Xubia. 137

Jebel Selseleh [Silsilis]. 86126 128

Jerabliis, in Syria. 107

Jews. Jewish. 131 134

Joseph, biblical patriarch. 2 127

Josiah, king of Judah. 131

Judah, kingdom in Palestine. 132

Jupiter, god. 95

Kadesh, in Syria. 35 127

Kaiekhos, 2. dyn. 109

Kaiseres [Caesar], title. 106

Kakau, 2. dyn. 109

Kambyses [Cambyses], 27. dyn. 110

Karnes, IT. dyn. 110

Kanana [Canaan], 138

Kanra, 10. dyn. 109

Karnak [Thebes]. 2 36 88 112 121 122

127 149 153

Karnak Obeli>ks. 9 10 11 19 127

Karukamsha [Carkhemish]. 107

Kembathet [Cambyses], 27. dyn. 106 110

Kenemti [El-Khargeh]. 89 119127

Khabbash, 28. dyn. 110

Kbafra, 4. dyn. 109 127

Kbart^i, 10. dyn. 109

Kbaru, Syrian tribe. 36 101 127 131

Khefrenor Khcphren, 4. dyn. 91 109 12?
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Khem [Pan], god. 89 139

Khennu [Silsilis]. 86 128 147

Kheops, 4. dyn. 91 109 122 128

Kheper, god. 28 29 128

Khepera, god 63 61 75 128 185

Kheper-Ra, god. S8

tihcres, 5. dyn. 109

Kher-nuter [Elysium]. 97

Kheta [Hittites], nation. £637 101 125 128

fvhittini [Hittites], nation. 128

Khnum, god. 86 87 £8 120 128 158 159

Khnum-hotep Tomb. 104

TThnum-Ra, god. 29 128

Khnumu, god. 128

KhsMarush [Xerxes I.], 27. dyn. 110

Khu-en-Aten [Amendphis IV.], 18.

dyn. 97

Khu-en-Aten [Tel-el-Amarna]. 89

Khufu, 4. dyn. 5 109 128 133 143 148

Kircher, mathematician. 79 129

Kisers [Gmh], title. Ill 117 122

KQm-Omboo. 86 129 137

Kosser, on the Red Sea. 23 88 122 129

Kuft [Coptos]. 88 114 129

Kush. [Ethiopia. Nubia]. 137

Labyrinth. CO S5 120 129

Lateran Obelisk. 9 20 23 25 129

Latin. 72 73 74

Latopolis [Esneh]. 120

Lauth, Egyptologist. 108

Lenormant, Orientalist. 128

Lepsius, Egyptologist. 4 5 36 37 99 104

1C5 1C8 119 129 130 155

Lepsius Obelisk. 10 118 ISO

Lesseps, engineer. 148

Leukos-Limen [KossSr]. 129

Libyan Desert. 59 90 130 1£7

Lisht Pyramid. 91 130

London. 8 10 £6 39 41 81 91 €5 102 154

London Obelisk. 8 25 40 50 72 73 130177

Louis XIV., king of France. 1C1

Louis Philippe, king of France. 130

Lower Egypt. 1 16 30 31 48 51 52 53 54

56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67

68 69 70 72 75 76 77 78 84 90 94 95)

C6 97 99 105 1( 6 107 111 113 114 115

117 121 122 123 127 128 ISO 132 135

136 lb 7 138 140 141 142 144 145 147

149 150 151 152 161 162 168 181 187

Lucilius Lupus. 1C4

Lucina, goddess. 119 136

Luku (Lekaj [Lycians], Greek tribe of

Asia Minor. 121

Luxor ['Ihebes]. 2 4 9 88 112 ISO 150

Luxor Obelisk, in Paris. 8 10 23 41 130

Luxor Obelisk, in Thebes. 9 130

Lycians, Greek tribe of Asia Minor. 121

Ma iMaa I, goddess. 37 62 63 64 65 66 67

68 69 70 71 76 78 87 95 96 98 id 122

120 131 144 147 152 158 177 179

Maad Boat, of Ra. 22 131

Macedon. Macedonian. 94 111

Mahutean Obelisk. 10 131 1£9

Makara [Fatasu], queen 18. dyn. 6 35

100 110 122 131

Maketha [Megiddo], in Syria. 132

Manetho, Egyptian priest. 108 111 126

Maqdam-ibn-el-^Amr-ben-abi-Reisul, an
Arabic name. 80 131

Mareotis Lake. 91 131 1£3

Mariette, Egyptologist. 1C5 108

Mark Antony, Roman triumvir. 112

Mars, god. 61 131 1x2

Matariyeh [Heliopolis]. 1 5 36 91 123 131

Mecca, in Arabia. 126

Medina, in Arabia. 126

Medinet-IIabti [Ihebes]. 88 113 131

Mediterranean Sea. 90 118 131

Moduli [Meydoom]. 133

Megiddo, in Syria. £6 131

Meh-t [Lower Egypt]. 90

Memnon, Vocal. 96 153

Memnonium, temple. 16 88 132

Memphi [Memphis], 90

Memphis. 4 10 19 65 76 90 91 93 100 106

1C9 113 115 121 127 132 133 142 143

113 151 178

Memphitic dialect [Coptic]. 113

Mena, 1. dyn. 1C9 132

Mendes. £2 132 If 9

Menephthah I., 19. dyn. 121 134

Menephihe8, 19. dyn. 110
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Menephthes Sitmthas, 19. dyn. 110

Menes, 1. dyn^ 89 108 1U9 132 150

Menkauher, 5. dyn. 109

Menkaura, 4. dyn. 1C9 1S5

Menkheres, 4. dyn. 109

Menkheres, 5. dyn. 119

Men-nefer-t [Memphis]. 90 1S2

Menthu [Mars], god. 87 120 131 132 133

157

Menthuhotep I., EL, III., and IV., 11.

dyn. 109

Menzaleh Lake. 92 115 133

Mephre [Hatasu], queen 18. dyn. 110

Merab, prince 4. dyn. 5 133

Merbapen, 1. dyn. 109

Merenher, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Merenptah I. and II., 19. dyn. 110

Meri-t piareotis Lake]. 91 131 133

Merriam, classical philologist. 72 103

Mer-t [Egypt]. 118

Mer-Tum-t [Meydoom]. 00 133

Merur [Mceris Lake] . 90

Mesopotamia. 36 96 133

Mesphres [Thothmes TIT.]. 36 133

Metropolitan Museum of Art, in Xew
York. 43 72 82

Meydoom or Meydoon. 90 120 130 133

Mietm, 1. dyn. 109

Minerva, goddess. 136

Misr [Egypt]. 118 133

Mitrahineh [Memphis]. 91 113 132 133

Mizrayim [Egypt]. 84 133

Mnevis bull. 1 8 133

Mceris Lake. 90 95 120 1S4

Mof [Memphis]. 132

Mohammed. 108 126

Mohammedans, viii 79 94 106 118

Monte Cavallo Obelisk. 9 134 148

Monte Citorio Obelisk. 22 25 106 134

Monte Pincio Obelisk. 22 103 134

Moses, v 134 147

Munich, in Germany. 10 94

Mu-qed-t [Red Sea], 144

Mut, goddess. f9

Mycerinus, 4. dyn. 91 109 135

Nahar [Syria]. 133

Xahasb Obelisk. 11 135

Xapata, in Nubia. 137

Naples, in Italy. 10 94 103 104 135

Naples Obelisk. 135

Xapoleon I. 105

Napoleon HL 101

Narani [Nero]. 136

Xaville, Egyptologist. 104

Nebka, 3. dyn. 10

3

Nebkara, 3. dyn. 109

Nebnemra, 11. dyn. 109

Xeco, 26. dyn. 131

Xectanebo I., 33. dyn. 9 111 135

Nectanebo II., 30. dyn. Ill

Neferarikara, 5. dyn. 100

Neferarkara, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Weferhotep, 14. dyn. 109

Neferka, 7.-10. dyn. 103

Neferkaher, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Neferkara, 2. dyn. 109

Neferkara, 3. dyn. 109

Neferkara, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Neferkaraannu, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Neferkarakhendu, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Neferkaranebi, 7.-10. dyn. 103

Neferkarapepiseneb, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Neferkaratererel, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Neferkaseker, 2. dyn. 109

Neferkaura, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Neferkhara, 5. dyn. 119

Weferseh...., 7.-10. dyn. 109

Xeith. goddess. 92 120 136

Nekau, 26. dyn. 110

Nekhao II., 26. dyn. 110

Nekbeb or Nekheb-t, goddess. 87 119

VG
Nekheb-i [Lileithyiapolis]. 87 119 13ft

Nekheropkes, 3. dyn. 1C9

Nekkthcmebos, 30. dyn. Ill

Nelehtharetes, 30. dyn. Ill

Nekhtherheb, ZO. dyn. Ill 136

JSTekhtnebef, 30. dyn. Ill

Nephcrkhera, 2. dyn. 109

Nepherkkem, 5. dyn. 109

Nephorites I., 29. dyn. 110

Xephthys, goddess. 136
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Nero, Eoman emperor. 11 102 111 136

Nerva, Roman emperor. Ill

Net [Neith], goddess. 186

Netaqerti, queen 6. clyn. 109

New York, 8 £6 10 41 42 43 44 82 91 102

New York Obelisk. 8 20 23 25 39 46 49

72 73 79 81 91 112 136 151 177

Niafaurud, 29. dyn. 110

Nile. 2 4 16 27 84 86 88 90 91 92 S3 1C2

103 105 106 108 115 117 118 119 127

130 137 140 143 145 148 152 158

Nineveh, capital of Assyria. 36 C6 137

Nitokris, queen 6. dyn. 109

N6 [Thebes]. 149

Not" [Memphis]. 132

Northumberland, in England. 95 147

Nubia. 86 93 114 120 137 149

Nubi-t [Umbos] . 86 129 137

Nirt [Thebes]. 149

Nu-t-Amen [Thebes]. 87149

Nu-t-a-t [I hebes]. 149

Octavianus [emperor Augustus]. 102

Octavius [emperor Augustus]. 112

OA7(06, 31. dyn. Ill

Omar, caliph. 94

Omboo [Ombos]. 129

Ombos. 29 86 129 137 146

On [Heliopolis]. 123

Onnos, 5. dyn. .109

Orontes, river in Syria. 86 137 147

O>arkon I., 22. dyn. 38 71 72 75 76 77 78

96 110 128 1S8 175 185

Osarkon II., 22. dyn. 110

Osarkon III., 23. dyn. 110

Osiris, god. 61 87 88 92 94 97 98 100 105

125 126 138 116 150 156

Osokhor, 21. dyn. 110

Osorkhon I. and II., 22. dyn. 110

Osorkhon III., 23. dyn. 110

Osymandym [Ramses I I.J. 1S2

Otho, Roman emperor. Ill

Othoes, 6. dyn. 109

Padan-aram [Mesopotamia]. 133

Painezem I., II., and III., 21. dyn. 110

Palestine. 35 115 131 138 144 147

Pamai, 22. dyn. 110

Pamphili [Pope Innocent X.]. 139

Pampkilian Obelisk. 9 139 141

Pan, god. 139

Panopolis. 89 93 139

Pantheon, in Rome. 131

Pantheon Obelisk. 131 139

I'arakhistcc, embalmers. 134

Paris, in France. 8 10 23 41 130

Pasebkhanu I. and II., 21. dyn. 110

Pasht [Bast], goddess. 92 103 139 146

Pa ta mera-t [Delta]. 90 115

Pa ta res [Upper Egypt]. 84

Pedusabast, 23. dyn. 110

Pelusium. £2 1C2 123 129

Pentaur, scribe. 37 139

Pepi I. and II., 6. dyn. 109

Perabsen, 2. dyn. 109

Per-ba-neb-ded-t [Mendes]. 92 139

Per-Bas-t [Bubastis]. 92 105 133

Per-khem-t [Panopolis]. 89 139

Persia. Persians. C4 98 106 110 111 127 135

Per-Usar-t [Busirifl], £2 105 133

Peserk-t [Pselcis], in Nubia. Ill

Petsybastis, 23. dyn. 110

Pharos of Alexandria. 94

Phil£e. 4 7 9 10 22 84 86 93 108 112 114 140

Phila; Obelisk. 9 112 140

Philip II., king of Macedon. C4

Philippus Aridoeus, 32. dyn. Ill

Phiops I. and II., 6. dyn. 109

Phiuliupus, 32. dyn. Ill

Phuscmes, 21. dyn. 110

Piankhi I., 24. dyn. 21 110 140

Piankhi II., 24. dyn. 110

Piazza della Minerva Obelisk. 10 140

Piazza del Popolo Obelisk. 141 145

Piazza di San Pietro, in Pome. 153

Piazza Navona Obelisk. 22 139 141

Pi-B ;'seth [BubastisJ. 105

Pireq [PhilaeJ. 86

Piilfl VI., Pope. 107 134 145

Pius VII., Pope. 103

Place de Concorde, in Paris. 130

Pliny, Roman author. 36 13:) 141

Pompeins, Roman prefect. 141

Pompey's Pillar, in Alexandria. 91 94 141
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Pontius, architect. 39 73 74 82 141

Poole, R. S., archaeologist. 108

Porta del Popolo, in Rome. 11 120 141

Prameste, in Italy. 104 135

Prioli Obelisk. 9*141

Probus, emperor. Ill

Psametik I., 26. dyn. 110 115 141

Psametik II., 26. dyn. 7 9 10 22 107 110

140 141 153

Psametik III., 26. dyn. 106 110

Psametikhos L , II. , and JJL , 26. dyn. 110

Psamuthis, 29. dyn. 110

Pseicis, in Xubia. 114

Psemthek, 26. dyn. 141

Psimut, 29. dyn. 110

Psinakhes, 21. dyn. 110

Ptah, god. 39 65 69 76 78 90 98 100 102

105 1C6 132 136 142 146 147 156 178

Ptah-Seker-TJsar, god. 142

Ptah-Sokar-Osiris, god. 2D 142 145

Ptah-tathunen, god. 65 142 149 178

Ptolemies, the 33. dyn. 9 21 22 81 94 111

114 124 142

Ptolemy I. Soter I., 33. dyn. Ill 142

Ptolemy II. Philadelphus, 33. dyn. Ill

Ptolemy III. Euergetes I., S3, dyn. Ill

Ptolemy IV. Philopator I., 33. dyn. Ill

Ptolemy V. Epiphanes, 33. dyn. Ill 145

Ptolemy VI. Eupator, 33. dyn. Ill

Ptolemy VII. Philometor, 33. dyn. Ill

Ptolemy VHI. Philopator II., 33. dyn.

Ill

Ptolemy IX. Euergetes II., 33. dyn. 7

10 111 112 114 140 142

Ptolemy X. Soter II., 33. dyn. Ill

Ptolemy XI. Alexander I., 33. dyn. Ill

Ptolemy XII. Alexander II., 33. dyn. Ill

Ptolemy XIII. Xeos Dionysius, 33. dyn.

Ill

Ptolemy XIV., 33. dyn. 112

Ptolemy XV., 33. dyn. 112

Ptolemy XVI. Caesarion, 33. dyn. Ill

112

Ptulmis [Ptolemy], 33. dyn. 142

Publius Rubrius Barbaras, Roman pre-

fect. 39 73 74 82 103

Pun-t [Arabia]. 100 142

Pusiri [Busiris]. 1C5

Pyramids. 12 27 91 120 143

Qebeh, 1. dyn. 109

Qebehsenef, one of the genii. 97

Qebti-t [Coptos]. 88 114 143

Qedesh [Kadesh], in Syria. 127

Qem-t [Egypt]. 61 66 70 84 118 143 188

J

Qerti, cataracts of Elephantine. 119

j

Qertus Dabarsa [Claudius Tiberiu*]. ill

Qisers [Caesar] . 102

Qlupedra-t [Cleopatra II.]. 112

Qlupeter [Cleopatra VI.]. 39 112

Quirinal, in Rome. 134

Qurnah [Thebes]. 88 143

Ka, god. 21 22 27 30 31 36 37 38 39 46 47

48 43 50 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

75 76 77 78 87 91 94 S5 96 97 98 99

101 102 106 107 111 117 122 123 127

128 130 1S1 T 2 133 135 1S6 138 140

141 142 143 146 147 150 151 152 157

160 164 175 177 179 182 183 185 186

Ra-Hor, god. 160

Ra-Hor-khuti, god. 28 29 30 46 47 49 55
'

58 59 69 75 76 77 78 144 183 184 185

liameseum, temple. 132

Harnesses I., 19. dyn. 110

Harnesses III., IV.. V. VI. TIL. VIII,

IX. , X., XI. XII, XIII, and

XIV., 20. dyn. 110

Harnesses Hiammun [Ramses II.], 19. dyn.

110

Ramses I., 19. dyn. 110

Ramses II., 19. dyn. viii 4 7 8 9 10 11 16

36 37 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

75 76 77 78 88 91 93 r,6 1C4 110 112

113 117 121 127 128 130 131 132 1U
139 140 143 144 143 140 147 148 152

153 175 177

Ramses 111., 20. dyn. 113 112 117 131 144

Ramses IV., V.. VI., VII.. VIII.. IX..

X.
,
XI., XII., and XIII., 20. dyn.

110

Ranuser, 5. dyn. 109

Raqedrt [Alexandria]. 91 144
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Eathures, 5. clyn. 109

Redesieh. 86 144

Red Sea. 8G 88 1.2 129 144 148

Rehoboam, king of Judah. 132

Rethennu, Syrian tribe. 145

Bhakotis [Alexandria]. 91 94 144

Ehoda, island in the Isilc. 137

Romans, viii 4 5 7 10 11 20 22 24 25 48 51

61 81 82 93 94 95 102 103 115 106

1C8 111 113 116 117 118 119 120 121

123 131 132 136 139 140 141 143 145

153

Rome. 5 7 8 9 11 20 22 23 25 93 103 104

107 111 120 121 129 131 134 139 140

141 144 145 148 153 154

Rosetta. 91 145

Rosetta Stone. 105 116 121 145

Rotennu, Syrian tribe. ^6 101 145

Ku-au-t [Troy in Egypt]. 151

Ku-hun-t [ElTLahoon]. 11',)

Rupuruhun [Labyrinth]. 129

Ruseti [Hades]. 17

Sabina, queen. 121

Sabina't [Sabina]. 121

Saccarah [Memphis]. 91 132 145

Sa-el-Hajar [Sais]. 92 145

Sahidic dialect [Coptic]. 113

Sahura, 5. rtyn. C3 109

Sai [Sais]. 145

St. Anthony's Cross. 5)9

St. Ephraim Syrus, Syrian patriarch. 19

148

Sais. 4 10 92 110 140 145 146

Saiu-t [Sioot]. 8') 145 147

gallustian obelisk, !) 145

Samenthu, 21. dyn. 110

San [Tanisj. 145 146 149

Sail Obelisks. 11 146

San Giovanni in Laterano, church in

Home. 129

Santa Maria Maggiore, church in Rome.

148

Santa Maria Maggiore Obelisk. 0 134148

Santa Trinitadei Monte, churchinRome.
145

Saqanekhtkheperura, 18. dyn. IK)

Saraana, 11. dyn. 109

Sardinians, tribe. 121

rtarbut-el-Khedem, in the Sinaitic Pen-
insula. 9 146

Sa-t pais]. 92 145 146

Sebek, god. 90 98 103 123 129 146 162

Sebekhotep I., II., III., IV., V., VI.,

VII., and VIII., 14. dyn. 109

Sebekkara, 4. dyn. 109

Sebekneferura, 12. dyn. 109

Sebeknophris, 12. dyn. 109

Sebek-Ra, god. 29 86 146

Sebennytus. Ill

Seberkheres, 4. dyn. 109

SeUkhos, 25. dyn. 110

Sebitikhos, 25. dyn. 110

Sekhet, goddess. 38 103 139 146 158

Sekti or Sektet Boat, of Turn. 22 131 146

Selq, goddess. 98 114

Semempses, 1. dyn. 109

Semenptah, 1. dyn. 109

Senda, 2. dyn. 109

Seneferka, 7.-10. dyn. 109

Seneferkara, 11. dyn. 109

Seni-t [Ksneh]. 87 120 146

Sephres, 5. dyn. 109

Seqenenra I., II., and III., 17. dyn. 110

Serapeum, temple. 100

Serapis, god. 94

Scsokhris, 2. dyn. 109

Sesonkliis II., ILL, and IF., 22. dyn.

110

Scsortasis L, II. , and ///., 12. dyn. 109

Sesostns [Sett I.]. 147

Set, god. 87 125 126 138 146 147 157 160

Sethenes, 2. dyn. 109

Sethnekhthes, 19. dyn. 110

Sethos I. and II., 19. dyn. 110

Seti I., 19. dyn. 6 9 86 87 88 110 117 121

127 128 131 133 137 143 144 145 147

148

Seti tt., in. dyn. 110

SeU_4ht, ID. dyn. 110

SevCneh [SyOne]. 149

Severus, Roman emperor. Ill

Sextus, Roman name. 94
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Sezes. 3. dyn. 109

Shabaka, 25. dyn. 110

Shabataka, 25. dyn. 110

Shakalusha [Sicilians], tribe. 121

Shamy and Daray, colossi of Thebes. 153

Sharutana (Sharudana) [Sardinians],

tribe. 121

Shekh-abd-el-Qurnah [Thebes], 132

Shepherd Kings [Hyksos]. 92 146 147

Shepseskaf, 4. dyn. 1C9

Shepseskara, 5. dyn. 1C9

Sheshenq I., II., III., and IV., 22.

dyn. 110

Shcshonq I., 22. dyn. 132

Shishak, 22. dyn. 110

Shu, god. 15G

Sicily. Sicilians. 10 1C8 121

Silsilis. 86 128 147

Sinai, .Mount. 146

Sinaitic Peninsula. 1 4 9 11 135 146 147

Sion House Obelisk. 10 95 147

Sioot. 89 145 147

Sisires, 5. dyn. 1C9

Sixtus Y., Pope. 121 129 148 153

Smendes, 21. dyn. 110

Snefru, 4. dyn. 1C9 133

Somali Coast, in Africa. 122

Sophris, 4. dyn. 1C9

Soris, 4. dyn. 109

Soughton Hall Obelisk. 11 147

Sphinx, the Great. 121 122 148

Staten Island, N. Y. 44

Strabo, Greek geographer. 120 129

Strassburg, in Germany. 118

Stuart, Villiers, traveler. 2 148

Suan [Syene]. 149

Sublime Porte. 53 148

Suez. 135 146

Suez Canal. 40 126 133 148

Sun-t [Syene]. 24 86 101 148 149

Supllis, 4. dyn. 1C9

Sutekh, god. 126 146

Syene. 5 13 16 23 24 36 82 86 101 1C8 139

141 148 149

Syria. Syrians. 86 114 117 126 127 131 133

137 144 145 147 148 149

Tacitus, Roman name. 94

Ta-en-ta-rer-t [DenderahJ. 88 116 149

Taharqa, 25. dyn. 110

Taher, 30. dyn. Ill

Takelot I. and II., 22. dyn. 110

Takclothis I. and II., 22. dyn. 110

Ta mehi-t [Lower Egypt]. GO

Tanis. 4 11 45 92 110 145 140 149 154

Tankheres, 5. dyn. 1C9

Tarakheutce, embalmers. 134

Ta-rer-t [DenderahJ. 117

Tarim, mountain. 80

Ta-Ru-au-t [Troy in Egypt]. 151

Ta-sheti [Fayoom]. 90

Tathunen, name of Ptah. 149

Taur-t, goddess. 98

Tearhhos, 25. dyn. 110

Tel-Basta [Bubastis]. 92 105 149

Tel-el-Amarna. 29 89 96 149

Tell-3Iahre, in Syria. 117

Tentyra [DenderahJ. 117

Tcos, SO. dyn. Ill

Terinus [Trajan]. 122

Teta, 1. dyn. 109

Teta, 3. dyn. 109

Teta, 6. dyn. 109

Thebes. 2 3 4 9 10 11 16 23 29 48 49 50 53

55 56 57 59 60 75 76 77 78 87 88 89

95 96 97 99 100 109 110 112 117 118

119 127 129 130 131 132 133 143 149

153 176

Themesqu [Damascus]. 115

Theni-t [ThinisJ. 89 120 150

Theodosius the Great, emperor. 1C2 111

Thii, queen 18. dyn. 101

Thinis. 89 108 109 119 150

This [Thinis]. 150

Thoth, god. 49 56 57 75 97 98 115 150 151

158 159 161 190

Thothmes I., 18. dyn. 5 9 10 110 127 150

151

Thothmes II., IS. dyn. 6 110 131 150

Thothmes III., 18. dyn. viii 6 7 9 10 19

3135 36 37 38 46 47 48 49 50 52 53

54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 75 76 77

78 82 96 101 110 115 117 122 127 120
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131 132 133 137 138 150 153 179 190

Thothmes IV., 18. dyn. G 9 19 96 110

129 151

Tiberius, Roman emperor. 1C2 111

Tigris, river in Asia. 36 133

Titus, Roman emperor. Ill Name. 104

Tosertasis, 3. dyn. 109

Tosorthros, 3. dyn. 109

Trajan, Roman emperor. 102 111

Troja, in Asia Minor. 151

Troja, in Egypt. 91 151

Troy, in Asia Minor. 126 151

Troy, in Egypt, 91 151

Turn, god. 22 27 28 29 46 51 53 50 57 58

67 75 76 77 90 98 102 123 131 133

146 147 151 189

Tumtines [Domitianj. 117

Tura [Troy in Egypt]. 91 151

Turin, in Italy. 104

Turkey. Turkish. 53 113 148

Tursha [Etruscans], tribe. 121

Tutankhamen, 18. dyn. 110

Tuthmosis i., //., III. , and IV., 18. dyn.

110

Uahabra, 26. dyn. 110

Uaphris, 26. dyn. 110

Uaznes, 2. dyn. 109

Uaz-ur [Mediterranean Sea]. 131

Unas, 5. dyn. 109

Unger, historian. 108

United States. 10 41 44 82 83

Upper Egypt. 2 3 30 31 48 52 53 54 56 57

58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

70 72 75 76 77 78 84 89 93 94 95 96

97 99 103 104 106 107 111 113 114

116 117 118 119 120 122 127 128 129

132 133 135 136 137 138 139 140 141

142 144 147 148 149 150 151 152 161

162 168 181 185 187

Urban A III., Rope. 103

Usaphais, 1. dyn. 109

York Obelisk.

Usar [Osiris], god. 138

Usarken [Osarkon I.]. 38 72 96 138 175

Userenra or Ranuser, 5. dyn. 93 109

Userenra, 11. dyn. 109

Userkaf, 5. dyn. 109

Uscrlchcres, 5. dyn. 109

Usertesenl., 12. dyn. 5 9 11 36 01 103

109 123 152

Usertesen II., 12. dyn. 109 119

Usertesen III., 12. dyn. 109

Us or Us-t [Thebes]. 48 49 50 53 55 56

59 87 96 149 153 176

Vanderbilt, YV. H. 40 41 44 45 83

Vatican, in Rome. 153

Vatican Obelisk. 9 153

Velletri, in Italy. 104 135

Venus, goddess. 117 123

Veranian Obelisk. 103

Verus, Roman emperor. Ill

Vespasian, Roman emperor. Ill

Villa Albani, near Rome. 93

Villa Celimontana, in Rome. 153

Villa Mattei, in Rome. 153

Villa Mattei Obelisk. 10 153

Vocal Memnon. 96 112 153

Wadi Nasb, in the Sinaitic Peninsula. 135

Wanstead, near London, England. 154

Wanstead Obelisk. 11 154

Washington, D. C. 18

Wilkinson, Egyptologist. 14 108 154

Wilson, Erasmus, professor. 95

Xerxes I., 27. dyn. 110

Xois, city in the Delta. 109

Ya^mer-ben-Shaddfid, Arabic name. 80

154

Zahi, Asiatic tribe. 101

Zan-t [Tanis]. 92 149 154

Zazai, 3. dyn. 109

Zeser, 3. dyn. 10'.)

Zeserteta, 3. dyn. 109

IZoega, archaeologist. 11 100 154
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